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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the knowledge systems that doulas use to legitimate
their work to the medical community, and to clients. “Doula” comes from a Greek word
that means “a woman who serves.” In contemporary English, doulas are women who
provide other women with support during labor and childbirth. Although research shows
that doula support can have positive physiological and psychological effects, doulas’
lower social status in the birth fields constricts their reach to those who know about and
can hire them privately. In the United States, obstetricians have authoritative knowledge
over birth, and all others fall beneath them in the hierarchy of medicine. Doulas serve as a
case for exploring the importance of certification and science, versus alternative forms of
knowledge for legitimating their expertise within the field of childbirth.
This research uses a mixed methods approach to explore the roles that
authoritative versus alternative sources of knowledge play in doulas’ attitudes and
approaches to childbirth. Data come from the Maternity Support Survey, an original,
cross-national survey of nurses, doulas, and childbirth educators in the United States and
Canada. I also rely on content analysis of five large doula organizations’ websites, and
interviews with twenty-five doulas, and twenty-five mothers who hired or considered
hiring a doula to support them during labor and delivery. This mixed methods research
looks at how doulas can legitimate their role in order to better serve women.
Results suggest that both authoritative knowledge systems (such as certification)
and alternative knowledge systems (such as feminism) influence doulas’ approach to
legitimating their work. Scientific evidence serves as both an authoritative and alternative
source of knowledge, depending on the context. This research has important implications
for the future of doula support; while alternative knowledge systems allow doulas to
empower women and challenge the dominance of medicalized birth, authoritative
knowledge systems allow doulas greater access to the women who need them most. In
order to reach a greater population of women, doulas need to find a balance between
challenging authoritative medicine and working within it to best serve women.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is a story of power and resistance regarding birth in the United
States. In the United States, maternal health care lags behind that of other developed
nations, and outcomes fare worst for low-income and non-white women. Under the
medical model that dominates birth in the U.S., physicians control the knowledge and
resources regarding labor and delivery. The medical model focuses on timely and
successful delivery, with minimal focus on women’s personal care. Obstetricians have
power over practice, and largely make decisions based on convenience and typical
hospital protocol. Those who offer alternative approaches to obstetric care challenge the
authority of physicians, and threaten the power hierarchy within medicine.
Doulas provide support for women during labor and childbirth; they do not have
any medical training. Maternal health care focuses on viable outcomes, with less attention
to the personal care of women. Doulas offer an alternative approach to the care that
women typically receive in the hospital setting, focusing more on individualized care and
on supporting women through the birth of their choice. In the contemporary United
States, doulas and others who challenge obstetric authority hold a marginalized position
that constricts their ability to serve those in greatest need.
Physician authority is the result of a major social change in medicine and healing.
In the 1800s, a significant shift occurred in American medicine. Before this time, few
people utilized physician care for normal illnesses and matters concerning the body, such
as childbirth. In the 1800s, physicians began to professionalize, and they subsequently
asserted authority over the physical body (Foucault 1973). Physicians took authority
away from those who practiced home and natural approaches to healing. One area over
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which physicians captured authority was childbirth, a field that midwives and women in
families had managed for centuries. As physicians gained authority over the body, they
took charge of the knowledge field of birth as well (Starr 1982). By the start of the
twentieth century, physicians had developed the field of obstetrics to medicalize
childbirth and place the power over birth in the hands of obstetricians, nearly all of whom
were men at this time.
With the shift toward medicalized birth, those lacking a medical license became
marginalized. Midwives, nurses, doulas, and patients all answer to the authority of
physicians under the medical model of childbirth. This is because physicians have a
social more than a scientific power over birth. Their authority over birth comes from their
professional power. Against this, those who offer alternative methods of treating health
and illness challenge the authority of medical providers, and in doing so become
marginalized members of the knowledge field.
Doulas offer an important service largely missing from maternity care in the U.S.,
and this service can result in important benefits. Maternity care in the U.S. focuses on
outcomes, whereas doulas focus on the personalized care of women giving birth. These
are not competing, but complementary goals that could help women have better overall
experiences. Social support is important for physical and mental health outcomes.
Research shows that having a support person of any kind has proven health benefits
(Trueba et al. 2000). Within this known fact in medical sociology, I focus on the specific
case of labor support people (doulas) who offer social support, which has positive effects
on labor outcomes.
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Even though social support is largely missing from contemporary medicine, there
has been increasing awareness of its importance in recent decades due to changes in
medicine and health care. Changes in medicine have opened the door for alternative
perspectives that include a less medical and more personal approach to treatment of the
body. These include: the rise of managed care, the increasing costs of medical care, and
the increasing popularity of alternative medicine (Barker 2008; Timmermans and Oh
2010). The public has grown increasingly skeptical of medicine and taken greater interest
in alternative approaches to conventional medicine (Stussman et al. 2015). This is
especially prevalent among more educated populations, who have greater resources for
locating alternative health care services. Due to the increased interest in alternative
medicine, in the field of birth, those who practice different approaches to labor may have
an opportunity to have their knowledge recognized.
This research focuses on how doulas legitimate their knowledge within a field in
which medical knowledge is deemed authoritative. Medicine is a hierarchical system in
which those with a medical license have authority over all knowledge regarding the body,
and those who have less or no medical training hold a subordinate position. Obstetricians
lay claim to expertise because of their social power. Their professional status and social
authority give them the power to determine the best treatment for the body. Against this,
those who have alternative knowledge regarding health and healing are marginalized for
not conforming to the accepted medical model. Doulas approach labor and birth from a
more individualized and less medical angle, excluding them from expert status. However,
doulas offer a unique form of expertise through the care that they provide. I explore how
doulas legitimate their alternative forms of expertise through different means.
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In this dissertation, I use mixed methods research to explore the following
questions: What sources of knowledge do doulas use to assert the legitimacy of their
work to the medical and non-medical community? Do they highlight spiritual, feminist,
or other alternative knowledge bases? How do doulas’ different sources of knowledge
inform their views of medical interventions into labor and childbirth? What sources of
knowledge appeal to clients? Do clients of doulas hire doulas to secure scientifically
documented benefits? Do they hire doulas because of their own alternative beliefs about
childbirth?
To answer these questions, I rely on survey data, data from content on five doula
organization websites, and data from in-depth interviews with doulas and with mothers.
Through multiple data sources and modes of analysis, I aim to get a fuller understanding
of how doulas legitimate their expertise. I rely on survey data from The Maternity
Support Survey, a cross-national online survey of doulas, childbirth educators, and labor
and delivery nurses in the United States and Canada. I collaborated with a research team
to develop this survey, which launched in 2012. I developed questions for the survey
pertaining to sources of knowledge that inform doulas’ beliefs, and sources of knowledge
that doulas use to market their services. To supplement these data, I also utilize content
from five major doula organizations in order to capture the sources of knowledge that
they actually use to appeal to medical clinicians and especially to potential clients. Most
of my data come from in-depth interviews that I conducted with twenty-five doulas and
with twenty-five mothers. I asked doulas and mothers about which knowledge sources
legitimate doula work, and about their perceptions and experiences with birth. The
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responses that emerge from these interviews serve as the largest data source for each of
the chapters of this dissertation.
In Chapter 2, I discuss the background literature that informs my research. I
discuss professionalization within medicine and the rise of doula work. I explain key
concepts and how they fit into this study. Some of these concepts include: medicalization,
professionalism, expertise, obstetric care, midwifery care, and authoritative and
alternative knowledge. In this chapter, I also focus on how different sources of
knowledge can potentially legitimate doula work both to medical clinicians and to
potential clients.
In Chapter 3, I describe the data and methods used to answer my research
questions. I describe the process of developing the Maternity Support Survey, the intent
of the survey, and the methods that my team used for collecting responses. I explain how
the survey data fits with my research focus, and how I use the findings in my dissertation.
I also detail the process that I used for the content analysis that I conducted. I describe the
purpose of the content analysis, where I located the content, and how I analyzed it. Much
of this chapter focuses on the process of collecting and analyzing interviews with doulas
and with mothers. As I explain in this chapter, I located doulas and mothers through a
variety of sources located in the Southwest. In the interviews, we discussed assorted
topics related to birth, doulas, and the legitimacy of alternative perspectives and
approaches to medicine. I used these data to frame the focus of the substantive chapters
of this dissertation; the foci of Chapters 4 through 6 come from the most frequently given
survey responses, and the sources of knowledge most deeply discussed in interviews.
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Beginning in Chapter 4 and continuing through Chapter 6, I present the results
from my research. I explain how each of the knowledge sources on which I focus serves
as an authoritative or an alternative source of knowledge. I start each chapter with
descriptive findings from the Maternity Support Survey. For Chapters 4 and 5, I then
present the results from my content analysis of doula organizations. As I explain in
Chapter 6, I do not include content analysis here because there were no findings. The
bulk of each of the substantive chapters focuses on the findings from my interviews. The
interviews provide the greatest insight into which sources doulas use to legitimate their
role, to whom, why, and how.
In Chapter 4, I argue that certification serves as an authoritative source of
knowledge that legitimates doula work. I rely on multiple data sources to assess the
importance of certification versus experiential knowledge. Results suggest that doulas
value certification for justifying their role to medical clinicians, but that hands-on work
experience matters more for appealing to and caring for women. The interviews in
particular reveal the importance of certification as a marker of professionalism within in a
context that values credentials and professional status. As I also explain in the concluding
chapter, certification serves an important purpose for legitimating doulas within the
medical system, which could potentially grant them greater access to women in greatest
need of their care.
In Chapter 5, I focus on how scientific evidence serves as both an authoritative
and alternative source of knowledge. Evidence supports fewer medical interventions in
labor and birth and the use of doula support for shorter labors with more satisfying
outcomes; however, physicians have the power to accept or reject evidence according to
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what supports medical practice. Although society places great trust in numbers, those
coming from a lower social status rely more heavily on evidence to justify their
perspectives (Porter 1995). In contrast, while society believes that medical practice is
based on scientific evidence, physician authority plays a greater role in determining best
practices. Physicians have authority over which studies they accept as legitimate
knowledge sources, and these decisions may be based more on social status than on
scientific evidence.
Chapter 6 focuses on how doulas use feminism as an alternative source of
knowledge to legitimate their role. Feminism is a broad term encompassing a spectrum of
meanings, but in this chapter I focus on how doulas understand feminism through the
empowerment of women in birth. The chapter focuses on in-depth interviews with doulas
and mothers. The findings reveal that for many of these women, birth is a feminist issue.
The desire to empower women leads many doulas to become doulas. Complementing
this, women who hire doulas to support them during labor and birth do so out of a desire
to challenge the medical system. These women see obstetric birth as a field founded by
and focused on men in authority. Empowering women in birth is an important source of
alternative knowledge that allows doulas to appeal to and serve women wanting greater
agency over their own bodies.
In the final chapter of this dissertation, Chapter 7, I summarize and discuss the
implications of this research. The findings have important implications for the sociology
of knowledge, medical sociology, the sociology of reproduction, and for the maternal
health care field. Birth is a field of power plays in which those of higher social status
have authoritative knowledge over best practices. Those who occupy lower positions of
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authority must appeal to those in power as well as the public through various means. To
gain greater access to mothers within the medical system, doulas must appeal to those in
authority.
Doulas are typically hired privately through individual parties who understand
and support the alternative care that doulas offer. Women with less education and/or
fewer resources rely on obstetricians and hospitals to determine the best treatment for
them. By working more closely with hospitals and medical clinicians, doulas have an
opportunity to serve women who do not have support otherwise. Research shows that
social support helps women to have better experiences and outcomes; however, this
support is often restricted to the more privileged patients. Despite inhabiting an
alternative approach, doulas have the greatest chance of supporting a greater population
of women by working within the medical system.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

Introduction
Modern medicine is taken for granted as a solution to pain, illness, and bodily
processes in American society. The emergence of modern medicine resulted from a
power shift that lent authority to physicians (Foucault 1973; Starr 1982). Social rather
than scientific processes gave rise to the modern physician, who lays claim to expertise
over the body. Since their rise in power in the 1800s, physicians have maintained
authority over knowledge of the body. Against this, other types of experts such as support
people and patients, have less legitimate knowledge.
Doulas are women who provide laboring women with non-medical physical and
emotional support, and thus they inhabit a part of the medical world while adhering to an
alternative philosophy. Doulas often find their inspiration and motivation to become
doulas through personal experiences, religious (Klassen 2001), spiritual (England and
Horowitz 2007; Gaskin 1990), or feminist (Morton and Clift 2014) beliefs that lead them
to act as advocates for pregnant women and natural childbirth. While doula work often
arises from non-scientific motivations, scientific research demonstrates the value of doula
support for providing pain relief, shortening labor, and reducing unnecessary medical
interventions (ACOG 2014; Goer 1999). Doulas face an ongoing struggle between
providing natural support measures and resisting common medical practices, versus
wanting to work within the system in order to demonstrate their legitimacy and
potentially reach a greater population of women.
Although doulas are not a new concept, they have re-emerged as a professional
role that has an important part in contemporary maternity care. In the United States, the
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shift from home to hospital birth placed the power over birth in the hands of physicians
(Starr 1982; Shaw 2012). Yet, the rise of alternative medicine as well as managed health
care has lead to a renewed interest in different types of care (Barker 2008; Timmermans
and Oh 2010). With this shift, doulas can offer a unique service to women wanting and/or
needing more supportive care.
While medical physicians hold the highest authority over the body, there is
growing interest in alternative approaches to healing. Although these approaches remain
less common, they are on the rise (Stussman et al. 2015). Despite the growing popularity
of alternative medicine, there remain questions about the legitimacy of non-medical
approaches to healing (Timmermans 2010; Winnick 2005). Scientific evidence supports
some forms of alternative medicine, but the legitimacy of alternative approaches comes
mostly through validations from those in authority (Collins and Evans 2002). The tension
between rising interest in alternative medicine and questions about its legitimacy
motivate my interest in a more thorough examination of how alternative practices become
legitimate.
In this dissertation, I examine the tensions that doulas face as they seek legitimacy
for the support that they provide. I explore the following questions: What sources of
knowledge do doulas use to assert the legitimacy of their work to the medical and nonmedical community? Do they highlight spiritual, feminist, or other alternative knowledge
bases? How do doulas’ different sources of knowledge inform their views of medical
interventions into labor and childbirth? What sources of knowledge appeal to clients? Do
clients of doulas hire doulas to secure scientifically documented benefits? Do they hire
doulas because of their own alternative beliefs about childbirth?
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In this chapter, I introduce key concepts and themes that provide the background
for the substantive chapters of this dissertation. I explain the history of maternity care in
the United States and the rise of professional doulas. I define authoritative and alternative
knowledge and the models of maternity care. In the last half of this chapter, I lay the
foundation for the substantive chapters, which focus on the following sources of
knowledge: Certification, Scientific Evidence, and Feminism. I show how certification
serves as a form of authoritative knowledge, scientific evidence serves as a source of both
authoritative and alternative knowledge, and feminism represents a form of alternative
knowledge.

What is a Doula?
“Doula” comes from a Greek word that means “a woman who serves” (DONA
International 2014a). In contemporary English, doulas are women who provide other
women with support during labor and childbirth, and some offer post-partum services.
Unlike physicians or midwives, doulas do not have medical training and they do not
deliver babies; their role is purely supportive (Childers 2004; Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus
[1993] 2012; Meltzer 2004; Morton and Clift 2014). In most hospital births, the staff
focuses on the healthy delivery of the baby, with less attention toward the emotional care
of the mother. Doulas provide individual support to mothers throughout labor and
delivery. Although doulas focus on non-medical care, they provide support for both
medicated and unmedicated births, and planned or unplanned cesarean births as well.
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Benefits of Doula Support
Medical research and public health reports have shown substantial benefits of
using doulas (Breedlove 2005; Campbell et al. 2007; Gordon et al. 1999; Hodnett et al.
2011; Kennel et al. 1991; Klaus et al. 1986; McGrath and Kennell 1998; Moses and
Potter 2008; Sosa et al. 1980; Trueba et al. 2000). There are both physical and
psychological benefits associated with having a doula-attended birth. Medical research
consistently shows that having a doula frequently results in shorter labor, lower epidural
use and lower c-section rates (Flamm, Berwick, and Kabcenell 1998; Goer 1999; Gordon
et al. 1999; Hodnett and Abel 1986; Hofmeyer et al. 1991; Kennell et al. 1991; Klaus,
Kennell, and Klaus 1993; Kozhimannil et al. 2016; McGrath and Kennell 2008; Simkin
1991). Additionally, medical research reveals that women who hire doulas report having
higher self-esteem, and they express feeling more in-control and emotionally supported
(Deitrick and Draves 2008; Hodnett 1999; Manning-Orenstein 1998; Pascali-Bonaro and
Kroeger 2004; Rothman 1982; Simkin 1991; Zhang et al. 1996). Women who hire doulas
also have better bonding with the baby (Klaus and Kennell 1983; Sosa et al. 1980). Thus,
doulas play an important role in positive experiences and outcomes for birthing women.

Doula Usage Today
Although scientific evidence indicates that doulas play a crucial role in positive
birth outcomes, doula-attended births remain relatively underutilized in the United States.
A greater number of women may be hiring them in recent years (Lantz et al. 2004; Lynch
2010). However, this number remains small compared to the number of women who
know what doulas are and understand what they do.
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Research suggests that although many women are aware of the benefits of doula
care, they do not have access to it (Declerq et al. 2013). Although data on doula usage
remains scarce both nationally and internationally, existing research suggests that a small
percentage of mothers in the United States hire doulas. According to Listening to
Mothers III, one of the few surveys of women’s experiences with childbearing in the
United States, 75% of mothers reported that they had heard of doulas and 59% said that
they had a clear understanding of the care that doulas provide (Declerq et al. 2013).
However, only 6% of women in the study did in fact have a doula-attended birth. Even if
mothers know what doulas have to offer, many mothers do not hire them for their births.
One reason may be that there are fewer doulas in the United States than obstetricians,
labor and delivery nurses, or midwives.i While it is difficult to determine the number of
doulas, there are far fewer doulas than other forms of care providers, which constricts
their reach. However, there are also deeper reasons at play. As I will explain later in this
chapter, doula care remains underutilized due to financial, and knowledge constraints.
Doulas offer an important service that is largely missing from labor and delivery
in many hospitals in the contemporary United States. The medical system continues to
dominate birth in American society, and despite greater publicity about midwiferyattended births and home births (from celebrities such as Cindy Crawford, and Gisele
Bundchen, as well as Ricki Lake, producer of 2008’s “The Business of Being Born”),
these remain relatively rare. Most births (98%) occur in hospitals under the direction of
an obstetrician (MacDorman, Mathews, and Declerq 2014). As I explain in the next
section, the focus on medical outcomes in the context of hospital births results in less
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attention to the individualized experience of birth for women; in this context, doulas offer
a unique and important service (Hansard 2012).

A History of Maternity Care in the United States
In the United States, midwives attended nearly all births up until the nineteenth
century (Starr 1982; Sullivan and Weitz 1988; Wertz and Wertz [1977] 1989). Laboring
women usually birthed at home with a midwife, and other women who provided support.
Before this time, physicians (nearly all of whom were men) did not hold a high status
position in American society. Most families cared for each other’s illnesses and viewed
medical practitioners with skepticism. This was because most physicians in the U.S. had
poor training and their methods of healing often did more harm than good (Sullivan and
Weitz 1988). Faced with economic pressures, physicians carved out new jurisdictions
(Abbott 1988), replacing midwives as childbirth attendants. Wealthy men who could
afford medical training in Europe brought the newest technologies to the United States.
Physicians targeted childbearing women, a potentially large market if physicians could
convince women that their services were superior to traditional midwifery. American
physicians emphasized the superiority of modern scientific technology, and used the fear
that many women have about childbirth to reframe it as a “dangerous” process in need of
the oversight of a medically trained practitioner (Starr 1982; Sullivan and Weitz 1988;
Wertz and Wertz [1977] 1989).
During the nineteenth century, medicalization replaced natural healing ideology
(Foucault 1973; Starr 1982). Medicalization is the process whereby everyday physical
functions become understood as medical problems in need of social control (Conrad
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1992; Foucault 1973). Scholars of gender and the body explain that since the
development of modern medicine, women’s bodies in particular have become subject to
the “medical gaze” at each stage of their reproductive lives (Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich
1978; Foucault 1973; Reissman 1983). From puberty through menopause, women’s
bodies face medical scrutiny (Fausto-Sterling 1992; Houck 2005; Riessman 1983; Zita
1997). Medicalization is an important concept because it emphasizes that medicine is a
social, rather than a scientific enterprise; medicine is a social system that problematizes
natural functions of the body for the sake of physicians gaining the authority to “fix” the
problems (Conrad 1992; Reissman 1983; Starr 1982). Medicalization marked an
important turn in perceptions of reproduction.
Gradually, American culture over the course of the 1800s came to value medical
explanations for natural occurrences, and thus accepted the idea of birth as a dangerous
process in need of medical oversight. The methods that physicians used emphasized new
technologies, such as forceps deliveries, cesarean sections, and anesthetics, all of which
lent authority to those who received special training in these technologies. Physicians
soon controlled the birth market, and gained authority over knowledge about best birthing
practices (Sullivan and Weitz 1988, p. 17). Modern maternity care deferred to physician
authority to determine the best practices.
However, in the late twentieth century another shift occurred that has resulted in a
gradual decrease in physician authority. Scholars argue that the rise of managed care has
resulted in a decline in physicians’ professional power (Barker 2008; Conrad 2005).
Since 1950, out of pocket payment for medical service has decreased, whereas third-party
payment has increased (Fuchs 2012). Organizations such as Medicaid and private
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insurance companies cover the cost of care and therefore “manage” the medical care that
patients receive (Timmermans and Oh 2010; Weitz [2000] 2012). As a result,
organizations dictate guidelines for standard care and rely on physicians to carry out
those standards (Light 2010). Even though physicians are still gatekeepers for medical
treatment, their role has become less influential than the health care market in which they
work (Conrad 2005). Responses to insurance mandates and fear of litigation are
embedded within existing systems of Western medical practice, which constrains
physicians’ autonomy (Gemmel 2002; Keeler and Brodie 1993; Reich 2012; Simonds,
Rothman, and Norman 2007). Because obstetricians’ power has decreased, this
potentially opens the door for lay forms of specialist expertise.

The Rise of Doula Work
Doulas fill a unique niche that many labor and delivery nurses cannot fill in
today’s maternity wards. Women who give birth in hospitals are assigned to a nurse
during their labor. Nurses are the hospital personnel who are responsible for the care side
of labor and delivery, meaning that they monitor health status, administer and oversee the
delivery of medications and care plans, and communicate patient status to the attending
provider (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012). In many U.S. hospitals, nurses may be
responsible for monitoring several laboring women, and in the postpartum unit, they may
care for up to four mother-baby patient units (Schofield et al. 2010). Because nurses have
so many responsibilities during each shift, they may have less time to attend to
personalized care for each laboring woman.
In contrast to nurses, doulas today have no clinical responsibilities and provide
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individualized care to one woman. Prior to delivery, doulas can provide informational
support through conversations about childbirth and referrals to websites and books.
During labor, doulas provide physical support (massage, handholding), and emotional
support through verbal and non-verbal encouragement (Morton and Clift 2014). Women
may rely on their husbands or partners, mothers, and/or relatives to provide one-on-one
emotional support during labor. Although women do benefit from these sources, scholars
find that partners frequently face uncertainty, fear, and/or anxiety during labor that
hinders their ability to provide continuous support (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993]
2012; Norman and Rothman 2007). Additionally, for women who do not live near their
family members or find that their family members may be inexperienced as birth
partners, doulas offer an important resource (Hodnett et al. 2011; Klaus, Kennel, and
Klaus [1993] 2012). Although doulas do attend births where the family is supportive,
some programs focus on training doulas to assist women who may especially need doula
support, such as teenagers, single mothers, or unsupported women.
Woman-supported birth has existed for centuries, although the word “doula” in a
professional sense is a relatively new concept. Up until the late nineteenth century, the
majority of women birthed at home with the support of other women (Morton and Clift
2014; Wertz and Wertz [1977] 1989). In the shift toward hospital birth, where physicians
had primary authority, this woman-centered care diminished. However, as physician
authority has declined starting in the latter twentieth century, alternative forms of care
have re-emerged, including the option of continuous labor support. This re-emergence of
woman-supported birth in the United States in particular has taken the form of a
professional birth doula (Morton and Clift 2014).
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Doula Professionalization
Professional doulas emerged in the 1980s, following scientific studies on the
benefits of continuous labor support. In 1980, a randomized control trial found that
women who have a person who provides continuous emotional support during labor have
shorter labors than women who do not have continuous support (Sosa et al. 1980).
Following this first study, women who were providing such support came to be called
‘doulas.’ The first national organization training and certifying doulas, the National
Association of Childbirth Assistants, was founded in 1984, and dissolved after a decade
in existence (Morton and Clift 2014). Since that time, numerous doula organizations have
formed at both national and international as well as at local levels. DONA International,
formerly Doulas of North America, formed in 1992 and it is the largest and best known
of these, with nearly 7000 members (over 2600 certified) worldwide as of 2009 (Morton
and Clift 2014). Another international organization, Childbirth International, founded in
1998, has over 4,500 members. Approximately half of their members are certified as a
doula, childbirth educator, and/or breastfeeding counselor in the United States, with the
other half certified in various countries around the worldii.
Other national organizations include Childbirth and Postpartum Professional
Association (CAPPA), founded in 1998, which certifies both doulas and childbirth
educators. There are approximately 10-15 other organizations that train and certify doulas
either online or through in-person instruction. Numerous local organizations also train
and certify doulas without any affiliation with a national organization. Thus, there is no
way to quantify the number of practicing doulas in the United States because some
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organizations do not have publically available records and doulas can serve without
receive training from any organization.
The most popular doula certifying organization is DONA International,
sometimes simply referred to as, “DONA.” Those who certify with DONA International
typically complete an introductory childbirth education class and sixteen hours of doula
classroom training. During this training, doulas learn a variety of skills for assisting
mothers in labor, such as how to give a basic massage, how to provide emotional
comfort, and how to listen and help mothers make the best choices for themselves. Doula
training emphasizes the positive personal experience of labor and birth, whereas the
medical training that obstetricians receive focuses on viable outcomes (Hansard 2012).
These are not competing, but complementary, goals. To get the DONA International
certificate, doulas must read at least five books on labor support from a given list,
complete a self-assessment of basic knowledge, submit a certificate of completion for the
classroom training, and submit parent and provider evaluations and reflection essays from
the three births that they attended as trainees (DONA International 2014b). Although
certification allows doulas to work under an official title, they have an entirely different
system of training than do medical clinicians. In the next section, I will explain how
doula care in general fits within a greater model of woman-centered care during labor and
delivery.
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Models of Maternity Care
The Medical Model of Care
Modern obstetrics was founded by professional men (Riessman 1983; Starr 1982).
As described above, as modern medical care developed, physicians sought control over
care of all functions of the body, including birth. In the 1800s, men overwhelmingly
dominated all areas of medicine, including gynecology and obstetrics. Men developed the
obstetrics specialty, focusing on medically controlling anything that can potentially go
wrong with the body during labor and delivery (Reissman 1983; Martin [1987] 2001).
This resulted in a masculine dominance over the birthing body (Rothman 1982). Even
though women started to become obstetricians in the twentieth century, many would
argue that the field remains rooted in historically masculine culture.
The medical model of care focuses primarily on the potential dangers that can
occur during labor and delivery. Those who view birth as inherently risky believe that
every labor requires medical interventions (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Morris 2013). For
example, during typical hospital admittance, women are put on a time clock, and if their
labor does not progress according to the standard timeline of the hospital, then medical
tests and medications are usually administered to “normalize” the progression of labor
(Simonds 2002). However, research shows that labor timelines vary tremendously, and
usually do not adhere to the Friedman’s curve (1955) that many hospitals use as a
standard measure. Thus, women’s personal feelings and experiences become
overshadowed by a focus on a “normal” progression of labor and a timeline toward birth
that the medical team can manage (Morris 2013; Simonds 2002).
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The prioritizing of medical procedures over women’s personalized care can have
negative consequences. According to scholars of maternity models of care, the medical
model seeks to avoid mortality through the excessive use of medical interventions
(Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). The medical model focuses on worst-case scenarios and
approaches birth as potentially very dangerous. This approach can be life-saving in some
cases, but an over-reliance on medical interventions can result in avoidable medical
complications as well as psychological distress (Davis-Floyd 1982; Declerq et al. 2008;
Klein et al. 1995; Morris 2013; Pascucci 2014; Simkin 1991). For example, in a recent
case that received media and activist attention, Kimberly Turbin filed a legal suit against
her obstetrician for assault and battery. In 2013, Turbin, a 27-year-old California woman,
verbally refused an episiotomy but her obstetrician defied her wishes and cut her
perineum twelve times (Pascucci 2014). The incident drew widespread attention online as
other women came forward with personal stories of unnecessary medical procedures that
left them physically and/or emotional scarred. These stories suggest that overuse of
medical procedures can cause more harm than good.
Studies show that incidences of mistreatment are more common than many think.
According to a recent study, 17.3% of surveyed labor and delivery nurses and doulas
reported that they had witnessed a care provider engage in procedures explicitly against
the wishes of the woman occasionally or often (Roth et al. 2016). In fact, the United
States ranks near the top of industrialized nations for maternal morbidity, and rates of
maternal mortality and morbidity have steadily increased (Kuklina et al. 2009; Morton
and Henley 2015). Reasons for this include increasing rates of cesarean deliveries with
their associated risks. Although women may fully consent to cesarean delivery, some
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cases suggest that women may feel bullied into the procedure. In these cases, the women
suffered long-term consequences that they attribute to obstetric mistreatment (Paltrow
and Flavin 2013). Public health research shows that medical interventions can have
harmful physiological and psychological effects when used unnecessarily (ACOG 2014;
California Department of Public Health 2011; Kuklina et al. 2009; WHO 2010).
Mistreatment and overtreatment in obstetrics continues, despite rising awareness of its
occurrence and consequences.
Despite the consequences of overtreatment, Western culture places medical
knowledge at the top of the power hierarchy. Conventionally, biomedical knowledge is
the most accepted source of knowledge regarding labor and delivery (Davis-Floyd et al.
2009). Under the obstetric model, a clear hierarchy of power results in physicians holding
the highest level of control over birth, directing all others in order of their certified
biomedical knowledge (Foucault [1970] 2002; 1973). Since doulas have the least medical
training among the birth team, they have the lowest level of professional authority.
According to Norman and Rothman (2007), doulas serve as fourth class birth workers
underneath the authority of obstetricians, certified nurse midwives, and labor and
delivery nurses. Because they usually have no medical training (or at least do not apply
their training toward attending their own birth), laboring women have the least amount of
power, and are often treated as objects in the delivery room (Davis-Floyd 2001). In this
context, physicians have control, and consequently rely on their own medical training and
typical protocol for managing labor for patients.
Additionally, physicians’ training in medical equipment gives them authority over
routine monitoring. Some scholars use “the technocratic model” to describe obstetricians’
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increasing reliance on medical equipment to monitor and determine the progress of
women in labor (Davis-Floyd 1982; Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). The technocratic model of
care treats the body as a machine to be repaired. Under this model, scholars focus on how
society places greater value on technology for fixing the body than on the person inside
the body. The technocratic model encompasses concepts from the medical model of care,
but it focuses specifically on a perceived overreliance on electronic monitors and other
hospital technologies that separate a woman from her body (Bassett, Iyer, and Kazanjian
2000; Davis-Floyd 1982; Davis-Floyd 2001; Foucault 1973). For this chapter, I refer to
the “medical model of care” because it remains the more common term used in the
scholarship and the term that doulas and mothers I interviewed used, even when they
discussed the alienating effects of technology.

The Midwifery Model of Care
While obstetrics was founded by professional men, midwifery is historically a
field that women healers founded in homes. Prior to the establishment of modern
medicine, most women gave birth at home with the assistance of a midwife. “Midwife”
means “with woman.” Midwifery care focuses on birth as a woman-centered event that
other women support (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Wertz and Wertz [1977] 1989). In the
United States midwifery care has remained uncommon, although it has increased in
popularity in recent years (Martin et al. 2015). This coincides with the cultural reemergence of woman-centered birth (Morton and Clift 2014). Rising awareness of
women’s health issues as well as alternative medicine may contribute to increased
interest in midwifery.
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“The midwifery model of care” refers to the ideology that most births are normal,
and that providers should treat mothers as individuals rather than medical objects
(Mander 2001; Rothman 1982). Critics of the medical model of care view labor as a
natural process, rather than an impending disaster in need of medical management. They
argue that women know how to manage their own bodies best. Under the midwifery
model of care, women have agency over their own births, and attendants guide women to
meet their own birth goals (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). Doulas fit into this picture through
their ability to help women when they are feeling out of control (Klaus Kennell, and
Klaus [1993] 2012; Manning-Orenstein 1998). Overall, those who subscribe to the
midwifery model of care advocate for fewer medical interventions, and for helping
women to feel empowered.
Advocates for this model focus less on the medical outcomes; they emphasize the
importance of the experience of birth (Simkin 1991). Midwives are trained to monitor
fewer births than physicians are, and to use medical interventions only when necessary.
However, medical necessity remains a contentious issue, and between the medical and
midwifery models of care, different knowledge sources are used to justify the different
approaches. While physicians rely on medical training that emphasizes how to treat
unusual cases (Starr 1982; Wertz and Wertz 1977), certified nurse-midwives are trained
to help with low-risk labor and delivery, and to defer to physicians in unusual cases.
Certified nurse-midwives approach low-risk births as normal, and they place greater
focus on guiding women through the natural and individualized process of labor (Mander
2001).
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More recent discussions of models of care within the scholarship on reproduction
have argued for a “humanistic” approach, which is driven by the midwifery model of care
but includes obstetric care that is woman-focused (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). Debate over
terminology regarding models of care persists among scholars and maternity care
workers. However, most doulas still adhere to the distinction between medical and
midwifery models of care. Even though many argue that birth can incorporate aspects of
each model, many scholars and activists argue that most birth contexts fall into one of
these two pure cases.
Doulas tend to subscribe to the midwifery model of care. Their focus on
individualized care makes them more inclined to support the woman’s desires first.
Doulas focus on the experience of birth, and see medical procedures as potentially
harmful if they detract from women’s feelings of control over their own births (Klaus,
Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012). The doulas and mothers I interviewed believed in a
clear distinction between the obstetric and midwifery models. The interviewees used
scientific evidence as well as alternative sources of knowledge to validate doula support
as an important part of adherence to the midwifery model of personalized care. Thus, I
will focus on these two models in my discussions of how doulas legitimate their role.

Doulas and the Midwifery Model of Care
Even though research shows that doula care has tremendous physical and
psychological benefits (Kozhimannil et al. 2016), doula services remain underutilized.
According to Listening to Mothers III, only 6% of mothers surveyed had doula-attended
births (Declerq et al. 2013). Doula-attended births may be popular within certain
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networks of society, but nationally they remain rare. There are two prominent
explanations for why so few women (percentage-wise) in the United States access doulaattended births: one is cost, and the other is alternative knowledge.
Women usually pay for doulas services out of pocket. Doulas offer a private
service that can cost from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars (depending on the
region and what the individual doula charges), and this cost is typically not covered by
insurance (Morton and Clift 2014). Women must locate and hire doulas independently
since most hospitals in the United States do not have doula programs.iii Thus, those who
rely on standard medical care usually lack access to doula support. Although doulas aim
to serve all women in need of support, doulas have limited access to most women who
give birth in hospitals.
Another explanation for the rarity of doula care includes negotiations among
philosophies and knowledge bases of birth team members. Doulas more often subscribe
to a midwifery model of care than to a medical model of care. Doulas also tend to have
alternative views on labor and birth that do not fit within the authoritative medical
paradigm (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Whereas doulas focus on minimal medical
interventions and more natural approaches to providing care for each woman, most
women in the United States plan on giving birth under medical supervision (Declerq et al.
2013). The reasons for this most frequently have to do with insurance coverage (88%)
and where the woman’s maternity provider attends births (76%). Women who choose
out-of-hospital births and/or midwife-attended births have an alternative knowledge base
that impacts their decision to take a different birth route. Doulas are more likely to appeal
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to women who share their beliefs about Western medicine. Although increasing, those
who do not adhere to the authoritative medical system remain a small percentage.

Knowledge and Expertise
Expertise is socially constructed through power relations. Those in authority have
the power to claim expertise over a certain body of knowledge (Foucault 1982). In the
medical knowledge field, those with cultural authority also have authority over what we
consider legitimate knowledge about the body (Foucault 1973; Jordan and Davis-Floyd
1993; Starr 1982). Thus, what society accepts as legitimate knowledge is embedded in
systematic power relations.
In the United States, most women depend on obstetricians and the medical model
that dominates maternity care (Declerq et al. 2013). Physicians have authoritative
knowledge because of the high status of their position and the authority that this affords
them within the medical realm and in society (Rothman 1997; Shapin 1995; Volvi 2012).
Those in positions of power have control over legitimate knowledge and therefore,
physicians have the authority to determine legitimate knowledge about birthing practice
(Davis-Floyd [1992] 2003; Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993; Starr
1982).
“Authoritative knowledge” refers to a way of knowing that has greater cultural
value than other knowledge systems (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Those in power
possess dominant knowledge, and this becomes the legitimate, “normal” knowledge
against which those who subscribe to alternative knowledge systems become “backward,
ignorant, or naïve trouble makers” (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993, p. 152). For example,
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doulas who subscribe to alternative knowledge bases and resist the medical system may
fit the “trouble maker” image. Society sees authoritative knowledge systems as natural
rather than socially constructed, and views alternative knowledge systems as
revolutionary attempts to undermine what most see as legitimate and in the best interests
of all parties (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993, p. 153). Interactive processes between
physicians and others give physicians the authority to determine legitimate knowledge
(Johnson, Dowd, and Ridgeway 1996; Leahey 2008; Starr 1982; Stryker 1994).
Physicians adopt an authoritative role, and others accept, confirm, and reinforce,
physicians’ cultural authority (Rothman 1997; Starr 1982; Stryker 1994). However, while
physicians maintain authority over birth, changes to health care in the late twentieth
century (as described earlier in this chapter) suggest that their dominance is diminishing.
Within science studies, contemporary scholars argue that knowledge expertise has
broadened. Whereas experts were once those who held certification within a field,
scholars argue that there are now many types of experts who can contribute to the
production of knowledge. Collins and Evans (2002) describe this broader understanding
of expertise as a cultural shift from certification to specialization, whereby those who do
not have certification within a field still have valuable knowledge to contribute.
Specialists have expertise, but not necessarily certification.
For example, doulas are specialists in providing emotional support to women, but
they do not need certification in order to provide this support (Norman and Rothman
2007). In the field of childbirth, a model of expertise focused on medical knowledge
assumes that only certified obstetricians understand birth. An alternative body of
knowledge relies on the specialized knowledge of nurses, midwives, doulas, childbirth
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educators, and birthing women. Each of these roles has a form of expertise about birth
based on formal training, work experience, independent study, and/or personal
experiences. Thus, a “knowledge system” refers to ways of knowing that various types of
experts contribute to understanding a field (Collins and Evans 2002; Eyal and Buchholz
2010; Gieryn 1999; Reay 2007). This suggests that although specialists may be certified,
they do not need to have certification in order to contribute to a knowledge system.
Physicians, certified nurse-midwives, and labor and delivery nurses must obtain a
medical or nursing license in order to practice. They receive training from accredited
programs at private or public universities and, after graduating, they must pass a
comprehensive exam. Obstetrician-gynecologists complete a bachelor’s degree, four
years of medical school, and four years of specialized residency training in pregnancy,
labor and childbirth, and postpartum care. They must pass both a written and an oral
exam in order to become licensed and certified (American Board of Obstetrics and
Gynecology 2014). Certified Nurse-Midwives also complete educational and licensing
requirements. While there are various types of midwives, Certified Nurse-Midwives are
the only ones licensed to practice in every state. They obtain a nursing degree as well as a
graduate degree in midwifery, and must pass a national certification examination
(American College of Nurse-Midwives 2014).
Similarly, labor and delivery nurses usually take one of three educational
trajectories: they obtain a diploma from an approved nursing program, an associate’s
degree in nursing, or a bachelor’s of science degree in nursing. To obtain the license,
nurses graduate from an approved nursing program and pass the National Council
Licensure Examination. Nurses pass additional exams to become certified in labor and
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delivery after two years of specialty practice (National Council of State Boards of
Nursing 2011).
For medical clinicians, an advanced educational degree and certification are
required for practice. For doulas, these are optional. As I explain in the section on doula
certification, the process is relatively simple. Studies of knowledge and expertise suggest
that even though doulas do not have the overall authority, years of training, or manner of
certification that medical professionals do, doulas may lay claim to a legitimate form of
expertise (Collins and Evans 2002). This expertise may be attributable more to the
service that doulas provide and the experience derived from this service, than to the
credential that they have.
Society is made up of knowledge systems that reflect the power of some systems
over others (Foucault 1982). However, in certain contexts, alternative forms of
knowledge gain more legitimacy. What people accept as legitimate knowledge depends
on the particular time and the place in which knowledge producers gain their authority
(Abend 2006; Breiger 2002; Knorr Cetina 1999; Gieryn 1999; Goffman 1974; Lamont
1987; Swidler and Arditi 1994; Whitley 2000). The acceptance or marginalization of
particular types of knowledge depends on the power plays within a particular context, or
“field” (Abbott 1988; Breiger 2002; Collins and Evans 2002; Epstein 1998; Frickel and
Gross 2002; Reay 2007; Schiebinger 1989). Although multiple sources of knowledge
exist within a field, one knowledge source often has authority over others, and this can
challenge the balance of power.
In this dissertation, I focus on how doulas frame different sources of knowledge in
order to legitimate their knowledge to medical clinicians and to clients. The literature in
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the sociology of knowledge shows that categories and frames play an important role in
how people understand the world and others’ positions within it. People may better
understand and accept an alternative philosophy, such as the midwifery model of
childbirth, when they can contextualize it within existing frames (Abbott 1995; Lamont
and Molnar 2002; Zerubavel 1997). Although doula work deviates from cultural
authority, understanding the sources of this alternative classification may make doulas
more legitimate because of the benefits associated with clear categorization (Gieryn
1999; Hannan 2010; Hsu et al. 2009). Doulas may use and frame their sources of
knowledge differently depending on the audience.
In the last sections of this chapter, I will introduce the knowledge sources that
doulas draw on to gain legitimacy. Each of these comprises a substantive chapter of this
dissertation: certification and experiential knowledge, scientific evidence, and feminism.
Throughout the dissertation, I argue that knowledge sources have different types of
appeal that doulas must negotiate in order to reach a greater population of women in want
of their care.

Certification as Authoritative Knowledge
Certification is currently a hot topic among practicing doulas (Perez 2009;
Gilliland 2013). As professionals, doulas are not required to have any form of
certification in order to recruit private clients and support them through labor in a home, a
birth center, or a hospital. However, certification offers doulas several benefits, including
a sense of professionalism and credibility (Norman and Rothman 2007, p. 256; Volvi
2012). In order to receive professional recognition from medical clinicians, many doulas
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operate within the system of medicalized birth by following the tenets of their training
and not overstepping the boundaries of their support role. Doulas who complete formal
training and obtain certification learn how to serve women by working within the medical
system.
Certified doulas are primarily trained to provide support to women in labor. Some
certifying organizations, like DONA and CAPPA, require a license to provide additional
services like aromatherapy, massage, or acupuncture. Additionally, these certifying
organizations caution doulas against supporting “unassisted” birth (birth without a
physician or midwife attending)iv. There is no official restriction on unassisted birth.
However, organizations such as DONA International caution doulas against stepping
outside of the boundaries of their role by performing clinical tasks such as checking
blood pressure, performing vaginal exams, administering medication, or assisting in the
delivery (Antunes 2010). A certified doula who steps outside of the boundaries of her
role may be ineligible for recertification.
Certification is a strong marker of professionalism. Although doulas are not
considered “professionals” by sociological definitions, certification allows doulas to lay
claim to an important tenet of professionalism (Volvi 2012). Other professionals, such as
physicians, gain much of their professional expertise through formal education, followed
by professional training (Abbott 1988; Martin, Currie, and Finn 2009; Volvi 2012).
Doulas do not need formal education, but many in the field argue that professional
training would be an important step toward professional recognition (Gilliland 2014).
Even though doulas do not need to have certification in order to practice, this
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professional marker can allow doulas to gain recognition from those in authority in the
birth field, thereby legitimating their doula work.

Radical Doulas
Some doulas who deliberately resist certification may refer to themselves as,
“radical doulas.” Radical doulas take an activist approach to their work (Perez 2013).
According to Perez, radical doulas provide “non-judgmental and unconditional support to
pregnant and parenting people, ultimately in service of social justice” (Perez 2013, para.
11). Radical doulas focus on combating social inequalities that harm specific populations
of women. Radical doulas use a power analysis to frame their work, emphasizing that the
goals of medicalized pregnancy and birth in the United States are especially oppressive to
non-white, gender non-conforming, and less educated women (Perez 2013). Rather than
working within the medical system, radical doulas are committed to helping pregnant
people (of color, especially) resist the objectifying processes that can occur in a hospital
setting. Radical doulas often reject professionalism and other attempts at limiting doulas’
potential to challenge the maternity system. In this way, they are committed to social
justice, sometimes at the expense of overstepping the bounds of their role (Gilliland
2014). For radical doulas, certification may serve as a marker of professionalism, but this
professionalism forces doulas to conform to a role that suits medical clinicians rather than
improves conditions for marginalized populations of women.
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Certification versus Experiential Knowledge
In addition to certification, work experience also plays an important role in
gaining recognition from professionals in the field, and this experience can either
substitute for or complement the knowledge gained through training and certification. For
many doulas, knowledge comes primarily from experience serving women; the work
experience may allow them to legitimate their role in the absence of certification. Doulas
can legitimate their role by marketing their specialized knowledge as experienced
emotional support workers (Parson 1939; Pavalko 1988). Some argue that specialized
knowledge may be just as legitimate as having formal certification (Collins and Evans
2002). Personal or on-the-job experience can help doulas educate their clients and
sometimes physicians as well (Basile 2012). For example, doulas who have seen natural
births in various forms can help women and their physicians to see the value of
minimizing interventions. Professionals sometimes recognize experiential knowledge as
an important component of contributory knowledge (Collins and Evans 2002). Thus, in
addition to certification, doulas’ work experience may also play a role in establishing
their legitimacy as labor support experts.

Scientific Evidence as Both Authoritative and Alternative Knowledge
Scientific Evidence as Authoritative Knowledge
In March 2014, the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG)
issued a report on the high percentage of cesarean births in the United States. In this
report, the authors state that cesarean rates are too high. With one in three births
occurring by cesarean section in 2011, the authors argue that this procedure is being
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overused. In case of an emergency that threatens the life of the mother and/or fetus, a
cesarean birth is the safest option. However, medical research shows that in low-risk
cases, an unnecessary cesarean section can result in preventable complications including
hemorrhage and major infection (ACOG 2014). Thus, overuse or misuse of cesarean
surgery can result in unnecessary harm. The authors of the report argue for better
measures to prevent primary cesarean births, including continuous labor and delivery
support. In their conclusion, the authors state: “Published data indicate that one of the
most effective tools to improve labor and delivery outcomes is the continuous presence of
support personnel, such as a doula” (ACOG 2014, p. 13). This landmark report
recommends doulas as an important aid to lowering the skyrocketing cesarean rate in the
United States.
Reports from authoritative medical sources like ACOG can have a powerful
effect. Authoritative knowledge sources have a structural power that allows them to
dictate legitimate practices (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Society trusts in established
institutions such as the American Medical Association or the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology to serve as the authority on best practices. This is due to the
professional power and the cultural authority afforded to members of these organizations
(Rothman 1997; Starr 1982; Stryker 1994). For example, physicians currently maintain a
position of authority that other members of society trust. In general, patients rely on
physicians to make a diagnosis and recommend the best treatment. This trust comes
primarily from physicians’ cultural authority, rather than consideration of whether
physicians’ know the latest research (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Physicians (and
others) who have advanced education and membership in professional organizations
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possess an authority over others, which gives them a greater say in what counts as
legitimate knowledge.
As institutional authorities have power over determining legitimate knowledge, so
does scientific evidence hold a powerful place in contemporary society (Barnes, Bloor,
and Henry 1996; Gieryn 1999; Porter 1995; Shapin 1995; Stryker 1990; Stryker 1994).
Society places great trust in numbers and in emerging technologies. For example, public
health campaigns against smoking gained great momentum through quantification of the
health consequences and associated mortality risks (Porter 1995). In the 1950s,
physicians did not take part in studies and campaigns against smoking. However,
researchers successfully reached physicians through rigorous measurement and efforts to
standardize scientific reporting within medicine (Porter 1995, p. 206). Researchers,
having significantly less authority than physicians, gained a legitimate place in the
medical field through their scientific methods and evidence. Faith in quantification lends
authority to people and ideas lacking power in other respects. Because society views
science as objective, they see it as the best form of evaluation of credibility.
However, scientific knowledge is historically subjective and can produce biased
results (Barnes et al. 1996; Epstein 1996; Knorr Cetina 1999; Schiebinger 1989). For
example, the absence of women in the natural sciences has resulted in scientific research
based on male subjects and biased toward the interests of male researchers (Schiebinger
1989). Science historically has an androcentric bias toward white males. It is dependent
upon the dominant class and culture for incentives and rewards for conducting the
research. Here, companies promoting a new technology may provide the funds for
research showing the effectiveness of their product. Thus, research funds can play a
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profound role in directing the “right” scientific conclusion. Although there is a strong
societal trust in the objectivity of scientific studies, there is no objective science (Barnes
et al. 1996, Breiger 2002, Epstein 1998, Gilbert and Mulkay 1984, Leahey 2005; 2008).
Individuals can use scientific evidence various ways, including as a challenge to
authoritative knowledge.

Scientific Evidence as Alternative Knowledge
Cultural authority and scientific evidence do not always align. Those who have
authoritative knowledge sometimes base their practices in scientific evidence, but
sometimes it is primarily their status that makes their approaches legitimate (Jordan and
Davis-Floyd 1993; Porter 1995). In the case of obstetrics, some scholars argue that
people primarily trust in physicians because of their authority. As I will explain in the
next paragraph, social scientists who study birth often argue that obstetric practice is not
based on scientific evidence, but on processes that best suit the timelines for the
physicians and the hospitals (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Rothman 1982; Simonds 2002;
Wagner 2006). In this way, legitimate practices are not always based on best scientific
practices.
Scholars who critique the medical model of care argue that it is not “evidencebased” (Rothman 1982; Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). They argue that obstetric care relies on
technologies and medical procedures designed to make labor and delivery more efficient,
but not necessarily safer (Simonds 2002; Strickler 1992). While medical students learn
how to utilize modern science and technology to treat emergencies, they receive less
training in how to care for normal cases. Applying their training to non-emergency labors
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can result in overuse of technologies, such as cesarean section, which can cause more
harm than good (ACOG 2014). Typical obstetric care focuses on adherence to timelines
and hospital protocol more than individualized care (Wagner 2006). Critics of the
medical model of care argue that it does not support evidence-based medicine. They
highlight research that shows that in normal, low-risk births, additional interventions
create rather than solve problems in labor (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Simonds 2002;
Strickler 1992). These scholars emphasize that science does not always support the
routines of modern obstetric care.
However, for those lacking cultural authority (such as doulas), scientific evidence
serves an important role in legitimating their knowledge. Doulas who utilize scientific
evidence may have a better chance at legitimating their services to medical clinicians.
This is because people who lack cultural authority in society can rely on scientific
evidence and quantification to potentially support an alternative approach (Porter 1995).
Because society trusts statistics, doulas and others who enter the knowledge field from a
peripheral position may depend on scientific studies to legitimate their knowledge
(Collins and Evans 2002; Porter 1995). When doulas (or others of lower status in their
field) lack cultural authority, then they depend on quantification to serve as evidence of
the validity of their alternative knowledge sources.
For doulas, scientific research plays an important role in how they legitimate their
role. The recent ACOG guidelines indicate that doulas offer an important service that
helps with reducing unnecessary cesarean births (ACOG 2014). This suggests that
scientific evidence is crucial for supporting doulas’ position in the knowledge field of
birth. Although doulas have existed in a professional capacity since the 1980s, most of
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their support has come from those on the periphery of the birth field, namely midwives,
mothers, and birth scholars (Morton and Clift 2014). As I explain in Chapter 4,
recognition from medical clinicians is crucial for doulas to gain greater acceptance.
Authoritative research that reveals the importance of doula care may result in greater
recognition from the core knowledge realm that physicians dominate (Collins and Evans
2002).
At the same time, scientific evidence serves as a way to legitimate an alternative
perspective on labor and birth. Doulas argue that scientific research supports minimizing
medical interventions except in necessary cases, which are variably determined. Doulas
tend to do their own research and to emphasize “evidence-based” practices that reveal the
necessity of personal care over medication in order to manage labor (Norman and
Rothman 2007). Those who do their own research are committed to understanding new
developments not yet accepted by most professionals (Reay 2007). Thus, many doulas
see themselves as “cutting edge” in terms of understanding the most current research on
best birth practices.
In sum, scientific evidence plays an important role in how doulas legitimate their
alternative approach to birth. Although obstetricians may be starting to recognize the
important service that doulas offer, they still consider them to be peripheral to the
dominant and accepted knowledge that is obstetric medicine. In appealing to medical
clinicians, doulas will likely point to the ACOG guidelines to justify their role in labor
and delivery. Yet, most doulas may place greater emphasis on alternative forms of
knowledge when appealing to potential clients.
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Feminism as an Alternative Source of Knowledge
In this section, I explain how feminism relates to doula work and alternative
knowledge. Feminism is an important part of this work because both doulas and mothers
see gender as an important part of their views on childbirth and their motivations for
choosing birth plans. Feminism, as a general term that carries various individual
definitions, serves as an influential source of alternative knowledge.
As I will explain in the next section, feminism comes in many forms, but it is
essentially based on gender equality, which itself has various understandings (Haslanger,
Tauna, and O’Connor 2014). Gender is a socially constructed identity that is fluid across
different social and cultural contexts (West and Zimmerman 1987). What it means to be a
woman depends on culture, generation, demographics, and the individual interpretation,
among other factors. The understanding of gender and what it means to be a "woman"
continues to be deconstructed and redefined in scholarship from fields including Gender
Studies (Marinucci 2010). Even though gender does not have a concrete definition,
studies of birth focus on treatment or mistreatment of women (see Clegg 2015). There
have been clear systematic abuses in the medicalized birth system against those giving
birth (as described earlier in this chapter). I refer to these abuses as abuses against women
for simplicity. For this research, I focus on how feminism involves attempts to address
abuses against women and/or help women receive just treatment.

What is Feminism?
Feminism comes in many forms, and differs across time and space. “Feminism”
has meant different things to people of different generations, racial and ethnic groups,
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and individual interpreters of the term. For example, some identify with feminism that
targets specific issues (like workplace discrimination), while others focus on feminism as
a broader belief in just representation, or as a system that empowers women of color
(Haslanger, Tauna, and O’Connor 2014). Feminism can have different meanings, making
the label a loaded term. However, these differences in interpretation remain within
certain, usually scholarly, contexts. Most people less familiar with feminist scholarship
identify (or do not identify) with a general “feminist” label.
Most definitions of feminism center on a set of beliefs or values aimed at
eliminating sexism (Haslanger, Tauna, and O’Connor 2014). However, the means for
eliminating sexism and achieving equality can differ. Liberal feminists focus on personal
autonomy, and promote conditions that increase women’s options (Alstott 2004). These
feminists blame the gendered system for barriers to women’s autonomy (Okin 1989).
From this perspective, various systematic conditions are to blame for women’s
disadvantages in American society. These include sex discrimination in hiring, pay,
promotion, and laws that restrict women’s access to reproductive autonomy. Liberal
feminists focus on barriers to choices and freedoms that men generally take for granted.
Policies and institutional practices favor men (Roth 2006), and thus prevent women from
having the same opportunities and choices in their lives.
Some critics of the liberal approach to feminism argue that some women will
reject theories that prioritize free choice (Yuracko 2003). Women may choose to limit
their own access to better work opportunities, or they may choose to work in sexualized
jobs. In this way, critics argue, women can freely choose their own, if “mistaken,” path
(Cudd 2004). Modern liberal feminism becomes so individualized that it loses a cohesive
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stake, giving women increased options, including when and how to partake in a feminist
identity (Budgeon 2001; Rich 2005; Sharpe 2001). Women have the freedom to define
feminism for themselves. They also have the freedom to reject feminist ideology, and to
identify as anti-feminists.

Feminist Identity
The widely accepted meaning of feminism or feminisms has largely gotten lost
behind a focus on identifying as feminist or anti-feminist (Aronson 2003). Some scholars
argue that this generic feminist identity varies between generations (Budgeon 2001). The
American media has played a major role in spreading a message that feminism is dead
among members of Generation X and younger (Pozner 2003). The media argue that
young women are increasingly resisting a feminist identity, even though research shows
that these claims are exaggerated (Hall and Rodriguez 2003). Feminist ideology persists
in members of various generations, but some research suggests that the label may be
more stigmatizing to all members of current society, regardless of generation.
Duncan (2010) found that feminist self-labeling itself was more important in
explaining women's relationship to feminism than was generation. The name can alienate
people from feminism, due to associations with sensationalized and negative reporting of
feminist social movements. Thus, many espouse the view, “I’m not a feminist, but…”
due to a desire to focus on personal choice and separate from a collective identity
(Budgeon 2001; Rich 2005; Sharpe 2001). The ideology of feminism may be more
important than the label for sharing certain beliefs. However, the stigma of the feminist
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label results in lack of cohesion among feminists (Aronson 2003). Thus, self-labeling can
also be problematic.
Research on feminist identity reveals an interesting picture in terms of how and
when women assert this identityv. While many women currently identify as proud
feminists, many do not. Another set of women identify somewhere between feminist and
non-feminist (Giffort 2011). Zucker (2004) refers to this in-between group as
“egalitarians.” These women tend to agree with many tenets of feminism, such as overall
gender equality, and equal pay for women, but at the same time, they resist the “feminist”
label (Aronson 2003; Giffort 2011; Zucker 2004; Williams and Wittig 1997). The
“egalitarians” use feminist principles carefully, asserting women’s rights in some cases,
but not others, and overall rejecting a label that they associate with a negative image.
Thus, women negotiate their feminist identity through various considerations.

Feminism and Doulas
Doulas focus on providing support to individual women during labor and
delivery. Although they serve women, seeing their role as a feminist project is
contentious. Women may believe in supporting other women and empowering them to
have control over their own bodies, but they may not identify this with feminism.
Consistent with the literature on feminist identity, doulas walk a fine line between
displaying feminist beliefs through their service to women, and identifying with a
potentially stigmatizing social identity.
In order to appeal to pregnant women, doulas must display feminist ideals in
terms of providing individual women with choices. This fits with the contemporary
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emphasis on individual choice. In my survey research, I give doulas multiple options for
identifying the sources of their views about birth. I provide both the option “My exposure
to Feminism/Women’s Studies,” and the option, “My desire to empower women” in
order to more carefully analyze the feminist ideology that may motivate doulas’ views of
birth.
Feminist ideals, rather than the feminist label, can serve as an important
component of alternative knowledge. Whereas most institutions, including hospitals and
medical organizations, recognize the knowledge of those who have certification for
example, those who see their work as motivated by feminism subscribe to an alternative
knowledge base. From this perspective, feminist ideals do not fit within the core realm of
knowledge shared by medical clinicians. While some individual physicians may identify
as feminists, this knowledge base likely does not serve as a marker of authority within the
realm of birth.
However, feminist ideology may appeal to mothers seeking support during birth.
Whereas physicians focus on medical outcomes first, doulas offer something unique
through the individualized support that they offer to women. Feminist beliefs and/or the
empowerment of women may serve as an important source of alternative knowledge that
appeals to pregnant women. Thus, feminism and/or empowerment may serve as an
important form of alternative knowledge that doulas can use to legitimate their role to
mothers in need of support.
In the next section, I will discuss how additional alternative knowledge systems
relate to doulas and the service that they provide. Although these systems do not receive
as much attention in the dissertation as certification, experience, scientific evidence, and
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feminism do, it is important to mention them as part of the general focus on how
alternative knowledge becomes or does not become legitimate. Doulas offer an
alternative perspective on labor and delivery through their focus on continuous care. It is
important to consider alternative perspectives in general in order to explore how doulas
use these to frame their work and appeal to others.

Doula Work and the Legitimacy of Alternative Knowledge Systems
Doulas’ subscription to alternative knowledge may be attributable to various
sources outside of the dominant cultural influences. Midwifery models of care resist the
dominant medical authority, emphasizing alternative sources of childbirth knowledge
(Davis-Floyd and Davis 1996; Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Foley 2005; McKenzie and
Oliphant 2010; Sullivan and Weitz 1988; Rothman 1982). Doulas subscribe to alternative
models of childbirth for various reasons. For some, religious affiliation (Klassen 2001),
or spiritual motivation (England and Horowitz 2007; Gaskin 1990) pushes women to
advocate natural childbirth and thus become doulas. Some argue that birth is a miraculous
process, and that Christian (or other religious) service compels them to support women
through labor.
Building on a spiritual motivation, some doulas may describe their work in terms
of “holistic health,” which focuses on healing and serving the total mind, body, and spirit
(American Holistic Medicine Association 2012; Hansard 2012). This means that each
person is unique and requires individualized health care that suits his or her particular
needs. Doulas who emphasize holistic health focus on individual needs that they can meet
through guidance and personalized care in forms such as touch, guided meditation, or
concentration exercises. This holistic health perspective can work in tandem with a
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midwifery model of childbirth because it resists a one-size-fits-all model of birth that
often relies on medical interventions to normalize it. Rather, holistic health emphasizes
case-by-case interventions that best suit the needs of the person, rather than the
convenience of the healer (American Holistic Medicine Association 2012).
Finally, some women may choose doula work after experiencing their own
positive or negative birth outcomes (Morton and Clift 2014). Many doulas enter their
work after giving birth themselves. Accordingly, as I explain in Chapter 3, all of the
doulas I interviewed had given birth, and four of the mothers I interviewed were in the
process of becoming doulas following their experience. Experiential knowledge serves as
a valid form of expertise in any field, but in the knowledge field of birth, it becomes
especially important. Those who have personal experience, whether positive or negative,
have greater personal insight into how women in labor might feel and how they might
want to be treated (Boardman 2014; Etchegary et al. 2008). This knowledge is likely to
appeal to pregnant women, who might prefer the support of a woman caregiver who has
experienced labor and birth (especially if her birth was unmedicated).
These alternative sources of knowledge are important for framing the unique but
important service that doulas offer. In the hospital context, doulas may explain their
position through reference to their certifying organization or the recent ACOG (2014)
report on the measured benefits of doula support. When appealing to clients, doulas may
be more likely to classify themselves as spiritual healers or advocates for women.
Overall, alternative knowledge systems gain legitimacy depending on the context, frame,
and audience.
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Conclusion
In the United States, a social transformation has occurred in modern medicine
(Starr 1982). In the 1800s, obstetricians took over birth, transferring it from home to
hospital. While modern obstetrics maintains authority over birth, recent shifts in health
care and culture have opened the door for alternative approaches to conventional
medicine (Barker 2008; Conrad 2005; Timmermans 2010; Winnick 2005). This latest
transformation indicates a re-emergence of woman-centered care.
Within this context, doulas have emerged as a professional group dedicated to
supporting and empowering women. Doulas remain marginalized within the knowledge
field of birth, but increasing publicity about the benefits of support suggests a possibility
for greater inclusion of doula expertise. Doulas lack the authority and power that
obstetricians have, but by legitimating their work through accepted means, doulas may
become more integrated into the birth realm.
In the following chapters, I take an in-depth look at the most popular knowledge
sources that emerged from my research: certification, experience, scientific evidence, and
feminism. I focus on how these sources of knowledge, from an authoritative or
alternative perspective, serve in legitimating doula work. Looking at the emphasis that
doulas and mothers placed on these different knowledge forms demonstrates the
contributory expertise of doula work. Doulas have much to contribute to the birth field,
and my research shows how doulas can use different sources of knowledge to
demonstrate the legitimacy of their work.
This dissertation integrates research from medical sociology, public health,
sociology of reproduction, and the sociology of knowledge to address the following
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questions: What is the source, or the sources, of knowledge that doulas use to legitimate
their work? Which factors legitimate their work to the medical community, and to
potential clients? In the next chapter, I explain the methods that I used to answer these
questions.
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CHAPTER 3: DATA AND METHODS

Introduction
As described in the previous chapter, doulas offer an important service that is
underutilized. Even though the benefits of doula care are well documented (Kozhimannil
et al. 2016) and 75% of women in the U.S. have heard of doulas, doula-attended births
remain rare (Declerq et al. 2013). In this dissertation, I examine the ways in which doulas
can legitimate their role to the medical community and to mothers. My overall research
question is: What sources of knowledge do doulas use to assert the legitimacy of their
work to the medical and non-medical community?
I explore which sources of knowledge hold greatest importance to doulas, whether
these fall along authoritative or alternative knowledge bases, and how doulas use these
sources of knowledge to appeal to medical clinicians and to clients. This dissertation also
assesses whether clients decide to hire doulas largely based on authoritative or alternative
rationales. Thus, the following questions also guide my research: Do doulas highlight
spiritual, feminist, or other alternative knowledge bases? How do doulas’ different
sources of knowledge inform their views of medical interventions into labor and
childbirth? What sources of knowledge appeal to clients? Do clients of doulas hire doulas
to secure scientifically documented benefits? Do they hire doulas because of their own
alternative beliefs about childbirth?
Using mixed methods, this dissertation examines the extent to which doulas use
authoritative versus alternative knowledge sources to legitimate their work to the medical
community and to clients. I use multiple methods of analysis to address the research
questions in order to get a more complete understanding of the knowledge sources and
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the ways in which doulas use them. Through mixed methods research, I attempt to find
more consistent results, as well as a fuller understanding of the knowledge sources
emphasized in this dissertation.
For this research, I rely on the following data: original survey data, content from
doula organizations, interview data from doulas, and interview data from mothers who
hired or considered hiring a doula. I use survey data to find out which sources of
knowledge doulas use to legitimate their role. Survey research allows me to sample a
large number of doulas nationally. To see whether doulas’ perceptions match the sources
that they actually use to market their services, I rely on content analysis of the doula
organizations sampled in the survey. Finally, I utilized in-depth interviews for
understanding sources of knowledge and patterns behind doulas’ and mothers’
justifications and decisions. In the following sections, I provide greater detail of the data
and methods used to address the research questions listed above.

The Maternity Support Survey
For the first part of my study, I rely on data I collected as part of a research team
through the Maternity Support Survey. This survey was a cross-sectional online survey of
doulas, childbirth educators (CBEs), and labor and delivery (L&D) nurses in the United
States and Canada. The survey recruited participants between November 2012 and March
2013 through professional organizations and web postings. The survey collected no
personal identifiers, and the Institutional Review Board at the University of Arizona
determined the study to be exempt.
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The Maternity Support Survey Research Team
My research team included sociologists, public health workers, and maternity
support workers from across the United States.vi We became connected through mutual
professional networks. We met in 2010 through a conference call. Starting in December
of 2010, we met weekly via conference call to develop questions and goals for the
survey, and we relied on Google Docs and Dropbox to share drafts. Each member of the
group developed a section of the survey and has ownership over that data for individual
and collaborative publications.

Sampling
Ten professional organizations emailed their current members a recruitment letter
via email with a link to the survey on SurveyMonkey.com. This initial email invitation
was followed by up to two reminders. Among members of these organizations, 2,243
initiated and 1,768 completed the survey. Thus, the completion rate was 78.8%.
Since many maternity support workers are not members of participating
organizations, and organizational members may not be representative of all workers,
sampling through professional organizations did not ensure access to the entire
population of interest. In an effort to expand the population that the survey was able to
reach, the research team publicized the survey to other doulas, CBEs, and labor and
delivery nurses via social media (Facebook, Twitter, and maternity blogs) and email
networks. An additional 1,082 respondents started the survey through this strategy, and
839 completed it. The completion rate for these respondents was 77.5%.
We excluded respondents from the final dataset if they 1) were not a doula, CBE,
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or nurse and thus were not eligible to take the survey (688 participants), 2) did not answer
the first question of the survey (42 participants), or 3) attempted to skip the last portion of
the survey by stating that they were not a doula, CBE, or nurse (13 participants). These
selection criteria resulted in the exclusion of a total of 743 survey participants from the
data, with an initial sample size of 3,325 respondents. Among these respondents, 2,781
completed the survey (83.6%). The remaining individuals partially completed the survey
(175, or 5.3%) or did not complete the initial portion of the survey (543, or 16.3%).
Electronic surveys like the Maternity Support Survey typically cast a wide net,
but are unable to obtain random samples with a high response rate. Thus, a limitation of
the sample is that it is non-random because of the recruitment methods, and the responses
may not be generalizable to all maternity support workers in the United States and
Canada. However, despite these limitations, the Maternity Support Survey obtained a
large number of responses from a diverse range of professional organizations.

Survey design
The research team developed the survey over the course of eighteen months by
adapting measures from previous studies (Lantz et al. 2005; Morton and Hsu 2007),
developing hypotheses, and creating additional measures based on the hypotheses. The
areas that the survey covered included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demographic characteristics
Training and credentials in the maternity support field
Sources of information and/or knowledge about birth
Ability to financially support a household with maternity support work
Childbirth and breastfeeding experience
Attitudes toward common labor practices and breastfeeding
Attitudes and views toward other maternity support roles
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Work experiences, including ethical challenges, work satisfaction, and burnout
Emotional intelligence
Hospital characteristics
Understandings of informed consent
Experiences with and knowledge of quality improvement initiatives
Questions specific to each role, including certifications, workload, marketing
strategies, malpractice risk, insurance coverage, computerized charting, and
attitudes toward other maternity support roles
Measures in the Maternity Support Survey included fixed choices for variables

like gender, age, religious affiliation, state or province of residence, marital status,
income, and education. It also permitted respondents to choose multiple categories for
variables like race/ethnicity, language spoken, ways that respondents updated their
knowledge, and sources of attitudes. Questions about training and/or certification
included the options of “no training,” “training but not certified,” “certification in
progress,” and “certified.” The survey used 5-point Likert scales from “strongly disagree”
to “strongly agree” to measure attitudes and work satisfaction. The survey assessed the
frequency with which respondents encountered specific circumstances in their maternity
support work using 4-point scales (usually “never” to “often”).
The questions that I developed specifically pertain to doulas in the United States. I
collaborated on the development of demographic questions and questions regarding
attitudes toward common labor practices. Individually, I developed the questions about
training and credentials in the maternity support field and sources of information and/or
knowledge about birth. See Appendix A for the list of questions that I developed.

Survey Analysis
For this study, I rely primarily on descriptive summaries of the results of the
survey. I focus on results for doulas in the United States, including doulas who identify
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with more than one role (such as childbirth educator and/or labor and delivery nurse).
The total number of doulas who fit this role is 1,320.
The survey results presented in this study are largely descriptive; this is partly due
to some limitations of the Maternity Support Survey, including that there are not enough
independent variables and that there is limited variation on demographics. The survey
was designed to assess attitudes toward and experiences with a variety of concerns in
maternity care. Thus, there are many questions pertaining to beliefs, but fewer questions
that might provide possible explanations for these beliefs. Related to this, many of the
potential routes for analysis are endogenous. For example, in looking at who is more
likely to get certified, it is just as likely that those who have more authoritative views get
certified as those who get certified develop more authoritative views about birth. This has
been a recurring issue in my survey analysis; in trying to ascertain how to use the data for
analysis, I saw a likely loop of causality between the dependent and independent
variables.
For the chapter on certification (Chapter 4), I ran a few regression analyses, but
the findings further indicated problems with using survey analyses beyond descriptives
for my type of questions. As I also note in Chapter 4, I wanted to assess how doulas used
certification to legitimate their role. Beyond the descriptive results, I looked at whether
being certified affected doulas beliefs that: they were prepared to support long labors,
support women with unexpected complications, handle the high demands of labor
support, set up their practice as a business, and/or build more effective relationships with
nurses. I was unable to determine any relationship between certification and these
variables. I also looked at how certification impacts doula income, the number of the
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births that a doula attends, and where a doula most often attends births. I was unable to
detect a relationship here either. Part of the problem may be that there was less variation
on some of these latter dependent variables. Because I did not find relationships between
the variables, I focused on descriptive results for this part of my study.
My research examines which sources of knowledge doulas use to legitimate their
role to the medical community and to clients, why, and how. Descriptive summaries are
appropriate for examining my questions. The Maternity Support Survey Report (2014)
reported on the descriptive findings from the survey, and I use a similar format for my
study. I use descriptive survey results in conjunction with qualitative data from content
analysis and interviews to gain a deeper understanding of how doulas use different
sources of knowledge to legitimate their role, why, and how.

Content Analysis of Doula Organizations
As part of my analysis of the emphasis placed on assorted sources of knowledge
in promotional materials, I conducted a content analysis of the text information that doula
organizations promote on their websites. I utilized content analysis because survey and
interview questions capture perceptions. Through the Maternity Support Survey and the
interviews that I conducted, doulas shared their perceptions of how they market their
services. Analyzing the content of organizational websites helped me to see what doulas
actually promoted.
For this purposive sample, I reviewed the websites of the following doula
organizations: DONA, CAPPA, ICEA, toLABOR, and Birthworks. I used organizational
websites rather than individual websites because they were the most comprehensive and
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accessible. I chose these five organizations because my survey team had surveyed
members of these organizations in particular for the Maternity Support Survey. I
analyzed the content of these same organizations in order to compare doulas’ perceptions
of what they emphasized in their promotional materials versus what their organizations
actually promoted at the time of my analysis. I conducted the analysis during March
2015. Although I conducted the content analysis two years after my team collected
survey responses, I do not believe that that the sources of knowledge changed much in
this time based on my review of these sites prior to the release of the Maternity Support
Survey.
I analyzed the website text through analyzing blocks of text on the information
page and the certification page for each of the five organizations in my sample. This
resulted in a total of ten webpages. Some pages contained brief text blocks and only one
or two, whereas others contained numerous blocks of text and sometimes they consisted
of lengthy paragraphs. Regardless of the length of the section, I counted each separated
section on a webpage as one text block. I excluded text through any links that may have
been included in the text blocks because the presence of links varied considerably
between sites. I also excluded codes in the text surrounding the text blocks, such as
footers and links to other webpages or websites. In total, I counted twenty-eight blocks of
text on the ten pages that I analyzed.
I utilized a grounded coding strategy, whereby I looked for code words using the
“find” feature on the selected web pages. I looked for code words related to the categories
of certification, scientific evidence, feminism, and experience. I chose these categories
because they were the most popular choices in the findings from the Maternity Support
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Survey question on how doulas legitimate their role (see Table 3 on page 77). I looked
for variations on these words, which served as the codes with which I searched. For
example, in looking for text regarding certification, I looked for any variation on the
word. I typed “certif” into the “find” feature and counted any variation on the word. I
recorded the frequency with which I located the categories under which these codes
appeared in the text blocks. I reviewed the data twice more to improve accuracy. See
Appendix B. for a list of codes used in the analysis.
To contextualize the codes I found, I also rely on quotes from the selected web
pages to demonstrate the importance of these concepts. In the substantive chapters of the
dissertation I provide not only the descriptive results from the content analysis, but also
selected quotes to contextualize the findings. By including quotes from the webpages I
analyzed, I add context and depth to the descriptive findings from the text blocks.
My methods of analysis are consistent with other qualitative content analyses and
they suit the purpose of my research (Bacon 2015; Govers and Go 2005). The descriptive
findings and the quotes serve an important purpose in this research. In conjunction with
survey and interview findings, this analysis adds another dimension to looking at how
doulas legitimate their work. Through this content analysis, I directly explore which
sources of knowledge doula organizations use to promote their services.

Interviews with Doulas
The first set of interviews for the interview part of my study come from in-depth
interviews with twenty-five doulas in the southwestern United States. I recruited doulas
through local doula organizations, hospital and birth center postings, web listings such as
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doulas.com, and snowball sampling. I emailed organizations and individuals who might
be willing to participate and invited them to partake in a research study on doulas, their
views about doula work, and the sources of their beliefs about doulas and birth.
Participants volunteered to meet me for an interview, thus making the sample nonrandom. Although the sample is likely to suffer from selection bias, qualitative studies
like this aim to understand processes and mechanisms underlying social phenomena
rather than to produce highly generalizable results. Rather than attempt to characterize
the experiences of the doula population as a whole, this research aims to understand the
rationales that doulas have for relying on assorted sources of knowledge.
Obtaining a random sample of doulas would not be feasible because the number
of doulas in a given area or in the United States as a whole is hard to calculate. Many
doulas are not certified by national/international organizations and are therefore not listed
on the website of certifying organizations. In addition, many doulas work independently
of any organization, making them difficult to locate in a systematic way. For those who
do not publicize themselves and/or have their own website, the only way to find them is
through personal referrals, which is how I found four of the doulas in my sample.
Overall, given that doulas are rare, my sample of twenty-five likely represents a high
proportion of the doulas in the area that I surveyed.
I used email and phone calls to arrange interviews with doulas. Most interviews
took place in-person but some took place by Skype or phone in cases of distance or
doula’s preference. We arranged to meet or talk at a time convenient for both the
researcher and the interviewee. With their signed permission, I audio recorded all
interviews and used a transcriber to transcribe the recordings. I was able to hire a
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transcriber using funds awarded from the Confluencenter Interdisciplinary Fellowship. I
use pseudonyms for all the respondents discussed in this article. The Institutional Review
Board at my university authorized all interview research protocol.
Interviews typically lasted about one hour. I conducted semi-structured interviews
using a question guide, but I asked follow-up questions where needed and allowed
participants to volunteer additional information. Thus, although I asked all of my
questions, the interview had more of a conversational style. I asked doulas about
their background, how they became doulas, how they viewed their role, and about the
sources of their views about childbirth. The interview guide is available in Appendix C.
To analyze the interview data, I read through the transcripts and highlighted key
themes. I started doing this before I had completed my interviews and used this as a guide
for reaching thematic saturation (Glaser and Strauss 1967). I found common themes that
began to emerge within the first twelve interviews, which supports previous research on
structured interview methodology (Guest, Bunce, and Johnson 2006). Few new themes
emerged after twenty interviews, and at twenty-five, I had interviewed nearly all of the
doulas in my location who wanted to participate. I also found that twenty-five interviews
sufficiently captured many of the ideas that I had set out to explore. Below, I provide a
summary of the descriptive characteristics for the doulas I interviewed (Table 1). A more
detailed table appears in Appendix D.
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Table 1: Summary of Doulas’ Characteristics
Characteristic
Age
Mean
Median
Range
Race
White
Hispanic
Asian American
Mixed/Other
Education
HS
Associate Degree
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree or higher
Mean Income from Doula Work
Household Income
< $20,000
$20,000 - $34,999
$35,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $74,999
$75,000 - $99,000
$100,000 - $149,000
$150,000 or more
Prefer not to answer
Certified
Yes
DONA
CAPPA
Childbirth International
In Progress
DONA
Childbirth International
Intuitive Childbirth
Training, but Not Certified
DONA
CAPPA
N

# (%)
42 years
40 years
24-76 years
20 (80%)
3 (12%)
1 (4%)
1 (4%)
2 (8%)
11 (44%)
9 (36%)
3 (12%)
$4,382
1
1
3
9
3
5
1
2

(4%)
(4%)
(12%)
(36%)
(12%)
(20%)
(4%)
(8%)

14 (56%)
12
1
1
6 (24%)
4
1
1
5 (20%)
3
2
25 doulas

Interviews with Mothers
In addition to interviews with doulas, I also conducted in-depth interviews with
twenty-five mothers who hired or considered hiring a doula to attend one or more of their
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births between 2012 and 2014. (Doulas referred to the women they supported as
“clients,” but because three of the women I interviewed did not end up having doulas, I
mostly use the term “mothers” in referring to my sample.) At the time of the interview,
six of the mothers were pregnant; all of those who were pregnant were planning to have a
doula-attended birth. I recruited mothers through postings at a local birth center, at
libraries, and at new parent classes. I also posted a recruitment notice on several local
meet-up Internet sites for the southwestern region of the United States. Several of the
mothers I interviewed in this region also referred me to their friends, and thus I also
relied on snowball sampling to obtain my participantsvii. On the recruitment notice that I
posted and emailed I invited mothers to partake in a research study on their experiences
with doulas and their views about doulas and birth. Participants volunteered to meet me
for an interview, thus making the sample non-random. Rather than attempt to characterize
the experiences and views of all mothers who hire doulas, this part of my research aims
to understand the rationales that mothers have for choosing whether to hire a doula and
the alternative perspectives that these mothers hold regarding birth.
Obtaining a random sample of mothers who hire doulas would not be feasible
because this information is not usually recorded in any official documentation at birth.
Doulas are usually hired privately, and few studies on pregnancy and birth ask about the
use of a doula (with the exception of a few studies such as the Listening to Mothers
surveys). Additionally, the popularity of doula-attended birth differs by region and even
by neighborhood. Many of the mothers I recruited knew each other or belonged to similar
personal networks, thus making snowball sampling an effective way of finding
participants. Overall, given that doula-attended birth are rare (6% of mothers used them
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in 2012 according to Declerq et al. 2013), my sample of twenty-five likely represents a
high proportion of the mothers who hired or considered hiring doulas in the area that I
surveyed.
I used email and phone calls to arrange interviews with mothers. Most interviews
took place in-person but some took place by Skype or phone in cases of distance or
mother’s preference. We arranged to meet or talk at a time convenient for both the
researcher and the interviewee. With their signed permission, I audio recorded all
interviews and used a transcriber to transcribe the recordings. I use pseudonyms for all
the respondents discussed in this article. The Institutional Review Board at my university
authorized all interview research protocol.
Interviews typically lasted about between half an hour and one hour. I conducted
semi-structured interviews using a question guide, but I asked follow-up questions where
needed and allowed participants to volunteer additional information and stories. Thus,
although I asked all of my questions, the interview had more of a conversational style. I
asked mothers how they learned about doulas, how they decided whether to hire one,
their beliefs about doula work, about their experience with the doula, and about the
sources of their beliefs about doulas and birth. The interview guide is available in
Appendix C.
As I did with the doula interviews, to analyze these interview data, I read through
the transcripts and highlighted key themes. I started doing this before I had completed my
interviews and used this as a guide for reaching thematic saturation (Glaser and Strauss
1967). At twenty-five interviews I found that I had sufficiently captured many of the
ideas that I had set out to explore. In Table 2, I provide a summary of the characteristics
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of the mothers I interviewed. A more detailed table appears in Appendix D.
Table 2: Summary of Mothers’ Characteristics
Characteristic
Age
Mean
Median
Range
Race
White
Hispanic
Asian American
Education
HS
Associate Degree
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree or higher
Household Income
< $20,000
$20,000 - $34,999
$35,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $74,999
$75,000 - $99,000
$100,000 - $149,000
$150,000 or more
Had a Midwife
Yes
No
Had a Doula
Yes
No
N

# (%)
31 years
30 years
23-42 years
21 (84%)
3 (12%)
1 (4%)
1 (4%)
2 (8%)
10 (40%)
12 (48%)
2
2
3
7
3
6
2

(8%)
(8%)
(12%)
(28%)
(16%)
(24%)
(4%)

11 (44%)
14 (56%)
4
22 (88%)
3 (12%)
25 mothers

Conclusion
In this dissertation, I explore the ways in which doulas legitimate their work to the
medical community and to clients. I look at which knowledge systems are especially
important to doulas in terms of how they developed their views and their approach to
doula care. I also look at which knowledge systems appeal to members of the medical
community, and which ones appeal to clients. Finally, I explore why these different
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knowledge systems matter in each context, and how this information can be used to
improve understanding of doulas’ expertise in maternity support.
I rely on multiple research methods. I utilize descriptive results from survey data
in order to assess which sources of knowledge matter most to doulas in the United States
in terms of both informing their own knowledge and appealing to others. Because survey
results rely on interpretation from their participants, I supplement these data with content
from doula organization websites in order to see which knowledge sources doulas are
actually using to market their services. Finally, I rely on in-depth interviews to provide a
broader context for understanding the sources of knowledge that doulas use to legitimate
their role. The combination of methods allows me to explore me research questions
through different mediums and get a fuller picture of how doulas demonstrate their
expertise.
In the following chapters, I reveal the findings from my research. I focus the
substantive chapters on the three largest categories of knowledge emerging from my
quantitative and qualitative data: certification and experience, scientific evidence, and
feminism. As I will show in this dissertation, doulas rely on different sources of
knowledge to appeal to different audiences, and thus demonstrating doula expertise on a
societal level remains a multifaceted challenge.
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CHAPTER 4: CERTIFICATION AND EXPERIENTIAL KNOWLEDGE

Introduction
In this chapter, I present findings about the use of certification as a basis for
legitimacy for doula work. I show how even though experiential knowledge is important
for the hands-on support that doulas provide, certification plays a larger role in justifying
doula work, particularly to members of the medical community. Doulas believe that
certification demonstrates a level of professionalism that is more likely to gain
recognition from the medical community than experience alone.
I used mixed methods research to explore how doulas use certification to justify
their role so that they may better serve women in greatest need of their care. In the first
section, I reveal descriptive findings from the Maternity Support Survey, a cross-national
survey described in Chapter 3. The results indicate that most doulas get certified. They
believe that it prepares them for different birth scenarios that they may encounter, and
that it indicates a level of professionalism. In the next section, I discuss the results of my
content analysis of doula organization websites. These results support the descriptive
statistics showing the importance of certification for conveying doula professionalism,
regardless of experience level. The bulk of the chapter focuses on the interviews I
conducted with doulas and with mothers, both of whom argue that certification proves
that doulas have a standard level of hands-on experience that allows them to better care
for women.
Certification opens the door for doulas to reach women who might not otherwise
have access to doula support. In this way, certification serves as a marker or expertise
that draws greater trust in doula knowledge. As a result, doulas are able to work within
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the medical community and become an additional resource for women in labor. As I
discuss in Chapter 7, due to changes in the health care system under the Affordable Care
Act, insurance companies will be more likely to cover the services of professional
(certified) health care workers. Thus, certification allows doulas to reach a broader range
of women.

Certification as Authoritative Knowledge: A Review
As described in Chapter 2, certification is currently a hot topic among doulas.
Doulas do not have to have any professional training or certification in order to provide
support during labor. Those who obtain doula certification may or may not attract more
clients, or receive any monetary benefit as a result. However, those who do become
certified doulas tend to do so as a way to gain a greater sense of professionalism (Norman
and Rothman 2007). While some welcome this professional identity, others critique
certification as a marker of alliance with the medical system (Perez 2009). Herein lies a
tension between getting certified in order to work within the system, or resisting
certification in order to fight it.
Certification acts as a source of authoritative knowledge. As described in Chapter
2, physicians, certified nurse midwives, and labor and delivery nurses must meet specific
educational and credentialing requirements in order to practice. Certification is a marker
of professionalism within medicine. While doulas do not need certification in order to
support women, certification plays an important role in legitimating the doula role within
a system that relies on the professional hierarchy to determine who has legitimate
knowledge (Abbott 1988; Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993; Norman and Rothman 2007).
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Obtaining doula certification may allow doulas to gain greater recognition from
physicians. In doing so, they would work within the system to gain access to a greater
number of women in need of support. In the next sections, I show how doulas I sampled
view certification for legitimating their role to the medical community and to clients.

The Importance of Certification: Results from the Maternity Support Survey
In these next few sections, I focus on descriptive results from The Maternity
Support Survey. I focus here on descriptive results because of methodological issues with
using the survey data for regression analyses. I attempted to run some regression
analyses, but did not have any findings that could contribute to my research focus. I was
unable to conduct analyses on what made doulas more likely to become certified because
the majority of the doulas surveyed were certified, and it would be difficult to determine
whether beliefs led to certification, or certification led doulas to espouse certain beliefs.
Several of the potential effects in this study are difficult to ascertain because of
endogeneity. I also was unable to find a relationship between doulas’ certification and
income, the number of birth that they attend, or where they work. Overall, the survey has
few independent variables for analysis. Therefore, I have focused primarily on
descriptive survey results and focused more of my analysis on the findings from my
interviews.

Descriptive Results on Sources of Views about Childbirth
Using data from the Maternity Support Survey, I isolated the responses from
doulas in the United States only. I did this to analyze the responses that match the group I
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sampled for my interviews: doulas in the United States. This resulted in a sample of
1,320 doulas. Survey results show that 70.6% of these doulas were certified through at
least one organization.
Appendix A contains my questions from the Maternity Support Survey. As you
can see there, Question 24 asks respondents to check up to three categories in response to
the question, “My views about childbirth come primarily from:” Table 3 reveals the
frequencies of responses to each of the given categories.

Table 3: Sources of Views About Childbirth
My views about childbirth come primarily
from…
My scientific knowledge
My professional training
My beliefs about Western medicine
My positive experiences with my own
birth(s)
My negative experiences with my own
birth(s)
My family’s/friends’ influence
My on-the-job experiences and training
My observation of professional mentors
My desire to empower women
My exposure to feminism/Women’s
Studies
My activism in my community
My religious beliefs
My spiritual beliefs
My beliefs about the mind-body
connection
I’ve always been interested in birth
Other

Number of respondents (N=1320)
391 (29.6%)
685 (51.9%)
109 (8.3%)
563 (42.7%)
142 (10.8%)
44 (3.3%)
595 (45.1%)
91 (6.9%)
482 (36.5%)
57 (4.3%)
32 (2.4%)
47 (3.6%)
72 (5.5%)
382 (29%)
267 (20.2%)
29 (2.2%)

As Table 3 shows, more doulas responded that their views about childbirth come
primarily from their professional training (51.9%) than from the other given categories.
However, the second and third most popular responses received a high percentage of
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responses as well. The second most popular responses were, “my positive experiences
with my own birth” (42.7%), and, “My on-the-job experiences and training” (45.1%).
These findings reveal that professional training plays a significant role in how doulas
view childbirth, although work experience also has a strong influence on doulas’ views.
In this chapter, I discuss the significance of certification versus experiential knowledge
for legitimating the role of doulas.
Although doulas can have training without certification, they cannot have
certification without training. As I explain later in this chapter, certification ensures that
doulas have completed their required training. Doulas responding to survey questions
about their professional training may or may not have completed the certification process,
but those who have (which is the majority of the sample) learned the tenets of their
training and applied them at least in a few volunteer birth settings. Thus, certification is
an important marker of expertise because it shows that doulas have completed certain
requirements, which they may or may not complete with training alone. As I also discuss
in this chapter, experiential knowledge offers a unique form of expertise that
complements the professional training and certification.

Doulas and Certification Status
The majority of the doulas in the United States who completed the survey (70.6%)
were certified through at least one doula certifying organization. The survey listed five
major doula organizations through which respondents could say that they are affiliated:
toLabor (formerly known as ALACE), BirthWorks, CAPPA, DONA International, and
ICEA. Respondents could also write in additional organizations through which they have
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training or certification. Table 4 reveals how many respondents had received training,
were in the process of becoming certified, or were certified through the given
organizations.
Table 4: Doulas’ Certification by Organization
Organization
toLabor
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
BirthWorks
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
CAPPA
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
DONA International
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
ICEA
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
Other
No training
Training but not certified
Certification in progress
Certification
N

Number (%)
1233 (94.8%)
37 (2.8%)
7
(0.5%)
24 (1.8%)
1275 (98.0%)
20 (1.5%)
1
(0.1%)
5
(0.4%)
1113 (85.5%)
74 (5.7%)
32 (2.5%)
82 (6.3%)
219
190
207
685

(16.8%)
(14.6%)
(15.9%)
(52.7%)

1158 (89.0%)
71 (5.5%)
11 (0.8%)
61 (4.7%)
985 (75.5%)
78 (6.0%)
43 (3.3%)
195 (15.0%)
1301

Although the survey allowed respondents to indicate multiple organizations
through which they have training or certification, the results clearly show that more
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respondents were certified (52.7%) or in the process of becoming certified (15.9%)
through DONA International. These results are not surprising given the fact that DONA
International was the first certifying doula organization in North America, and the fact
that it remains the largest certifying organization internationally (DONA International
2015). As I show later in this chapter, the majority of certified doulas I interviewed had
also earned their certification through DONA. Although doulas surveyed had received
some training through different organizations, significantly more had completed their
certification through DONA. DONA was the only organization through which more
respondents had certification than training only. The results show that respondents had
received training from other organizations, but that not as many complete the
certification. Thus, as I discuss later in the chapter, an interesting point of debate among
doulas is not only whether or not to become certified, but through which organization.

Descriptive Results on the Importance of Training and Certification
In the Maternity Support Survey, respondents indicated their level of training and
certification as well as their views about the importance of these. Table 5 reveals the
results of doulas’ agreement with statements about their doula training. These results
show that 83.5% of doulas agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that their doula
training has prepared them for supporting women who have unusually prolonged labors.
Doulas had a higher percentage of agreement with this statement than with any of the
other given statements. These views on training are not surprising because the
certification training focuses on labor support. Thus, more doulas may feel that their
training and certification process have prepared them firstly for assisting women, and
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secondly for setting up a doula business and working with obstetric nurses. Certified
doulas appear to be prepared for labor support, but less prepared for managing the
business and medical partnership side of doula work.
Table 5: Doulas’ Views on their Training
My doula training has prepared me for:
Supporting women who have unusually prolonger labors
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
The unpredictable nature and high emotional demands of
birth support
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Setting up my doula business as a practice
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Building effective relationships with obstetric nurses
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Supporting women with unexpected complications that
may result in cesareans
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
N

Number (%)
16 (1.2%)
88 (6.8%)
111 (8.5%)
678 (52.1%)
408 (31.4%)

21 (1.6%)
123 (9.5%)
139 (10.7%)
584 (44.9%)
434 (33.4%)
51 (3.9%)
215 (16.5%)
331 (25.4%)
515 (39.6%)
189 (14.5%)
24 (2.6%)
176 (13.5%)
279 (21.4%)
564 (43.4%)
258 (19.8%)

19 (1.5%)
103 (7.9%)
138 (10.6%)
666 (51.2%)
375 (28.8%)
1301
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An important question in this research overall in the importance of certification
for justifying the doula role to medical clinicians as well as to potential clients. For the
Maternity Support Survey, I created a question that asked doulas about their views on
particular statements regarding doula certification specifically. These results appear in
Table 6.
Table 6: Doulas’ Views on their Certification
Number (%)
It makes me more attractive to clients
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
It legitimates my role to the medical community
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
It makes it easier for clients to find me
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
My doula certification justifies the fees I charge for
my services
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Not applicable- I work on a volunteer basis only
N

19 (2.1%)
59 (6.4%)
134 (14.6%)
421 (45.9%)
284 (31.0%)
22 (2.4%)
56 (6.1%)
154 (16.8%)
382 (41.7%)
303 (33.0%)
24 (2.6%)
89 (9.7%)
219 (23.9%)
343 (37.4%)
242 (26.4%)

29 (3.2%)
65 (7.1%)
259 (28.2%)
354 (38.6%)
150 (11.4%)
60 (4.5%)
917

Combining the strongly agree and agree categories from the results in the table
above, I find that 76.9% of doulas surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that it made them
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more attractive to clients. Coming in second, 74.7% agreed or strongly agreed that it
legitimates their role to the medical community. A higher number of doulas agreed that it
makes them more attractive to clients than agreed that it makes them more attractive to
the medical community. However, there is high level of agreement for both statements,
suggesting that the respondents were highly favorable toward certification overall.
It is also important to note that professionalism opens the door for charging more
for services. Professionals can charge more because the certificate conveys a standard
level of education, experience, and dedication to the work. According to Table 6, only
50% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that certification justifies the fee that they
charge for their doula services. This suggests that certification is not as important to the
majority of doulas for justifying services fees. However, half of doulas surveyed did
think it was important. Doulas who are certified may be able to charge more for their
services because they market themselves as professionals deserving of a higher fee than
someone who is not certified.
In 2015, Kim James analyzed the certification statuses and fees of doulas
registered on DoulaMatch.com, a popular website for finding local doulas. She found that
certified doulas earned more than uncertified doulas, and that DONA certified doulas
earned the most (James 2015). James argues that, “With certification, doulas achieve a
major professional milestone that provides an edge over doulas with the same amount of
experience who are not certified or are certified through lesser-known organizations”
(James 2015, p. 2). While experience is important, James argues that if the doula is
unknown to clients or hospital staff, certification conveys a level of professionalism that
can be recognized even if the doula has less experience.
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As I discuss later in interviews I conducted with doulas, the survey results
somewhat differed from the qualitative data. While the survey findings suggest that
doulas believed that certification mattered for attracting clients, my interview data
suggest that doulas certify more for the medical community than for clients. However,
like I found in the survey data presented above, there was an overall high level of support
for certification overall. Doulas in the survey and in the interviews believed that
certification played an important role. As suggested in Table 6 above and in the
interviews, the most important role of certification may be to ensure that doulas receive
the training needed to provide the best supportive care. However, as I discuss in the next
section, in terms of hands-on support, many doulas believed that they learned this
primarily through experience.

Descriptive Results on the Importance of Experience
Doulas learn how to provide support through various mediums. Although
classroom training provides doulas with a toolbox full of approaches to supporting
women through labor and delivery, as with any other skill formal training is not entirely
sufficient. Consequently, for the Maternity Support Survey, I developed a question that
asks doula about different sources of knowledge that informed them about pregnancy,
birth, and labor support. The results from this question appear in Table 7.
Table 7: Doulas’ Sources of Knowledge About Continuous Labor Support
Number (%)
Reading blogs about birth
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree

111 (8.9%)
224 (17.9%)
404 (32.3%)
422 (33.8%)
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Strongly agree
Discussing birth with other doulas
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Hands-on experience with negative birth outcomes
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Hands-on experience with positive birth outcomes
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Doula training classes
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
Reading scientific research articles
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
N

89 (7.1%)
11 (0.9%)
47 (3.8%)
127 (10.2%)
662 (53.0%)
403 (32.2%)
50 (4.0%)
141 (11.3%)
210 (16.8%)
569 (45.5%)
280 (22.4%)
4 (0.3%)
8 (0.6%)
36 (2.9%)
560 (44.8%)
642 (51.4%)
25 (2.0%)
55 (4.4%)
147 (11.8%)
666 (53.3%)
357 (28.6%)
26 (2.1%)
140 (11.2%)
309 (24.7%)
625 (50.0%)
150 (12.0%)
1250

According to the findings in Table 7, the most popular sources for gaining
knowledge about labor support were “Hands-on experience with positive birth
outcomes,” “Discussing birth with other doulas,” and thirdly, “Doula training classes.”
Overall, these findings show that respondents gained more knowledge from their handson experience than from their training classes. This shows that although training and
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certification are a significant source of knowledge, individual doulas may gain more from
experience and talking with other doulas about how to provide continuous labor support.
The results show that 96.2% of doulas surveyed strongly agreed or agreed with
the statement that they gained the most knowledge about continuous labor support from
hands-on experience with positive birth outcomes. The vast majority of doula
respondents agreed with the importance of experience for teaching them how to provide
continuous labor support. The notable difference in agreement between responses to
experience with negative versus positive responses could suggest a few things. One
possible explanation is that doulas may have less involvement with negative birth
outcomes and more involvement with positive birth outcomes. Related to this is the
possibility that doulas are less involved in births with negative outcomes and may
therefore gain little hands-on experience with labor support through witnessing them.
Thus, doulas appear to learn primarily through experience, specifically experience with
providing labor support that results in what doulas perceive as positive birth outcomes.
The second highest level of agreement was with the statement that doulas gained
the most knowledge through discussion with other doulas. The results show that 85.2%
strongly agreed or agreed with this statement. This suggests that respondents learn a lot
through discussions with one another, either in formal settings (such as a classroom or
hospital environment) or informal settings (such as online or through casual
conversations). This could thus point to the value of doula trainings, organizations, and
workshops for bringing doulas together to share knowledge.
Finally, 81.9% of doulas surveyed strongly agreed or agreed that they gained the
most knowledge about providing continuous labor support through doula training classes.
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This supports the finding from Table 5 above that the vast majority of doulas surveyed
(83.5%) felt that their training prepared them for providing support through unusually
prolonged labors. Training plays a significant role, although doulas surveyed felt that
hands-on experience with positive outcomes as well as discussions with other doulas
were more helpful for gaining knowledge about providing support during labor. Thus,
certification is important to doulas, but experiential knowledge may play a greater role in
learning how to approach real-life labor situations.

Staying Up to Date: The Importance of Meeting with Other Doulas
As mentioned in the previous section, doulas surveyed appeared to learn a lot
through their discussions with other doulas. I suggested that these could be either
professional or informal discussions. In Table 8 below, I reveal findings from Question
12 of the Maternity Support Survey. This question asks respondents to indicate the ways
in which the respondents have updated their knowledge in the past six months.
Respondents could choose up to three options, so the percentages do not add up to 100%.
Table 8: Ways that Doulas Said That They Updated Their Knowledge in the Past 6
Months
Method
Attended national conference
Attended regional conference
Attended a topical workshop
Attended a webinar
Completed an online course
Read peer-reviewed research articles
Attended meetings of local professional
organization
Met informally with colleagues
Other
N

Number (%)
237 (18.0%)
338 (25.6%)
791 (59.9%)
586 (44.4%)
398 (30.2%)
852 (64.5%)
911 (69.0%)
1143 (86.6%)
160 (12.1%)
1320
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As the results in Table 8 show, 86.6% of doulas “met informally with colleagues”
as a method for updating their knowledge, and this was the most frequently chosen
category among respondents. The popularity of this answer matches the finding above
that doulas believe that they learn much of their knowledge from meeting with other
doulas. The responses to the question in Table 8 suggest that doulas learn more from
meeting in informal settings than through classes and organizations. However, 43.6% of
doulas reported that they did attend a conference as a way to keep their knowledge up to
date as well. Overall the responses to this question show that doulas considered meeting
with one another as a significant source from which to gain knowledge. The popularity of
both of these top two response categories supports the argument for the complementary
importance of both hands-on experience and formal training.

Certification as a Source of Legitimacy: Results from Content Analysis of Doula
Organization Websites
As I described in Chapter 3, I conducted content analysis using the five most
popular doula organizations with which respondents from the Maternity Support Survey
were affiliated. I reviewed the main web pages of DONA International, CAPPA, toLabor,
ICEA, and BirthWorks. I looked at the mission statement and philosophy pages for each
website, and the certification overview pages. I used a deductive approach to looking at
sources of knowledge promoted on the organizations’ web pages. For this chapter, I focus
on the importance of “certification” as a category through searching for codes in the
promotional materials available to those researching doulas through major organizations.
These codes included: certify, certified, certifying, and certification (see Appendix B). I
begin with an overview of the frequency with which these codes appeared on the web
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pages, and then I present quotes from the selected web pages that demonstrate the
importance of certification for legitimating doula work.

Frequency of Text Blocks with Certification Codes
Table 9 provides an overview of the text blocks appearing on the two pages I
examined for each organization. I found twenty-eight text blocks all together on all of the
web pages I examined. More text blocks appeared on the certification overview pages
than the mission statements pages in general, but there was plenty of text on both types of
pages. Some text blocks were longer than others, and therefore, I focus primarily on the
content of the text blocks.
Table 9: Number of Text Blocks on Doula Organization Websites
Organization

DONA
International
CAPPA
ICEA
toLabor
BirthWorks
TOTAL

Number of text
blocks on mission
statement/philosophy
page
4

Number of text
blocks on
certification
overview page
1

Total number of text
blocks on sample

2
2
1
3
12

7
1
3
4
16

9
3
4
7
28

5

Table 10 below shows the percentage of text blocks containing certification
codes, broken down by organization. Out of twenty-eight text blocks, 68% (nineteen)
contained certification codes. Of the four major categories I explored, the certification
category characterized the greatest number of text blocks. This is not surprising given
that these organizations certify doulas. However, what is more important is the way that
organizations discuss certification.
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Table 10: Text Blocks with Certification Codes
Organization

DONA
International
CAPPA
ICEA
toLabor
BirthWorks
Total

Text blocks
with
certification
codes on
mission
statement pages
#
%
3/4 75%

Text blocks with
certification
codes on
certification
overview page

Total text blocks
containing
scientific
evidence codes

#
1/1

%
100%

#
4/5

1/2
50%
1/2
50%
1/1 100%
0/3
67%
6/12 50%

7/7
1/1
3/3
1/4
13/16

100%
100%
100%
25%
81%

8/9 89%
2/3 67%
4/4 100%
1/7 14%
19/28 68%

%
80%

Certification as a Sign of Professionalism
All of the text blocks that discussed the importance of certification said that
certification offered a sense of professionalism. This matches the views of many doulas I
interviewed, as I explain later in the chapter. While other birth workers such as
obstetricians, certified nurse midwives, and labor and delivery nurses must pass exams
and become certified, this is optional for doulas. The certifying organizations promote
certification as a marker of professionalism among doulas. According to DONA’s
mission statement:
The mission of DONA International is to promote high quality birth and
postpartum support by setting the standard for the doula profession
through evidence-based training and certification for doulas of diverse
backgrounds.
This statement shows that DONA International is dedicated to certifying doulas in order
to set a standard whereby doulas have completed training and are prepared to provide
high quality support. Although doulas can certainly obtain this training without
completing the certification, as I explain later in this chapter, the certification shows that
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the doula has in fact completed the training and successfully passed evaluations. Having
certified specialized knowledge indicates professionalism. The certificate also admits
doulas to the official organization, and this is another marker of professionalization
(Volvi 2012). Certification is important to all certifying organizations, but is important to
DONA because it professionalizes the doula role.
Similarly, CAPPA’s certification overview page reads:
CAPPA offers the most professional and comprehensive trainings and
certification available for doulas worldwide.
For CAPPA, like DONA, certification is equated with professionalism. Doulas in
either program can expect to receive comprehensive trainings, regardless of location.
Both of these organizations are committed to international recognition. Certification fits
well with this mission because it conveys a sense of professional belonging to an
organization. Other countries may understand doula work by recognizing an international
organization.
toLabor’s web text blocks included the most discussion about the importance of
certification. Much of the text in the text blocks overall focused on how to become
certified more so than the significance of certification. toLabor’s site had more to say
about the importance of becoming certified. According to the first text block in their
certification overview page:
As the number of doulas and the public awareness of our role increases,
we feel it is critical that our profession be treated with the same deference
and respect as all other professions which require specialized training,
broad knowledge, expertise of skills, and professionalism that reflects the
integrity of our work.
Certification offers a sense of professionalism (Norman and Rothman 2007). A
“profession” traditionally reflects having specialized and valuable knowledge, an
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advanced degree, power over non-professionals, cooperation with other professionals,
and autonomy of practice (Volvi 2012). These traditional markers are based on the
medical profession, which encompasses all of these (Abbott 1988; Friedson 1988).
However, other jobs that possess some or most of these markers, such as nursing or
paralegal work, are often viewed as semi-professions (Lively 2001). In the case of doulas,
specialized knowledge as maternity support workers and certification in the field signify
important components of a profession, as does membership in an organization comprised
of other certified doulas (Norman and Rothman 2007).
Like medical clinicians, doulas must renew their certification in order to maintain
their certified title and their organizational membership. To do this, doulas need to attend
at least three births in the three years since they became certified and submit evaluations
from the clients and care providers. Doulas must also submit proof of fifteen continuing
education hours (DONA International 2014c). Renewing certification allows doulas to
continue receiving the organizational benefits, such as the ability to market through the
organization’s website. Membership also provides doulas with a forum for collective
professionalization through organizing professional conferences and sharing educational
resources. Certification allows doulas to lay claim to some elements of a professional
status (Lively 2001; Volvi 2012).
In the next section, I show how individual doulas perceive the role of
certification. My findings align with the points promoted on organizations’ websites.
Certification plays an important role in legitimating the role of a birth worker with
alternative knowledge. To justify their role, doulas feel that they must adopt a more
professional status that medical clinicians acknowledge as legitimate.
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Certification versus Experience: Results from Interviews with Doulas
Certification Characteristics of the Doulas
Table 1 (from Chapter 3) summarizes the characteristics of the doulas I
interviewed. Most doulas in my sample were certified or had some level of training with
DONA International. Five respondents had training through DONA International or
CAPPA but were not certified. They had a variety of reasons for not continuing with the
process toward certification. Two of them viewed certification as “too restrictive”
because they felt that it would give them less freedom to support unassisted births.
Although there is no official penalty to doulas who choose to attend unassisted births,
two of the doulas I interviewed believed that DONA’s and CAPPA’s positions restricted
doula care. Another respondent had decided that the process of certification was too
expensiveviii. The fourth was planning on returning to school to pursue another career so
she did not feel that completing the certification was necessary. The fifth had received
birth doula training, but decided to pursue another career in maternity care.
In addition to these five doulas (three with training from DONA and two with
training from CAPPA), all of the other doulas in my sample were certified or in the
process of becoming certified. Three of the women who had nursing degrees also had
doula certification. One nurse was in the process of becoming certified, and the fifth
nurse had some doula training, but chose another career in maternity care. Doulas who
chose organizations other than DONA and CAPPA did extensive research to find an
organization that “fit with my values,” as Darlene said. Darlene decided to pursue her
certification through Childbirth International because, “I wanted somebody that didn’t
have restrictions like that [unassisted childbirth] and I wanted an international
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organization as well.” Like the women who chose not to certify at all, respondents who
chose to certify with organizations that are lesser known largely did so out of the desire to
avoid restrictions on the scope of their doula role.
Some doulas resisted certifying through organizations that caution against
providing any type of care outside of their prescribed role. As I explain later in this
chapter, doulas who become certified, through DONA International in particular, clearly
distinguish themselves from “rogue doulas.” Rogue doulas overstep the boundaries of
their non-medical support role and sometimes challenge the authority of physicians
(Gilliland 2014). In the next sections, I explore the sources of doulas’ views about
certification, why most doulas want to become certified, and what they feel certification
means for their role as a doula.

Doulas as Maternity Support Specialists: The Role of Certification
Doulas are not medical professionals. They are not trained to prescribe
medications, perform vaginal or other health exams, give medical advice, or deliver
babies. Every single doula I interviewed said that her job is to “provide support.” The
doulas in my sample stressed that doulas offer more than friends or family members.
For example, Stacy, a former nurse and an experienced postpartum doula who had
helped women through labor, delivery, and postpartum, believes that doulas offer
something unique. For her, the process of training and certifying exposes doulas to a
variety of scenarios and prepares them for different types of births. Stacy explained:
I think the education is the biggest part of that…and the knowledge
because if you’re a doula that’s not certified, I’m guessing that you’re
going to be working with people that you know, for the most part. Family,
friends, whatever. So you may not work with multiple births. You may not
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work with high-risk births. You may not work with these others. Then
what if you get a friend that has that and they want you to be at the birth?
Yes, you can be supportive and you can be a help. Just any kind of support
is a big help to a mom and you don’t have to be certified, but if they had a
certified doula she might be able to really help in greater detail.
Stacy argues that training and certification prepare doulas to give support in both low-risk
and high-risk situations. She argues that without this “education,” a doula cannot be as
effective. The training teaches doulas how to fulfill their role and how to provide comfort
measures in different scenarios (Basile 2012). To become certified, doulas must read five
books from a given list and attend approved childbirth education and doula training
classes (DONA International 2014b). The certificate requires that the doula have the
education to help mothers “in greater detail.”
Adding to this, Dorothy, a DONA-certified doula who has attended over one
hundred births since becoming certified said:
I’m just as happy to know that there are people out there doing the work
that are certified as opposed to people who just decided to read three
books and go ahead and call themselves a doula. Maybe they haven’t even
read three. You have no idea what their background-maybe they’ve
attended the births of all of their friends but I will tell you that that doesn’t
necessarily mean they know what they’re doing.
Like Stacy, Dorothy argued that training provides doulas with the education
needed to better support laboring women. The process of becoming certified ensures that
certified doulas complete their training and read the required books. While uncertified
doulas may take classes and read as many or more of the books than the certifying
organization recommends, certification requires doulas to obtain the standard education
on how to be most effective in their role.
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Several of the doulas I interviewed stressed the importance of certification for
learning and maintaining their support role. Regarding the certification process, Betsy, a
DONA certified doula and a childbirth educator, explained:
You learn what your role is. You can’t make medical decisions and you
can’t make medical recommendations. You shouldn’t be doing that. You
should be having your client discuss with their provider what’s going to be
happening. It seems to me like the uncertified doulas don’t have that in
their head-that they’re here for non-medical support-and they way
overstep their boundaries.
Certification teaches doulas not to overstep their boundaries and to keep within their
support role. Certified doulas learn to defer any medical questions to the clinician and to
focus on their alternative expertise as a provider of emotional support (Jordan and DavisFloyd 1993; Gilliland 2014; Norman and Rothman 2007). In order to become certified,
doulas must obtain positive evaluations from nurses and providers. Doulas who overstep
their boundaries may not receive these positive evaluations. Doulas who do not become
certified may or may not have training on the appropriate boundaries of their role, but
certification demonstrates that doulas do have this training, and that they have
successfully applied it.
Several doulas I interviewed said that certification mattered for lending credibility
to the unique role that doulas play in the birth (DONA International 2014b). The certified
title demonstrates that the doula has actually completed the requirements. Patty, who was
in the process of getting her certification through DONA International at the time of our
interview, explained:
Any person can go out there and call themselves a doula, really. There’s
no certification requirement for that… For me the goal is I want to show
that I’ve taken time and energy to learn and having a credential says I’ve
put forth this energy to get a certification in something I believe in…The
books that you’ve read and the people that you’ve trained with and sitting
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in on childbirth courses and breastfeeding courses and having a certain
number of acquired births that you’ve been in practice with to learn…I
think that shows that you’ve made a commitment to something-that you’re
not just scared to be in a birthing room.
Nine of the doulas in my sample said, “anyone can call themselves a doula,” but
that certification makes the title, “certified doula” legitimate and demonstrates that a
doula knows more than a lay support person. Patty, as well as others who chose to
become certified, particularly those who did so through DONA, saw the certification
process as a marker of commitment to doula work. Those who become certified can
prove that they have read books on labor support and that they have taken classes that
prepare them for different situations. Patty valued certification and the credential for
showing that she knows how to provide support, and is not just a “scared” third party.
Doulas do not have to be certified and there is no board standard as in medicine or
nursing, but according to doulas in my sample, certification allows them to distinguish
themselves from those who merely “call themselves a doula.” This often-stated comment
implies that those who do not get certified are not real doulas. Certified doulas can
distinguish themselves by including their title, “CD” (certified doula) on their website,
business cards, and hospital name badge. However, as I will show in the next section,
even among certified doulas, regardless of their certification status, doulas believe that
experience makes doulas most effective at providing support to women.

“All you have to do is love and support women”: Experiential Knowledge
As mentioned above, most of the doulas I interviewed did have some form of
certification or were in the process of becoming certified. Current birth doulas who did
not choose to become certified at all attributed this to a desire be free from perceived
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restrictions on their practice. These doulas also felt that certification did not matter for
recruiting clients. In contrast to those who felt that certification made their role more
legitimate, uncertified doulas argued that other factors such as their rapport with clients,
their years of experience, or the number of births they have attended legitimated doula
work.
Those certified through DONA International were frequently able to recruit
clients through DONA’s online search engine or through a local doula organization
comprised of DONA International certified doulas. In this case, clients already knew that
the doulas listed were certified, so they did not ask. Dorothy explained that those who
found her through DONA’s website had “already done their research,” suggesting that if
certification were especially important to clients, then they went through a certifying
organization to find a doula.
On the other hand, doulas whose clients found them through word of mouth or
through a general web search, rather than through a certifying organization such as
DONA International, discovered that while some clients asked about certification, many
did not.
For example, Gina, who had some DONA training but did not complete the
certification due to economic barriers, said:
I’ve had like, maybe one client ever that I’ve interviewed with that has
asked me if I’m certified. I don’t think people, at least the clientele that I
attract, don’t really care. I’ve had another doula that I’ve talked to who is
certified through DONA who is like ‘Well, all of my clients ask.’ I’m like
‘Well, isn’t that interesting?’ Because only one of mine ever has and she
didn’t care. She ended up hiring me anyway.
Gina believed that since she was able to draw clients through referrals from
previous clients as well as through her own website, the lack of credential was not a
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barrier. Like others who found clients through social networks, Gina found that
certification mattered little. For uncertified doulas, experience and recommendations
from close ties mattered more. All of the doulas who were uncertified said that it was rare
for anyone to ask about certification if the doulas were not upfront about it. Doulas who
did not mention certification said that “maybe one” had asked about it. It may be that
those clients who found their doula independently, rather than through a certifying
organization, had less interest in official qualifications.
Darlene, who was in the process of becoming certified through Childbirth
International at the time of our interview, did not believe certification mattered for
obtaining the necessary knowledge to provide labor support. She also believed that
becoming certified through an organization like DONA or CAPPA would restrict the type
of care she provides women. For her, choosing to become certified is an individual choice
that only matters for possibly attracting new clients. Darlene said that she was obtaining
her certification because:
For me, I want certification mostly because I’m a science geek and I like
the physiology part of it. Secondly, I just feel like I needed that because
I’m lacking in the experience department. You know, it’s like when you
go out for a job. ‘Do you have a college degree or do you have twenty
years experience doing this job?’ …it’s something that you don’t
necessarily need all kinds of huge knowledge about but all you have
to do is love and support women and you would be an excellent doula.
Darlene, like Gina, also saw certification as important only to certain clients. She felt that
it might help further to market her doula services because she lacks significant labor
support experience. This supports James’ argument about the importance of certification
for conveying professionalism in the absence of more experience (James 2015).
However, Darlene felt that having a supportive personality mattered most for being a
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good doula. For the uncertified doulas I interviewed, neither training nor certification
mattered as much as experience and the ability to love and care for women.
The women in my sample who decided not to certify viewed certification as a
personal decision. In contrast to DONA-certified doulas, those who rejected certification
did not view the credential as the core indicator of expertise (Collins and Evans 2002).
They also emphasized that most of their training occurred through the experience of
attending births. This suggests that these doulas had less formal education in the
boundaries of their support role within a hospital setting. However, although certified
doulas valued the credential, they too saw it as less important in terms of the actual care
they provided to individual women.
Among both the certified and the uncertified, experience appeared to carry
significantly more weight than certification in defining expertise. The majority (92%) of
the doulas I interviewed indicated that experience mattered more than certification for
being a supportive doula. Doulas argued that certification was important for establishing
legitimacy as a group of maternity support workers who have received education and
training on how to fulfill their role within the medical system. However, doulas felt that
in terms of the personal fit, clients cared primarily about the level of experience. For
example, Julia, who was certified through DONA International explained:
It’s good to have a certain standard, but then the doula work- I’m sure
there are doulas out there who have not had much training but have been
to many births and have just that rich experience of many years and they
have the personality and the gift of giving and they are wonderful doulas.
Should we make them get trained and certified or not allow them to
practice if they are not willing or able to do that? I think that would be
wrong.
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Even certified doulas who value the credential that certification provides argued
that, in terms of service, experience matters more in preparing them to provide the best
support, and experience matters more to clients. As I will explain in the next section, the
doulas I interviewed saw certification as valuable not so much for the clients, but for
establishing legitimacy among physicians and nurses.

Certification as a Source of Legitimacy to the Medical Community
While doulas tended to afford experiential knowledge more weight than formal
knowledge, doulas viewed certification as critical to gaining credibility from external
parties, especially in the medical field. My research focuses on the perspectives of doulas,
but it suggests that certified doulas believe that their certification gives them a more
legitimate role within the medical system (Norman and Rothman 2007). In my
interviews, I not only asked why certification was or was not important, but for whom it
mattered. Doulas were about evenly split in their responses as to whether or not clients
ask them about certification. However, most doulas believed that it mattered to
physicians and nurses and even to hospitals and insurance companies. Supporting the
work of Norman and Rothman (2007), I found that in order for doulas to legitimate their
alternative knowledge, most believed that they must work within the medical system.
Because physicians have little interaction with doulas, they may have limited
awareness of doula certification. Thus, the distinction may be specific to doulas’
relationships with nurses and other hospital personnel. Only two doulas in my sample
(both of whom happened to be uncertified) said that no one in the hospital cared if they
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were certified or not. All others said that certification mattered and was an important
stepping-stone for doulas to gain credibility within hospitals and as a profession.
Although the doulas I interviewed discussed their interactions with nurses much
more than their limited interactions with physicians, doulas had the strong perception that
both nurses and physicians value certification in general. Theresa, who is in the process
of getting her certification but has attended dozens of births, said:
I chose to certify more for other birth professionals and the rest of the
medical team than for clients. I don’t think it’s affected my client
interactions one way or the other. Because that’s their mindset within the
medical community- it is to have those credentials. I think it just looks
better to them that I have at least completed some kind of standard level of
training and I operate under some kind of scope of practice where people
can file grievances. I think it just looks better to people coming from that
professional background.
Theresa was not getting her certification in order to attract clients, but to legitimate her
role to medical clinicians. She viewed doula certification as essential for defining
professionalism and legitimating the role of an outsider to those within an institution.
She, and other doulas I interviewed, felt that having certification would make them more
credible. The doulas in my study internalized a belief that professionals look to
certification to determine whether or not someone has a legitimate place within the
hierarchy of that discipline (Norman and Rothman 2007; Rothman 1997).
Two of the doulas I interviewed said that when nurses saw the name badge, they
became more comfortable with the doula’s presence in the labor room. The name badge
displays the certifying organization’s logo, the doula’s name with the title,
“CD(DONA),” and reads, “Certified Birth Doula” underneath. Emily was one doula who
utilized this strategy. She said: “The badge and the nametag do [matter]. I’ve had nurses
who have walked in and they’re like ‘Who are you?’ I’ve had other nurses who have been
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like ‘Oh, I see you’re with DONA. Well, welcome!’” Both Emily and Molly, another
DONA-certified doula I interviewed, said that wearing their name badges eased their
initial meetings with labor and delivery nurses. They found that wearing an official
DONA name badge reduced any antagonism about their role.
Joni, another DONA-certified doula who said that she wore a name badge while
providing care in hospitals, said:
[A]nybody can be a relative or a friend and call themselves a doula. It’s
hard getting the respect from the nurses and the doctors as it is. I think
having that certification-and when you’re going through certification, for
the first three births you have to have the doctor and the nurse sign off for
you saying that you did a good job or if you failed... I think that they know
that the certified doula has to go through hoops and has to do certain
things before they can be certified. I think that that lets them understand
how much more important it is to be certified than to not be certified. So I
think they [the medical community] have more respect.
Joni believed that medical clinicians held greater respect for certified doulas
because the title beside the name conveys that the doula completed training and that
medical providers approved of her work during training. Like Emily and Molly, Joni
interacted with nurses more often than physicians, suggesting that the name badge
mattered primarily to nurses. However, Joni believed that both physicians and nurses
preferred to work with a doula who had completed her certification, rather than work
with a doula who simply had some or no training. Joni did not say that the name badge
had affected her interactions with medical clinicians, but she believed that it was
important to display her title in order to show that she had jumped through the required
“hoops.”
Similarly, Sally, a doula in training though DONA International, said:
I feel like doulas are still working to gain credibility within the medical
system and that there’s not, what seems to me, a standard for a doula.
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Like, some specific certification program. I feel like doctors, midwives,
maybe don’t always trust what they’re getting. There’s still a little bit of
suspicion when there’s like this random other party in the delivery room. I
feel like there might be more legitimacy for the profession if a doula could
walk in and say ‘I’m such and such certified.’
Sally sees certification as important for reducing suspicion about doulas’ (or an
unknown person’s) role in labor and delivery. In her experience, she has found that
medical clinicians may be suspicious of people who do not fit one of the common roles in
the delivery room, such as the physician, nurse, father of the baby, or other relative.
Medical clinicians may have limited awareness of doulas, and Sally believes that having
certification may legitimate the role of the additional party.
Sally believed that medical clinicians could be suspicious of doulas. While some
of this suspicion may be due to lack of awareness of what doulas do, obstetricians and
nurses who do have knowledge about doulas may have doubts about their contribution
due to negative misconceptions or prior negative experiences. Sally, like Paula and other
doulas I interviewed, said that obstetricians who are aware of doulas may be suspicious
because of “rogue doulas” who contend with physicians or convince women to ignore the
physician’s clinical recommendations in favor of the doula’s own opinions about the birth
(Gilliland 2014). In some instances where doulas have challenged physicians’ authority,
hospitals have subsequently banned doulas (Crane 2010).
According to Paula, a DONA-certified doula and doula trainer, rogue doulas
“overstep their boundaries,” and “give us [doulas] a bad name.” Doulas who believe that
certification is important for gaining legitimacy in the medical community argue that
certification distinguishes credentialed doulas from “rogue doulas” who reject the tenets
of formal training. In comparison to obstetricians, doulas carry alternative knowledge
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about birth practice because of their focus on the non-medical care side of labor and
delivery. By distinguishing themselves from “rogue doulas,” certified doulas assert that
their approach is not rebellious or naïve, but based on respect for authoritative knowledge
(Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). These doulas operate within the medical system to learn
the boundaries of their role, and apply this respect for boundaries in their practice. The
credential demonstrates their commitment to providing contributory, rather than
contradictory, expertise (Collins and Evans 2002; Norman and Rothman 2007).
Additionally, certification may allow doulas to claim a more professional title.
According to Dorothy:
It would be nice if it could be considered a profession rather than just a
collection of people who decided that they should do whatever they’re
doing. You have the training, but then like any kind of a certification – the
lawyers pass the Bar, doctors have their boards – it means that there’s a
standardization of expectations that clients can have. If they know that the
person has been certified, that means they had to go through a process just
as if you had to pass the Bar exam.
While doula work is not a profession by sociological definitions (Abbott 1988;
Parsons 1939; Pavalko 1988), eight doulas in my sample used this word in describing
what they would like doula work to be. Doulas do not need certification in order to
provide labor support services, but doulas like Dorothy believe that it matters to
obstetricians and nurses in order to be recognized as a person with a legitimate and
necessary role during childbirth. Reinforcing this, Stacy said:
Certifications are there for a reason. Like I said, it drives me bonkers to be
talking to people who claim that they’re a doula or claim that they’re a
nurse or claim that they’re something that they actually aren’t. You can be
knowledgeable in a lot of things… because you read a lot of medical
textbooks and you watch a lot of medical shows, it doesn’t mean that
you’re a doctor! … I do think there’s definitely more credibility to having
whatever initials behind your name.
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As a registered nurse, Stacy was required to complete her education and obtain
her certification. She argued that one cannot claim a particular title if they do not have the
certification in that field. Doulas, like Stacy, who have a more medical background may
find certified doulas more credible than those who simply “claim” to be a doula. Building
on Dorothy’s explanation, it appears that among doulas, certification represents a level of
training that teaches them how to fulfill a specialized role within the medical system
(Norman and Rothman 2007). As I explain in the next section, this professional status is
less important to mothers than to medical clinicians.

The Importance of Experiential Knowledge: Results from Interviews with Mothersix
Table 2 (from Chapter 3) shows the characteristics of the mothers I interviewed.
Twenty-three of the twenty-five mothers I interviewed hired a doula to attend their birth.
One of these mothers, Dana, did not end up having the doula because she went into labor
early while her doula was out of town. The other two mothers, Nicole and Vicky, had
done substantial research on doulas, but decided not to hire one (see Appendix D for
greater detail on mothers’ characteristics). In this section, I share the view of mothers
who did hire a doula, and how certification impacted their decision. Later, I provide some
perspectives on certification from the mothers who did not hire a doula.
Out of the twenty-three mothers who did hire a doula to attend their birth, about
35% of these mothers (eight) said that certification was an important factor in their
decision to hire a doula. Approximately 65% of mothers who had a doula (fifteen out of
twenty-three) said that certification was not an important factor in their decision. For
these mothers, the doula’s experience and the connection were more important. All of the
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mothers I interviewed said that experience was more important than certification. At the
same time, certification did matter for some of the mothers I interviewed, as I explain in
the next section.

“They Have Standards”: The Importance of Doula Certification to Mothers
Although 35% (eight) of the doulas I interviewed believed that certification was
an important part of their decision to hire a doula, only one of these mothers had a
specific interest in hiring a DONA certified doula over a doula certified through another
organization. Naomi said:
I did do some research on that and I wanted DONA certified because I
kind of liked their practical, international way. They have standards. I
respect that because I’ve been in the medical field for a long time so I like
to see that standardization when you’re doing training….I feel like I
wanted to know that they knew what they are doing- that they had learned
some skills and they wouldn’t freak out. Birth is a pretty intense
experience and I wouldn’t want somebody who hasn’t been trained to deal
with what’s happening. Before I had my birth I’d been to births before so I
knew how it rolls. So I didn’t want somebody who maybe wouldn’t be
prepared to do it.
Naomi had experience in the medical field and background information on doula
certification and different organizations. This was unusual among the doulas I
interviewed. While several had DONA certified doulas, only Naomi was partial to
DONA over other organizations. Most mothers were unaware of specific organizations,
and expressed their view on certification in general.
According to Eileen:
Well I’m probably not going to get the terminology right but I wanted her
to have the certification where they’d gone through and actually attended
births for three and gotten the certification and she had some experience
under her belt. For me it was just knowing that she had already some
doula experience and they had the certification that they received.
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Seven of the eight mothers I interviewed who said that certification mattered in their
decision shared Eileen’s view. For these mothers, certification (from any organization)
conveyed experience officially working as a doula. This offered more security than
general experience that the doula may have had with her own births or friends’ births.
Certification makes this experience more official.

Certification as an “Additional Bit of Information”
Some clients (and doulas) talked about certification in terms of it giving them
some knowledge about birth. Most talked about the importance of knowledge
(independent research or experience) over certification. As long as the doula has the
knowledge, then their certification does not matter as much. Certification can give you
knowledge, but the knowledge can certainly exist independently of certification.
Certification is important not so much for the knowledge that one gains, but for the
comfort that the title provides.
Jacquelynn said that certification was important initially in her decision to hire a
doula, but that she changed her mind about this once she met with a doula who assisted
her midwife. Jacquelynn explained:
[H]ad you asked me before if I ever would have gone with someone who
wasn’t certified through any specific group I would have said no, but it
was this person’s experience and knowledge that I thought I could trust. I
asked her why she wasn’t certified and she said it was because each of the
certification groups have their own rules and she didn’t necessarily agree
with some of them. That’s why she was not certified. I could tell that it
wasn’t that her knowledge wasn’t up to par or her experience wasn’t up to
par. She was trying to build her own practice that fit a client rather than
exactly what someone says you can or can’t do. I liked that.
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For Jacquelynn, certification was important specifically because of the knowledge
associated with it. Doulas who have training have met specific requirements (as described
in Chapter 2), and the certification shows that they have met these requirements and
obtained satisfactory evaluations. At the same time, the piece of paper itself was not as
important to Jacquelynn as was the knowledge behind it. Jacquelynn wanted someone
with personal experience, and knowledge of her particular situation. Although
certification had been important to her initially, Jacquelynn found that it was less
important to her than the knowledge and experience that many doulas obtain through
their certification. Jacquelynn eventually accepted the qualities without the certification.
Similarly, certification mattered to Frances, but it also was not as important as her
doula’s other qualities. When I asked how important certification was in her decision,
Frances said:
I don’t think at the time it was that important, but it was just one of those
additional little bits of information that appealed to us. She had met some
standards and maintained those standards and she was well respected. It
wasn’t something that we were necessarily looking for but it sure didn’t
hurt.
Both Jacquelynn and Frances said that certification was not particularly important
in their decision to the particular doula that they hired. For them, certification was one of
those “additional little bits of information” that shows that the doula had the experience
that they wanted. However, in their particular cases, the mothers accepted doulas who
may not have been certified because it was clear that they had the experience and training
regardless of the certificate. As I detail in the next section, this experiential knowledge
was much more important to mothers than whether or not the doula was certified.
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“Book Knowledge Doesn’t Compare”: The Importance of Experiential Knowledge
Although 35% of the mothers who hired doulas said that certification did matter
to them, every mother who had hired a doula said that experience mattered more than the
certification. When I asked which mattered more, Faith answered:
I would say experience, for sure. I mean, she had certifications, but I don’t
even know, like, that much about them or anything. She just had them on
there, you know? On her cards and on her website and stuff. She has
those, so that’s good, but I knew she had a ton of experience and that’s
most of what her information that she gave to me was from…Every
scenario that would come up that I had a question about, she’d already had
experience with that before.
Even though Faith’s doula was certified, this was not important in her decision. She said
that it was “good” that her doulas had certification, but it was more important that the
doula have plenty of on-the-job experience and knowledge about different situations in
labor and delivery.
Similarly, Tiffany explained:
I guess the main importance to me was finding a connection with
somebody and maybe somebody with experience. I liked my yoga teacher,
but because she’d only been to like one or two births I don’t know if I
would have felt completely comfortable with her all alone, but had she had
thirty births under her belt but no certification, I don’t think that would
have mattered too much to me.
This theme appeared in most cases where a mother found her doula through personal
networks. For these mothers, establishing a personal connection was particularly
important. In deciding to have a doula, mothers generally wanted a doula who would
support them and help them achieve their goal for their birth. In terms of how they chose
the doula that they chose, experience and personal connection were more important than
certification among all mothers.
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Sherry, who decided to become a doula after her own experience having a doulaattended birth, explained:
It didn’t really mean a whole lot to me at the time [certification] because I
know so little about it and I simply chose the person my friend had used. It
was more important to me having known somebody who worked with her
and really liked her than what her classification is. Now as a doula it
carries more importance to me…. I have learned a lot through my DONA
training and that was definitely a good place to start, but until you’re right
there and hands-on learning it, the book knowledge doesn’t compare.
Sherry argued that a certification program teaches doulas a lot of important skills,
but that the “book knowledge doesn’t compare” to the “hands-on learning” that comes
with supporting women through labor and delivery. The doulas I interviewed shared this
sentiment. For both mothers and doulas, certification shows that the doula has met a
certain standard in terms of book knowledge and work experience. However, in terms of
the actual care that they provide, both said that the doula’s experiential knowledge
mattered most.

Certification as a Source of Legitimacy to the Medical Community: Mothers’
Perspectives
As I discussed earlier in this chapter, doulas I interviewed believed that
certification was more important for legitimating their role to medical clinicians than for
legitimating their role to mothers. My interviews with mothers support this. The mothers
I interviewed were much more interested in their doula’s level of experience than her
certification. Accordingly, mothers I interviewed who knew more about certification
argued that medical clinicians value doula certification.
Nina, a mother I interviewed who decided to become a doula after her experience
with her own birth, said:
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I think that it [certification] does [matter to physicians] and I would totally
understand it because they’ve had to go through so much schooling and so
much education. For someone to come along and stand next to them and
have a big influence on their clients and not have any knowledge base that
they would count, just certification, I guess, I think that would make a big
difference to them. They might even be able to use that against me:
‘Where did she go to? What gives her the right to tell you this and this and
this.’ You wouldn’t be able to defend that, even if you had attended a
hundred births. A doctor can’t be a doctor if he doesn’t have all of his
certification, so it would definitely be an influence on doctors and on
nurses.
As doulas I interviewed argued, physicians have to get a medical degree and pass
board exams to practice and by comparison, doula knowledge is very minimal. Doula
Theresa said earlier in this chapter that physicians place higher value on credentials, and
thus certification matters more to them than to doulas and mothers in general. Mothers I
interviewed argued that experience matters more to them. Mothers like Nina also argued
that physicians care more about certification for legitimating the doula role.
Nicole, who did not hire a doula but had a clear understanding and support for
doulas said:
I understand the need for certification. I think that that’s definitely coming
out of the medical model of maternity care. Especially when they’re going
to be working at a hospital, I can understand it. Let’s just face it- hospitals
operate off of liability so I can understand why they would want a
certification process… [but] I really feel like the certification wouldn’t
offer anything that you couldn’t get through experience and
apprenticeship.
Like other mothers I interviewed, Nicole argued that experience was the best
knowledge that a doula could offer. At the same time, she saw certification as an
important source of legitimacy within the medical model of care. That is, in a hospital
context where physicians manage labor and delivery, physicians expect other birth
workers to obtain some degree of professionalism such as certification. Although
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experiential knowledge carries more weight than certification among those involved with
the non-medical side of birth, this knowledge may be less important to physicians.
Among medical clinicians, certification is more likely to serve as a form of authoritative
knowledge.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I explained how certification serves as a source of authoritative
knowledge that legitimates the role of doulas in the birth field. Survey, website, and
interview data all suggest that certification is an important form of legitimacy.
Certification proves that the doula has completed the required courses, books, births, and
evaluations needed to become certified. Uncertified doulas may or may not complete
these requirements, but the certificate ensures that they have. Certification serves as a
marker of expertise likely to be accepted by mothers, family and friends of the mothers,
and most importantly, medical clinicians. Certification matters for justifying doulas’
unique form of non-medical expertise.
Doulas offer contributory expertise through their focus on the emotional support
that they provide to women in labor. Because this support has proven health benefits,
doulas should be more accessible to women in need of their care. Doulas and mothers
argued that certification is necessary in order for doulas to gain greater credibility among
medical clinicians. Certification may be a way for doulas to gain recognition for the
unique expertise that they provide. If physicians recognize and welcome the contributory
expertise that doulas have to offer, then doulas may have increased access to women who
need their care most.
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Most women in the United States give birth in hospitals with an obstetrician
attending. While many women have the support of partners, family, and/or friends, many
lack a comforting support person. Unsupported women do not have the same
opportunities to have their ideal birth (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012). Because
they offer an important service, doulas need to gain greater credibility among medical
clinicians so that they will have greater access to different populations of women who
give birth in hospitals. Certification serves as an authoritative source of knowledge that
allows doulas to apply their unique forms of expertise toward helping women from
various backgrounds, and in all birthing contexts.
At the same time, doulas with more experience offer better support because they
know how to support women through a greater variety of situations. In this way,
certification and experience are complementary forms of expertise. Doulas are more
likely to attend unmedicated births than medical clinicians are. This experience gives
doulas a unique form of knowledge about the unpredictable nature of labor, and the more
natural approaches to achieving a healthy and satisfying birth. Doulas have an assortment
of methods for supporting women through stalled labor, back labor, and labors that may
be emotionally trying. As the mothers I interviewed said, doulas who have seen different
kinds of births are more appealing than those with less experience, but more textbook
knowledge. While 35% of mothers who hired a doula said that certification was
important in their decisions, most of these mothers felt that certification simply added
something to a context where experiential knowledge mattered first.
Certification may be less important to mothers who subscribe to an alternative
knowledge base. As I discuss in the next chapter, mothers who hire doulas may have less
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interest in authoritative forms of expertise. These mothers may be more likely to value
alternative forms of knowledge such as lived and hands-on experience. At the same time,
mothers familiar with doula certifications argued that medical clinicians valued this more,
and that if doulas want to gain greater credibility, they may need to become certified.
Certification is an important source of knowledge that matters to those subscribing to an
authoritative knowledge base, those seeking approval from an authoritative knowledge
provider, and unsupported mothers in need of doulas who subscribe to an alternative
basis of knowledge.
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CHAPTER 5: SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE AS AUTHORITATIVE AND
ALTERNATIVE KNOWLEDGE
Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the role of scientific evidencex as it is used both as an
accepted form of legitimate knowledge and as an alternative source of knowledge. First, I
review concepts introduced in Chapter 2. Then, I discuss results from the Maternity
Support Survey, content analysis, and interviews pertaining to the subject of scientific
evidence. The data show that doulas use scientific evidence primarily to justify
alternative knowledge about birth. Doulas I interviewed believed that they have a unique
type of knowledge about birth that physicians either do not have or do not value the way
that doulas do. Even though ACOG recently reported on the importance of doula care
(2014), doulas I interviewed stressed that physicians have started to understand the health
significance of doula support only recently, while doulas have known this for many
years. In this way, doulas can use scientific knowledge to justify their work to those
subscribing to a more medical model of care; doulas I interviewed stressed that many
outside of the medical field understand and accept this alternative knowledge.
As described in Chapter 2, doulas largely subscribe to a less medical approach to
birth. Many doulas support the midwifery model of care, which prioritizes interpersonal
care over medical interventions (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). Doulas’ role is to provide oneon-one support during labor, and thus their focus is inherently non-medical. Because
doulas do not practice medicine in any way, they have a subordinate position in hospital
births compared to the medical team (Norman and Rothman 2007). Therefore, they must
justify the importance of their supportive, non-medical approach to labor and birth.
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Scientific evidence supports the midwifery model of care as well as the use of
doula care during labor. According to medical and public health research, overuse of
medical procedures during labor can cause more harm than good (ACOG 2014;
California Department of Public Health 2011; Kuklina et al. 2009; WHO 2010). Through
fewer interventions and greater focus on personalized care and support, women are less
likely to rely on pain medication or cesarean delivery, and are more likely to report
having a satisfying experience with the birth (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012;
Trueba 2000). Doulas offer an alternative, but scientifically well-supported approach
through the care that they offer women (Kozhimannil et al. 2016). Scientific evidence
shows that prioritizing care over medical procedures results in healthier outcomes, both
physiologically and psychologically; doulas play an important role in helping women
achieve these positive results. However, as I show in this chapter, even though scientific
evidence supports doula care and a less medical approach to birth, physicians resist
evidence-based practices because they undermine physicians’ clinical autonomy.
In this chapter, I argue that scientific evidence plays a unique role in how doulas
legitimate their role to medical clinicians and to clients. Even though research supports
the use of doula care, doulas remains marginalized because of their lower social status in
the birth field. I find that doulas rely on authoritative and alternative sources of
knowledge to legitimate their role within the realm of childbirth. Although used for
empirical support, scientific evidence also serves as a mechanism for doulas to separate
themselves from authoritative medicine. I found that doulas use scientific research to
support an alternative knowledge base, and that this appeals to particular types of clients.
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I used mixed methods to explore how doulas use scientific evidence to appeal to
medical clinicians and to mothers. In the first section of this chapter, I use data from the
Maternity Support Survey (described in Chapter 3) to assess the importance of scientific
evidence for marketing doulas services. I supplement these survey results with content
analysis that I conducted with five prominent doula organizations. As I describe in that
section, doula organizations use science to legitimate doula care as well as a less medical
approach to birth. This may be especially appealing to mothers seeking to labor without
medication. In the last sections, I discuss findings from interviews that I conducted with
doulas and with mothers. Scientific evidence was important for both doulas’ and
mothers’ views on birth, specifically their greater support for a midwifery model
perspective. I discuss how both doulas and mothers use scientific evidence to justify an
alternative perspective on birth that values a less medical approach. Doula support
complements this perspective. Mothers may choose to have doulas attend their birth in
order to help them achieve a desired outcome that relies less on medicine and more on
alternative methods.
Through each mode of analysis, I found that doulas’ knowledge appeals more to
clients than to physicians because clients are more likely to come from an alternative
perspective when seeking to hire a doula. My interviews with mothers suggest that
doulas’ marketing their scientific knowledge appealed to mothers who did their own
research. Additionally, doulas appealed to mothers who already had or were open to
alternative perspectives on birth (Brodie et al. 2000; Lee 2009). Thus, scientific evidence
plays a unique role that allows doulas to attempt to enter the core, medical realm of
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knowledge about birth while at the same time remain part of the periphery of the
childbirth knowledge system (Collins and Evans 2002).

The Authority of Scientific Evidence: Review and Background
The ACOG Report
In March 2014, the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG)
issued a report on the high percentage of cesarean births in the United States. Even
though cesarean delivery can be a life-saving procedure, overuse can result in
unnecessary complications. The United States in particular relies too heavily on cesarean
delivery, resulting in negative physiological and psychological consequences that can be
avoided (ACOG 2014). The authors of the ACOG report argue for better measures to
prevent primary cesarean births, including continuous labor and delivery support. The
authors argue that doula support is an effective tool for improving labor and delivery
outcomes.
Shortly after the release of this report, one of the doulas I had interviewed, Molly,
called me to ask if I had read the report. She said, “We should copy this report, staple our
business cards to it, and leave one in every OB’s office.” For Molly and for several of the
doulas I interviewed after the release of this report, scientific research from the authority
of ACOG represented a major step forward for doula care. The publication from the
largest medical organization of obstetricians reflected scientific confirmation of the
benefits of doula support. For doulas, this report served as an important resource for
legitimating their role to medical clinicians.
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The ACOG report signifies an important crossover between authoritative and
alternative knowledge. While doulas tend to have an alternative approach to labor and
delivery through their emphasis on less medical oversight, this approach becomes less
alternative through authoritative recognition. When a professional medical organization
such as ACOG confirms the benefits of doula care, the authoritative realm acknowledges
the lower class birth worker as a complementary, rather than an alternative source of
knowledge (Collins and Evans 2002; Winnick 2005). I argue that different parties can use
scientific evidence in a variety of ways that can either support the validity of a radical
approach, or complement authoritative practices.

Models of Care: A Review
As described in Chapter 2, maternity care typically follows one of two models:
the medical model of care or the midwifery model of care. The medical model of care
focuses primarily on the potential dangers that can occur during birth. In this context,
women’s personal feelings and experiences become overshadowed by a focus on a
“normal” progression and medical management of labor (Morris 2013; Rothman 1982;
Simonds 2002). In this light, obstetricians have authority over women’s treatment, and
they focus on viable outcomes. Obstetricians prioritize medical technology over women’s
personalized care, and this can have negative physiological and psychological
consequences. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the midwifery model of care focuses
more on the personalized care of women. “The midwifery model of care” refers to the
view that most births are normal, and that providers should treat mothers as individuals
rather than medical objects (Mander 2001; Rothman 1982). This model favors a more
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natural and less medicalized approach; it focuses on the experience of birth and guiding
women through birth on their own terms. Doulas tend to subscribe to this model because
of their focus on supporting women to have the type of labor and delivery that they want.
As I describe in the results for this chapter, scientific evidence played an important role in
one’s adherence to their preferred model of care.

“Evidence-Based Medicine”
Evidence-based medicine is "the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of
current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients" (Sackett
et al. 1996). According to this definition, those who practice evidence-based medicine
use the most up to date empirical findings to inform their practice. In this way, evidencebased medicine serves as a standard of best practice that applies in assorted contexts.
“Evidence-based medicine” specifically refers to attempts to use the latest
research to critically assess the best protocol in a particular situation. Evidence-based
information requires those who implement it to use five steps, known as the 5As: Ask,
Acquire, Appraise, Apply, and Assess (Carlson 2015). These five steps attempt to guide
health practitioners toward practice that is based on the most current research studies and
suited to meet individual needs (Sackett et al. 1996). Evidence-based medicine aims to
help practitioners assess the research and apply it in order to best serve the needs of all
patients.
Many physicians do not practice evidence-based medicine. While it may seem
like obvious protocol in any type of medical or health work, tremendous variation exists
in the type of support that practitioners use to justify their practices. Physicians may rely
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more on traditional hospital protocol or practices that fit within a desired timeline than on
what the evidence suggests. Much of the resistance to evidence-based practice can be
attributed to the fact that medicine values clinical autonomy. Physicians have the right to
treat cases individually without regard to overall evidence and thus evidence-based
medicine may undermine this through standardization of practice (Timmermans 2010).
Conventional practice primarily serves the interests of the medical profession, the
organization, and the staff. In this context, physicians may adhere more to individual
preferences and to organizational constraints than to what the current research shows.
According to many doulas, obstetricians do not practice evidence-based medicine.
From my own research and other studies on doulas, I found that many doulas use
scientific evidence to distinguish themselves from obstetricians (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009).
These doulas argue that physicians are more likely to practice based on existing hospital
protocol or the way that they were trained in medical school (Morris 2013). There is
substantial evidence supporting the use of doula care as well as non-medical approaches
to managing pain and helping labor progress (Goer 1999; Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus
[1993] 2012). Doulas I interviewed argued that they base their practice on research that
shows that unnecessary medical interventions can have harmful physiological and
psychological effects (ACOG 2014; California Department of Public Health 2011;
Kuklina et al. 2009; WHO 2010). Thus, doulas learn and practice alternative approaches
to help women labor and give birth. In this way, they support evidence-based medicine.
Doulas are more likely than medical clinicians to promote their use of evidencebased medicine in order to justify their position in the birth field. Doulas may read
different studies than physicians do, but this is because physicians may be more likely to
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read journals coming from their professional organization. These journals similarly
promote clinical autonomy of practice. Doulas, on the other hand, are more likely to read
research on best standard practices. As I explain in the next section, there is no valueneutral science. At the same time, science is a powerful tool for legitimating policy and
practice.

The Subjectivity of Science
Scientific evidence plays an important role in American society. In a society that
trusts numbers, scientific evidence is crucial for justifying practice (Porter 1995).
Statistical data allows subordinate parties to justify their beliefs or practice. People of
various statuses perceive statistical findings as objective and as a valid source of
informed practice. However, this quantifiable knowledge is particularly important for
members of lower social statuses. Whereas people treat high status members of society as
having taken for granted knowledge, those of lower statuses must justify their knowledge
(Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Because quantification carries authority in its own right,
members of lower statuses can elevate their position through reliance on scientific
evidence (Porter 1995).
However, scientific evidence is not objective. Processes within research and the
way researchers present it can result in biased results (Carlson 2015). Scientific evidence
can vary depending on the research sample, the methods, the analyses, and the
presentation of the findings (Ioannidis 2008). Scientific evidence can also vary according
to marketing. When marketed for clinical use, the information becomes entrenched in the
social context of medicine and packaged for physicians (Montini and Graham 2015).
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Physicians are more likely to read the abstracts and conclusions of research articles
published within their field (Villar et al. 2002). This limits their knowledge to that of the
colleagues’ conclusions. Similarly, as I describe later in this chapter, I found that doulas
may be more likely to read research from midwifery sources or like-minded sources
researching the benefits of support. Although scientifically-based, these studies do not
have the same framing as those targeted as obstetric audiences. Thus, scientific evidence
may appear objective, but tremendous variation in sources and motives can result in
studies supporting different approaches to practice.

Doulas’ Reliance on Scientific Evidence
Doulas I interviewed argued that their beliefs and approaches to labor and
delivery were evidence-based, but that obstetricians’ practices were not. Of the doulas I
interviewed, 84% (twenty-one out of twenty-five) said that their practice was “evidencebased.” For doulas who emphasized this, they argued that it both distinguished them from
standard obstetric care and at the same time, justified their alternative position.
Delineating this paradox, Theresa explained:
I try to stick with ACOGxi. I want to stick with things that would be
recognized by the medical community and that I can also give good
information for….But I do think it’s important that doctors understand that
we’re not out there disregarding the medical community and disregarding
science for some, like, experiential thing.
For doulas like Theresa, evidence-based medicine serves as a way for doulas to legitimate
their alternative position. Because doulas do not have medical training, their authority on
knowledge about birth runs second to those who do have a medical license. Doulas use
scientific evidence to diminish potential distrust in their expertise (Porter 1995). My
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interviews suggest that doulas largely believe that obstetricians do not need to rely as
heavily on evidence-based medicine because of their authoritative position. Doulas are
more likely to subscribe the midwifery model of care, and as I explain later, they use
scientific evidence to justify this model and the approach that they take toward providing
care for women in labor.

Scientific Evidence as an Alternative Knowledge Source: Results from the
Maternity Support Survey
According to the results from the Maternity Support Survey, 26.6% of surveyed
doulas in the United States reported that their views about childbirth come primarily from
their scientific knowledge. As seen in Table 3, this was the fifth most popular knowledge
source that the doulas selected. More influential were the doulas’ “professional training,”
their “on-the-job experiences and training,” their “positive experiences” with their own
birth, and their “desire to empower women.” This suggests that certification, experience,
and woman-centered philosophies play a larger role than scientific evidence in how
doulas view common birth practices.
However, scientific evidence also plays a notable role in doulas’ views on birth.
This is evident in the survey results, the doula organization websites, and the results from
interviews that I conducted with doulas and mothers. In each of these contexts, scientific
evidence influenced doulas’ views and practice to some degree. In this section, I reveal
the results from the maternity support survey that show how scientific evidence
influences doulas’ views on birth and the role that they play. Notably, although doulas
value scientific knowledge, they value research that supports the midwifery model of care
as well as doula support.
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In Chapter 4, I discussed the frequency with which doulas surveyed reported
updating their knowledge within the previous six months. I have included the table again
in this chapter (see below). The frequencies indicate that reading peer-reviewed research
articles was the third most popular way in which doulas had updated their knowledge.
Although learning from other doulas was the most frequent way in which doulas updated
their knowledge and skills, scientific research remained an important source of
information for the doulas surveyed.
Table 8: Ways in Which Doulas Updated Their Knowledge in the Past Six Months
Method
Attended national conference
Attended regional conference
Attended a topical workshop
Attended a webinar
Completed an online course
Read peer-reviewed research articles
Attended meetings of local professional
organization
Met informally with colleagues
Other
N

Number (%)
237 (18.0%)
338 (25.6%)
791 (59.9%)
586 (44.4%)
398 (30.2%)
852 (64.5%)
911 (69.0%)
1143 (86.6%)
160 (12.1%)
1320

However, as I argue throughout this chapter, doulas use scientific evidence to
justify an alternative knowledge base. Even though 64.5% of doulas reported that they
read research articles in order to stay up to date, the survey and the interviews that I
discuss later in this chapter suggest that doulas tended to read research that coincided
with a less medicalized view of labor and birth. Doulas may value scientific research, but
the type of research that they read and reference more often comes from an alternative
science source.
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Table 11 below shows the frequency with which doulas reported reading given
journals. The table shows that a greater percentage of doulas read Midwifery (69.4%) and
the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology (68.9%) than read the other given
journals. Other popular journals included Birth (56.4% of doulas read this at least once a
year) and the Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health (54.9% of doulas read this at least
once a year). Among journals that doulas reported reading four times a year or more,
29.2% of doulas reported reading Midwifery and 19.7% reported reading Birth. These
were the most popular choices for journals that doulas reported reading frequently (four
times a year or more).
Doulas updated their knowledge more by reading midwifery journals than by
reading obstetric or nursing journals. In this way, they have substantial knowledge about
scientific studies of birth, but their knowledge comes more from studies supporting the
midwifery model of care. Thus, doulas may use their scientific knowledge to bolster a
perspective that is less supportive of a medical approach to birth. Doulas tend to
subscribe to the midwifery model of care more than the medical model care, and they use
scientific evidence to back this perspective. While their scientific research supports the
midwifery model, doulas focus primarily on research that does. They are less likely to
read scientific studies targeted at medical clinicians. Although doulas use scientific
knowledge to support their approaches to birth, they use this knowledge to justify an
alternative view.
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Table 11: Frequency with Which Doulas Read Given Journal Articles
Number (%)
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
New England Journal of Medicine
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
The Lancet
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Birth
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Midwifery
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Journal of Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Neonatal
Nursing (JOGNN)
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
Journal of Perinatal Education
Never
1-3 times a year
4 times a year or more
N

411 (31.1%)
657 (49.8%)
252 (19.1%)
673 (51.0%)
480 (36.4%)
167 (12.7%)
659 (49.9%)
523 (39.4%)
138 (10.5%)
841 (63.7%)
383 (29.0%)
260 (19.7%)
575 (43.6%)
485 (36.7%)
260 (19.7%)
403 (30.5%)
531 (40.2%)
386 (29.2%)
595 (45.1%)
499 (37.8%)
226 (17.1%)

824 (62.4%)
359 (27.2%)
137 (10.4%)
762 (57.7%)
352 (26.7%)
206 (15.6%)
1320
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The descriptive results in this section suggest that scientific evidence plays an
important role in doulas’ approach to birth. The majority of doulas read peer-reviewed
research articles on birth. Yet, many of these publications appeared in midwifery-focused
journals. As I explain in the next section, the knowledge that doulas have about birth
allows them to justify their role to clients. Later in this chapter, I show how doulas use
this alternative knowledge base to appeal to mothers who may also have a different
perspective on birth. At the same time, doulas use their knowledge to inform clients about
a less medical approach to birth.

Scientific Evidence as a Way to Recruit Clients: Results from the Maternity Support
Survey
Table 11 above revealed that doulas update their knowledge by reading peerreviewed research articles. In Table 12 below, I present doulas’ views on the value of
keeping up to date on the research. The results indicate that more doulas agreed or
strongly agreed (91.7%) that it demonstrates the importance of their work to potential
clients than agreed or strongly agreed (76.2%) that it demonstrates the importance of their
work to the medical community. Additionally, almost all of the doulas surveyed (95.4%)
agreed or strongly agreed that it helps them be a stronger advocate to their clients. These
results show that doulas surveyed valued their scientific knowledge more for attracting
and informing clients than for justifying their role to medical clinicians. Perhaps this is
because doulas could use scientific evidence as a way to justify charging an out of pocket
fee for their services.
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Table 12: Doulas’ Views on the Value of Keeping Up to Date on the Latest Research on
Labor and Delivery
Number (%)
It demonstrates the importance of my work to the
medical community
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
It demonstrates the importance of my work to
potential clients
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
It helps me be a stronger advocate to my clients
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly agree
N

18 (1.4%)
71 (5.7%)
209 (16.7%)
545 (43.6%)
407 (32.6%)

12 (1.0%)
14 (1.1%)
78 (6.2%)
629 (50.3)
517 (41.4%)
11 (0.9%)
10 (0.8%)
37 (3.0%)
461 (36.9%)
731 (58.5%)
1250

The results from Table 12 above indicate that doulas use scientific evidence for
justifying their role to clients more than to clinicians (although both are important). More
importantly, doulas valued their knowledge for helping them advocate for clients.
Because the primary role of a doula is to support women, it is not surprising that they
would value the needs of their clients firstly. Attracting clients and supporting them
through whatever type of labor they have remains the primary focus for doulas. Scientific
knowledge plays a crucial role in helping doulas to fulfill this role most effectively.
In the Maternity Support Survey, we asked doulas which sources of knowledge
they include in their promotional materials to clients. As seen in Table 13, we found that
36.5% of doulas said that they refer to, “One or more published scientific research
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articles from peer-reviewed journals.” This was the fourth most popular choice. This
suggests that scientific evidence plays a notable role, but that it is not the most influential.
At the same time, scientific research may be useful for helping doulas to support and
empower women. Consistent with descriptive results presented above, the results in
Table 13 show that doulas believe that scientific research is an important component of
what they have to offer clients concerning doula care itself and knowledge about labor
and birth.
Table 13: Content of Doulas’ Promotional Materials
Content
Scripture
Your belief that birth is sacred
The number of births that you have
attended
One or more published scientific research
articles from peer-reviewed journals
Your desire to empower women
Your years of experience
Your desire to support women
Other
N

Number (%)
60 (4.5%)
461 (34.9%)
304 (23.0%)
482 (36.5%)
854 (64.7%)
597 (45.2%)
1075 (81.4%)
185 (14.0%)
1320

Doulas offer mothers support as well as a sense of empowerment over their own
bodies and decisions regarding their birth. Doulas’ alternative approach can result in a
more satisfying personal experience for mothers, as well as a reduced likelihood of
cesarean birth or other undesired birth outcomes (Klaus, Kennel, and Klaus [1993] 2012;
Trueba et al. 2000). Thus, scientific evidence not only supports doula care, but doulas
also have knowledge and skills that can provide beneficial outcomes. Doulas’ alternative
knowledge sources allow them to support and empower women in a way that may
challenge the focus of the medical model of care.
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In the next section of this chapter, I present results from my analysis of five major
doula organization websites. In the survey, I asked doulas about sources of knowledge
that they promote in their materials. I subsequently examined doula organization websites
in order to see what doulas promote at the organizational level. As I discuss in the next
section, doula organizations promoted scientific evidence at a similar level to individual
doulas I surveyed regarding the importance of scientific evidence for justifying and
promoting their work. Also, the organizations tended to use scientific evidence to justify
not only doula care, but also the midwifery model of care. Doulas not only use science to
legitimate their services, but also their knowledge about the benefits of a less medical
approach to labor and birth.

Scientific Evidence as a Source of Legitimacy: Results from Content Analysis of
Doula Organization Websites
To supplement the survey findings regarding the use of scientific evidence to
market to clients, I conducted content analysis of five doula organizations: DONA,
CAPPA, toLabor, BirthWorks, and ICEA. I chose these organizations because the
Maternity Support Survey asked survey respondents about their certification through
these organizations. As I discussed in the Chapter 4, these five organizations were the
most popular certifying doula organizations at the time of the survey. In addition to these
options, we also gave respondents the option of writing in any other organizations
through which they had completed their certification.
As described in the methods chapter, I conducted a deductive analysis of these
five organizations. I focused on text blocks on the mission statement/philosophy pages,
and the certification overview pages. As I described in Chapter 3, I found a total of
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twenty-eight text blocks on these pages from which to draw key terms. For this chapter, I
focus on key terms related to scientific evidence. See Appendix B for a full list of key
terms.

Frequency of Text Blocks with Scientific Evidence Codes
Table 14 provides a breakdown of the text blocks with scientific codes on the
selected web pages for each organization. Out of 28 text blocks, 8 contained key terms
related to scientific evidence. Out of the four sources of knowledge that I studied in the
text blocks, scientific evidence had the second to lowest number of text blocks containing
this key term. This fits with the survey results that show how scientific evidence is an
important, but not the most important, source for legitimating birth perspectives. The
results in the table indicate that scientific evidence plays a fairly important role in the
informational pages of each organization except for ICEA, which also contains the fewest
blocks on text on its website.
Table 14: Text Blocks with Scientific Codes
Organization

DONA
International
CAPPA
ICEA
toLabor
BirthWorks
Total

Text blocks
with scientific
evidence codes
on mission
statement pages
#
%
3/4 75%

Text blocks with
scientific
evidence codes
on certification
overview page
#
%
0/1
0%

Total text blocks
containing
scientific
evidence codes

0/2
0%
0/2
0%
1/1 100%
2/3
67%
6/12 50%

1/7 14%
0/1
0%
1/3
33%
0/4
0%
2/16 12.5%

1/9 11%
0/3
0%
2/4
50%
2/7
29%
8/28 28.8%

#
3/5

%
60%
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Scientific Evidence as a Source of Legitimacy
The text blocks that discussed scientific evidence referred to doula care as
evidence-based, and offered that a doula can serve as an important knowledge resource.
As I discuss in the interview results later in this chapter, doulas can offer mothers
information not only about the benefits of doula care, but also about labor and delivery in
general. Specifically, doulas use their knowledge to support an alternative, less medical
approach to labor. Doulas consider evidence-based medicine important to their practice
and for legitimating their alternative role. Although medical clinicians might say that
their own practices are based on science as well, doulas are more likely to emphasize this
because of their lower status. Doulas may be more likely to emphasize evidence-based
medicine in order to legitimate their place and approach to birth.
The webpages indicated that scientific evidence was important for establishing the
legitimacy of doula support. According to a statement from DONA International’s
mission statement page:
Doula care has been studied extensively in scientific trials and the results
show remarkably improved physical and psychological outcomes for both
mother and baby.
DONA emphasizes the fact that doula care is backed by science and that it shows
measurable improvement in outcomes. DONA’s site emphasizes not only what doulas do
and the professional manner in which they serve (see Chapter 4), but also the fact that
scientific evidence supports their work. This fits with results from both survey and
interview data that I collected.
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Other organizational websites I analyzed focused more on how doulas can be a
resource for scientific information about labor and delivery. This builds on DONA’s
marketing approach. For example, the CAPPA certification webpage states:
The doula serves as a labor coach and information source to give the
mother and her partner the added comfort of additional support throughout
the entire labor. She encourages and promotes self-advocacy, informed
choice, and excellent communication between the mother and care
providers.
According to CAPPA, their doulas not only have a lot of knowledge about labor, but they
also share this knowledge with clients and their partners. CAPPA does not state that
doula care is evidence-based, but CAPPA does emphasize that doulas have knowledge
about labor and delivery that allows them to serve as coaches. This coaching is important,
especially for mothers who are planning on laboring with minimal or no medical
interventions.
Similarly, On BirthWorks’ mission statement page, they proclaim:
It is our mission to train childbirth educators and doulas who in turn
provide evidence-based, current information to birthing families through
a unique experiential approach that is based on human values.
Like CAPPA, BirthWorks emphasizes the fact that doulas have scientifically based
knowledge that they in turn apply toward their service. They also use this knowledge to
inform mothers and families. Here, scientific evidence supports doula care by stating that
BirthWorks doulas have, “evidence-based, current information.” At the same time, doulas
use this knowledge to educate parents about birth practices, perhaps providing alternative
information that they are less likely to receive from medical clinicians. As I discuss later
in this chapter, although doulas emphasize their scientific knowledge, they also use
scientific knowledge to legitimate an alternative viewpoint on labor and birth.
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Related to this, according to toLabor’s mission statement page:
toLabor respects obstetric procedures as beneficial in some circumstances
but potentially detrimental when applied routinely. We emphasize
evidence-based practices, informed consent and prevention of medically
unnecessary interventions as the healthiest choice for babies and women.
toLabor uses scientific knowledge not only to legitimate doula practice, but to legitimate
an alternative approach. Doulas tend to deemphasize medical interventions during labor
and delivery, and they use scientific evidence to support non-medical approaches.
toLabor not only emphasizes the fact that the support that doulas provide has scientific
support, but that this support is important for informing mothers about the “detrimental”
effects of too much medical oversight.
Scientific evidence plays an important role in legitimating doula support. Because
doulas are fourth class birth workers (Norman and Rothman 2007), they need evidence to
support their place in the birth field. Medical clinicians, on the other hand, do not need to
emphasize their scientific knowledge because of their authoritative status and the fact that
physicians have medical training (Jordan and Davis-Floyd 1993). Most take for granted
that medical clinicians use scientific evidence as a basis for practice. Doulas emphasize
their scientific knowledge and basis for their practice to legitimate their role. Yet, at the
same time, doulas and doula organizations may also use scientific evidence to legitimate
an alternative, less medical approach. As I discuss in the next section, doulas use
scientific evidence to legitimate both authoritative and alternative knowledge.
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Scientific Evidence Supports Alternative Models of Care: Results from Interviews
with Doulas
In the next sections of this chapter, I present the results from my interviews with
doulas and with mothers. In the first section, I discuss doulas’ and mothers’ views of the
medical and midwifery models of care. In the subsequent section, I discuss the
importance of scientific evidence to medical clinicians and to mothers. I present both
doula and client perspectives on the importance of scientific evidence for legitimating
their birth views and choices. Specifically, I explain how doulas use scientific evidence to
legitimate their role, and how scientific evidence influenced clients’ decision to hire a
doula.

Doulas’ Response to the Medical Model of Care
Consistent with scholars who critique the medical model of care, the doulas I
interviewed argued that the medical model of care does not see birth as naturalxii, but as a
dangerous process in need of medical oversight. These doulas discussed modern
obstetrics as overly focused on worse case scenarios. They argued that obstetricians as a
whole are trained to “fix the problem” of labor and birth.
Bella, a CAPPA-certified doula, explained that:
I’ve heard that some doctors leave school never having seen a natural
childbirth, whereas doulas and midwives have seen many. I think there’s a
mutual understanding of the way the body works. I think that doulas tend
to trust the body more. Unexpected things happen, right? But there’s a
more common trust. I’m a big researcher and I think that if I was a trained
doctor I would be looking for a reason for everything, to fix the problem. I
feel like as a doula I let the body do what it wants to do and let the body
try to fix it. I think it’s definitely a-I don’t know. I think the more
experienced doctors have- I think the more natural births that doctors
experience…I think they would be there, too. Right there with the doula,
as far as trusting the body to do what it’s supposed to do.
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Bella argued that obstetricians rarely attend unmedicated births because doctors
are focused on birth as a problem that requires a medical solution (Davis-Floyd 2001;
Rothman 1982; Wagner 2006). In contrast, Bella and the other doulas I interviewed who
discussed models of care saw birth as a natural process in which women themselves have
a legitimate form of expertise. Doulas argued that an alternative form of care that trusts
the body’s natural process has a legitimate place in the realm of childbirth.
Doulas like Bella argued that physicians are not trained to oversee unmedicated
births. For physicians, normal births required medical monitoring, and consistent
management in order to produce health outcomes. The doulas I interviewed subscribed to
an alternative philosophy, under which normal births do not need medical oversight. In
this light, doulas focus on what women believe is best for their bodies firstly. Doulas
support women to make the best choices for them, and to not take for granted that what
the physician recommends is inherently the best course of action. While doulas do yield
to the authority of physicians within the hospital setting, they empower women to ask
questions, and provide women with the knowledge to support their decisions. Thus, as I
will explain in the next section, doulas I interviewed relied on evidence-based medicine
to legitimate their alternative approach to birth.

Doulas’ Response to the Midwifery Model of Care
The midwifery model of care focuses on birth as a “natural” process in which the
mothers has primary agency over her care. Under this model, obstetricians are not the
sole authority over labor and delivery. Instead, the mothers have agency over their labor,
and their needs take precedence over the medical outcome. In this context, women are not
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objects treated by their provider, but instead they are active participants in their labor and
birth. Thus, those who adhere to the midwifery model of care see mothers as contributory
experts in their birth (Collins and Evans 2002). According to proponents of the midwifery
model of care, the hierarchy of control lessens as women gain more power (Davis-Floyd
1992).
According to Paula, a certified doula and DONA trainer:
I would say that the midwifery model of care corresponds more closely to
that idea of empowering patients, clients, to make choices that will work
for them. The obstetrical model of care is more about medical
management, in my opinion. Many obstetricians feel more comfortable
and safer managing their patients’ care for them.
According to Paula and all of the other doulas I interviewed, mothers should have agency
over their own care. Doulas believed that obstetricians should not be the ones making
decisions for patients, and that mothers’ opinions have a valid place. In contrast to the
medical model of care, the midwifery model of care focuses on mothers’ experiences
rather than medical outcomes. Although the outcome remains important, the midwifery
model of care argues that personal care is an important component of labor and birth. As
public health reports confirm, women who feel more in control of their medical care
during labor report higher satisfaction with the birth and lower rates of postpartum
depression (Breedlove 2005; Campbell et al. 2007; Gordon et al. 1999; Hodnett 1999;
Kennel et al. 1991; Klaus et al. 1986; McGrath and Kennell 1998; Moses and Potter
2008; Sosa et al. 1980; Trueba et al. 2000).
Proponents of the midwifery model of care argue that modern obstetrics does not
practice evidence-based medicine (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Goer 1995; Morton and Clift
2014; Rothman 1982; Timmermans and Angell 2001). Doulas in my sample argued that
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evidence-based medicine is lacking from the medical model of care. All twenty-five of
the doulas I interviewed were critical of obstetrics to some degree. Although most openly
acknowledged that doctors have more education that they do, all of the doulas stressed
that their beliefs and approaches to birth come more from science than from medical
tradition.
In discussing the unique role of doulas, Molly said:
We’re all science-based. We don’t do anything because ‘That’s the way
it’s always been done.’ We do it because there’s solid studies showing that
‘This is the best way to do it.’
Molly argued that she kept up to date with the latest scientific research, but that nurses
and physicians often did not. She believed that obstetricians have other interests in mind
that overshadow scientific evidence on best birth practices for mothers and babies.
Whereas Molly argued that obstetricians practice based on tradition, others like Ava
argued that obstetricians practice based on the hospital’s administrative needs. Ava
argued that:
As horrible at that sounds, hospitals are businesses. They have to get their
rooms clean and ready for the next patient so that they- and not every OB
is like that at all. Please don’t hear me say that. We have some wonderful
OBs in our hospital who are completely against starting a woman who is
way too early in her labor to put her in Pitocin, knowing that there’s harm
for the baby and the mom to do that. [But] there are some that want to be
done at a certain time so that their weekends are free. It’s a convenience
thing.
Ava argued that convenience and efficiency are a primary concern for many
obstetricians. She argued that obstetricians have hospital protocols and personal timelines
to consider when deciding to administer Pitocin to speed up labor. Ava says that
obstetricians are more concerned with convenience than what is evidence-based practice.
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However, as 92% of the doulas (twenty-three) in my sample did, Ava made sure
to recognize that some obstetricians are “wonderful” and do prioritize their patients. It
was very common to follow up a criticism with a complement when talking about
physicians. At the same time, Ava’s critique shows that she thinks at least some
physicians do not prioritize research when they make medical recommendations. This
tension between deference to physician authority and critique of obstetric protocol was
common among doulas in the discussion of various topics, including scientific evidence.
The doulas I interviewed who emphasized the importance of scientific evidence
believed that midwives were more likely than physicians to make medical
recommendations based on scientific evidence that has the patient’s best interest in mind.
Although all of the doulas I interviewed had a favorable view of midwives, they
attributed this view to having the same philosophy of care as midwives. Although most
midwives have medical training, they have an alternative way of guiding labor and
delivery, which is similar to doulas’ beliefs about the best care practices. Doulas (and
midwives) believe that evidence-based medicine favors personalized care more than
reliance on medical interventions for managing labor (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). None of
the doulas I interviewed reported a conflict of interest with midwives, but all of the
doulas said that their views differed from obstetricians’ views at least sometimes. The
doulas in this study stressed that their alternative philosophy was based in scientific
evidence.
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Raquel, who practiced as a doula for twelve years before becoming a nurse, said
that:
I know that Lamaze, not just as childbirth educators but a whole
philosophy of normal birth, they are evidence-based. We know that if you
tie a woman down to continuous monitoring you are changing the path of
labor, you’re not improving the outcome by monitoring the baby
continuously…all of these things that we know and that regardless,
doctors keep on doing all of this. I understand. Now as a nurse I’m also
having to watch my license and the doctors, I believe, in this litigious
society, are working with a gun against their head. It’s like, ‘Anything that
goes wrong, I’m going to sue you in twenty years because my child didn’t
get into the best university in the country’ or whatever the case is, which is
really very sad…. Evidence-based medicine tells us that it’s okay to do
intermittent monitoring, but the practice is totally different.
Like Ava, Raquel argued that doctors have competing interests that put scientific
evidence behind more pressing organizational concerns. Raquel, as well as other doulas
who discussed intermittent fetal monitoring, did not believe that this particular birth
practice was based on scientific evidence. These doulas argued that continuous electronic
fetal monitoring restricts movement during labor, thereby lengthening it. Doulas who
discussed monitoring argued that evidence shows that intermittent monitoring can be
more effective because it allows women to move more and thus help keep their labor
from stalling. However, doulas who discussed this issue, like Raquel, argued that
physicians do not refer to scientific studies, but to other concerns such as legal threats and
time schedules.
While 84% of doulas (twenty-one) stressed the importance of scientific evidence
in their approaches to birth, but at the same time these doulas emphasized that their
priorities differ from those of medical clinicians. Doulas typically subscribe to an
alternative model of care that prioritizes mothers’ individualized care and support over
typical medical protocol (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009; Morton and Clift 2014). Doulas argued
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that physicians encourage mothers to follow typical obstetric protocol, whereas doulas
encourage mothers to do their own research prior to labor. In some cases, doulas refer
clients to studies based on a particular question. Doulas argue that scientific evidence is
more supportive of the midwifery model of care than the medical model of care. Thus,
they use scientific evidence as an alternative form of knowledge because it supports a
philosophy of care that differs from the typical medical model.

Doulas’ Sources of Evidence-Based Medicine
According to findings from The Maternity Support Survey, 64.5% of doulas
reported that they kept up to date on their knowledge through reading peer-reviewed
research articles (See Table 8 above). This was the third most popular method among
doulas, behind meeting informally with colleagues and attending meetings of a local
professional organization. Even though doulas surveyed reported that they kept up to date
through reading research, this was less popular than other methods of learning about
doulas and alternatives to labor and delivery.
Differing from the survey findings, my interviews with doulas suggested that
reading research was more important than other methods of keeping up to date. When I
asked doulas I interviewed about the importance of scientific evidence all of them said
that it’s important to keep up to date through the latest studies. While some also
mentioned other ways that they keep up to date on information, such as through
conferences, workshops, and community events, all of them discussed the importance of
reading scientific studies. For doulas I interviewed, reading studies was more important
than these more interactive methods. This differed from the survey findings in that
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reading the latest research appeared to be a primary way in which doulas I interviewed
kept up to date.
The doulas I interviewed reported a range of sources that they read to stay up to
date on the latest research. All of the doulas said that they had read basic books about
doulas. This is because it is part of the requirement to become certified. Since 80% of the
doulas had obtained certification or were in the process of doing so, they had read at least
three to five books from a given list as part of their training. The remaining 20% of
doulas also reported reading books on doulas and childbirth. Thus, reading books in
general was a way that doulas came to understand the importance of their role. They
likely read the same books due to the limited supply of books on the subject and the
standardized book list presented at trainings. Doulas said the books explain the
importance of doula support and how to be an effective doula. Theses books usually
include scientific research, but all of the doulas I interviewed also reported reading
additional sources that allowed them to stay up to date.
In addition to the standard doula books, all of the doulas I interviewed mentioned
the significance of Internet resources. These include blogs, articles posted on Facebook,
and websites dedicated to evidence-based pregnancy and childbirth information. While
many were vague about sources because they read articles through social media (such as
links posted on Facebook) and emails from friends, several doulas discussed specific
sources from which they drew their current evidence. The most common sources that the
doulas referenced were: www.evidencebasedbirth.com (five doulas mentioned),
www.acog.org (two doulas mentioned), www.improvingbirth.org (two doulas
mentioned), and the newsletters from Lamaze (two doulas mentioned) and DONA
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International (three doulas mentioned). While these numbers may seem low, these were
sources that emerged during conversation about scientific evidencexiii. Although all of the
doulas said that they read books and articles, only fourteen of the doulas I interviewed
mentioned specific titles and websites. The remaining eleven said that they read articles
posted online and that friends sent them. Thus, Internet resources were important sources
of evidence-based information for doulas overall.
Among the sources listed above, the website for ACOG is the only one created by
and marketed to medical clinicians. This site provides scientific studies and guidelines to
those who practice obstetrics and gynecology. The other sources that doulas mentioned
either target maternity support workers, or offer an alternative perspective on birth that is
geared toward a general (not specifically medical professional) audience. This suggests
that doulas are more often referencing readings and websites that offer non-medical and
alternative approaches to labor and delivery. As I discuss later in this chapter, doulas
emphasize scientific studies that support alternative perspectives on birth. Most of their
sources come from outside of the medical profession.

To Whom Does Scientific Evidence Matter?: Results from Interviews with Doulas
and Mothers
Scientific evidence plays an interesting role in legitimating doula work. Doulas in
my study said that scientific evidence supports their views on care during labor and
delivery. In response to the interview question, “Do you emphasize scientific evidence to
your potential clients and/or the medical community?”, 88% of doulas (twenty-two) in
my sample said, “Yes.” These doulas argued that their (and midwives’) approach to care
was more evidence-based. However, although doulas felt that scientific evidence
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mattered for legitimating their role, doulas felt that this mattered more to clients than to
medical clinicians.
Doulas argued that obstetric care prioritizes scheduling and hospital protocol, and
pays less attention to evidence-based care. Doulas felt that physicians did not practice
evidence-based medicine because they prioritize technology over supportive care for
helping labor progress. Because doulas are generally critical of a medical and
technology-based approach to labor, they view labor from an alternative perspective.
Therefore, the audience is important for accepting doulas’ contributory expertise (Collins
and Evans 2002). Doulas are able to market their alternative perspective because others
accept doula expertise. In the following section, I discuss doulas’ beliefs about the role of
science for legitimating their work to medical clinicians and to clients.

The Importance of Scientific Evidence to Medical Clinicians: Doula Perspectives
As I discussed in the survey results above, more doulas surveyed agreed or
strongly agreed that keeping up to date with the latest research on labor and delivery
demonstrates the importance of their work to potential clients (91.7%) than it does to the
medical community (76.2%). The vast majority (95.4%) agreed or strongly agreed that it
helps them be stronger advocates to their clients. This suggests that the research is more
relevant for serving clients and empowering them. As I discuss in this section of the
chapter, these results fit the interview data, which shows that doulas report informing the
clients as more important than demonstrating their knowledge to medical clinicians.
The doulas I interviewed did not feel that medical clinicians had much knowledge
of the benefits of doula care or the extent of doulas’ knowledge about labor and birth.
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Thus, none of the doulas I interviewed said that they directly used scientific evidence to
legitimate their role to the medical community.
Paula explained that:
I don’t think the medical staff are even aware of that aspect of our role
[our scientific knowledge]. I wish they were <laughs> but I don’t think
they realize how seriously many of us take the subject and how well
informed we are.
Paula said that she based her knowledge off of scientific studies, but that she did not
believe that medical clinicians had any awareness of how much knowledge she had.
While she did think that scientific evidence played an important part in fulfilling her own
role, she did not see it as useful for legitimating her role to medical clinicians because
they are not aware of how much doulas know scientifically.
Similarly, doulas I interviewed argued that although they know a great deal about
labor and delivery, they often minimize this in order to play their appropriate
(subordinate) role in hospitals in particular. As I described in the previous section, 92%
of doulas in my study (twenty-three out of twenty-five) talked about physicians
respectfully, even as they critiqued their model of care. Because of this, all of the doulas I
interviewed who worked in hospitals talked about walking a “fine line” in which they
served mothers firstly but also deferred to physicians’ and nurses’ authority.
For example, Joni said that:
As a doula you walk that fine line, so you always want to-even if you
know the answer, if the nurse is there you want to defer to the nurse so she
has respect for you. The more you can refer to her- again, even if you
know the answer- the more she’s going to be a little bit nicer to you.
Especially if- I’ve started out with nurses who are really brusque and
they’ve ended up being nice because you’ve ‘Oh, what do you think about
this?’ or you know, ‘How do you do this?’ Even if I know the answer,
because it makes them feel like they’re important and that they know more
than you do. That’s one thing doulas learn.
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Whereas Paula explained that physicians were unaware of doulas’ knowledge, Joni added
that doulas do not display this knowledge either, because it could cause potential conflict
between doulas and physicians or nurses. Doulas must walk a “fine line” in order to
maintain their place in the delivery room. Consequently, doulas did not use scientific
evidence to legitimate their role out of fear of crossing the line. Instead, doulas who
worked in hospitals focused on serving mothers and deferring to medical clinicians’
authority.
None of the doulas in my sample specifically discussed using scientific evidence
to legitimate themselves to the medical community. However, several doulas I
interviewed said that scientific evidence mattered for legitimating their role beyond
individual interactions with medical clinicians. Four of the eight doulas I interviewed
after the release of the ACOG article (2014) specifically mentioned that it may help raise
awareness of the importance of their role among medical clinicians.
Gina explained:
ACOG just released new guidelines…I guess I’ll say that [physicians]
they’re just starting to catch on that this might be an important piece of the
whole process. The support…this continued support. So as far as- what
you asked is is it important to them. I don’t think they’re even at that point
yet….a lot of them don’t even know like, what-the scope of what we do
for people.
Like Paula and Joni, Gina did not believe that physicians know about the benefits of
doula care or the extent of doulas’ knowledge. However, she pointed to the recent ACOG
study as a sign that the professional organization of medical clinicians may have a greater
understanding of what doulas do and how they help women in labor. The study does not
say that doulas have extensive scientific knowledge about birth, but doulas I interviewed
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said that the study will give physicians greater awareness and eventually greater respect
for their role. Gina and other doulas who discussed the ACOG study argued that it was a
sign that physicians were beginning to understand the value of continuous support.
Because doulas walk a “fine line” in their individual interactions with obstetricians and
nurses, they shy away from citing scientific evidence upfront. However, a study produced
by and distributed to members of a national medical organization carries more weight and
has a better way of conveying knowledge to medical clinicians.
It is important to mention that doulas tend to have more relationships and
smoother relationships with midwives than with obstetricians. This is because doulas are
more likely to subscribe to the midwifery model of care. Additionally, doulas have fewer
interactions with physicians, so they have a lot less to say about them. Paula said that
much of the time, “the obstetrician pops in and assumes I’m the grandma and goes about
his business.” The doulas I interviewed reported few interactions with obstetricians.
Thus, the importance of justifying their role sits at a more professional level. Yet both the
ACOG report and my research reveal that medical professionals are learning more about
doulas and what they have to offer, suggesting that they will take more notice of them in
the near future.
Studies like the ACOG (2014) report are more likely to show the benefits of doula
care and make physicians and nurses more receptive to what doulas have to offer. Part of
this is due to the fact that the professional organization released the report. Doulas I
interviewed argued that it is only a small step and that many clinicians remain unaware of
what doulas do and how much they know. In order to be effective in their role within
hospitals, doulas do not confront physicians or nurses with scientific studies on the
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benefits of doula support. Doulas see evidence-based medicine as crucial to the work that
they do, but physicians must see the studies for themselves and see them from a source
that the medical profession supports.

The Importance of Scientific Evidence to Clients: Doulas’ Perspectives
Although doulas minimize their scientific knowledge in their interactions with
medical staff, doulas are much more likely to use evidence-based medicine to legitimate
their role to clients. Scientific knowledge has different interpretations and importance
depending on the audience. According to the Maternity Support Survey, 91.7% of doulas
agreed or strongly agreed that keeping up to date with the latest research on labor and
delivery demonstrates the importance of their work to potential clients, whereas only
76.2% agreed or strongly agreed that that it demonstrated the importance of their work to
medical clinicians.
Similarly, although none of the doulas I interviewed believed that scientific
evidence legitimated their role to individual medical clinicians, 68% of the doulas I
interviewed (seventeen out of twenty-five) discussed scientific evidence in terms of
legitimating their role to clients. The remaining 32% (eight) did not emphasize scientific
evidence in their discussion of the importance of their work or its potential to legitimate
the doulas’ role. In this section, I will discuss the complexity of the use of scientific
evidence for legitimating their role to clients and I will discuss mothers’ perceptions as
well.
According to the Maternity Support Survey, 36.5% of doulas said that they
provide evidence from published articles in peer-reviewed journals in the promotional
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materials that they provide to clients. My interviews reveal a more complex picture
regarding when doulas provide scientific information. Although 68% of the doulas I
interviewed said that they think it is important to share scientific evidence with clients,
doulas differed in their approaches to sharing this information. Whereas some doulas felt
that it was their job to provide clients with scientific evidence as part of their services,
others felt that they should only provide this information if clients have specific questions
or ask what the literature says about a particular issue. In my interviews, 40% (ten out of
twenty-five) of the doulas said that they provide their clients with scientific information
up front. On the other hand, 28% of doulas (seven) said that they keep their own opinion
to themselves and that they direct clients to websites and books only if the client requests
it.
Darlene was one of the doulas who said that it is important to present clients with
research upfront. She said:
I really push evidence-based birth. Improvingbirth.org…’Do your
research. Question everything.’ I think our generation especially, and our
culture, we’re just trained to not question authority. We just do what the
experts tell us to do. I was in trouble every day in middle school because I
questioned authority….so I think my biggest push would be to do your
research. ‘Don’t take my word for it. Don’t ask me what you should do.
I’ll be happy to send you to these resources or people, but don’t just take
whatever your care practitioner told you is the gold standard. It may not be
the right fit for you.’
Darlene explained that American culture trains young people to comply with what
authorities tell them. Darlene believed that this was especially harmful in the medical
realm, where patients take their practitioner’s word as the “gold standard.” Instead,
Darlene pushed her clients to question their practitioner and to do their own research. She
provided her clients with sources of information that physicians may not provide. She
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used scientific information not only to encourage clients to question physicians, but also
to question doulas. Darlene used scientific evidence to legitimate an alternative position
on birth overall: one that does not blindly comply with authority.
Similarly, Patty argued that:
I think that’s a really important part to know because I think people like
hearing statistics in this day and age. There’s safety in numbers. When you
look at statistics for really what’s safe or what…it’s a numbers game. You
want your baby to be safe. If your practitioner comes in and says ‘Well
that’s going to make your baby not be safe anymore’ then of course you’re
not going to do that thing. If you go against what they’re saying then you
are a ‘bad parent’. You aren’t doing what the doctor is advising you who
is a trained professional…women are trained professionals, too, but with
their own body.
Like Darlene, Patty provided evidence to clients upfront in order to prepare them
for conversations with doctors. Patty also believed that the practitioner’s evaluation
should be questioned, but only if the client has the statistics to support an alternative
viewpoint. Patty argued that people like numbers because they strengthen one’s position,
even if they are coming from an alternative perspective (Porter 1995). Patty believed that
numbers are important for legitimating doulas as well as mothers as experts on birth.
Scientific evidence is used to support the expertise of those coming from a non-medical
background.
Molly, another doula who provided scientific evidence upfront as part of her
services, said that:
We can arm the moms with this information so when we’re not there they
can bring it up with their doctors and they can question ‘Oh the doctor
wants to do this. Why?’
Like Darlene and Patty, Molly believed that it was important to provide scientific
evidence about alternative approaches to birth from the start in order to “arm” mothers
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for potential disagreements with their care provider. For these doulas, scientific evidence
justifies alternative viewpoints on birth. Although doulas argued that mothers who hire
doulas have already done their own research (one of the reasons they may be hiring a
doula), 40% of the doulas I interviewed believed that it was important to give all of their
clients scientific information that will prepare them to make informed choices that may
contradict the obstetricians’ usual course of practice.
On the other hand, 28% of the doulas I interviewed said that they provided
evidence-based medicine only if the client asked for it or had a question about a
procedure.
For example, Connie said that:
I do encourage letting them know what the ACOG says, or, you know,
whatever the big organization is, like, ‘This is what they recommend,’ you
know, ‘If your doctor’s trying to do something different, you should be
asking why.’ Yeah, I do encourage them to do their research. I don’t
necessarily provide studies; I don’t like doing that because I feel like that’s
pushing them towards a decision I want them to make. I will tell them
where to go to find information…but I think, a lot of the times, by the time
I see a client, because usually I end up getting them towards the end of
pregnancy, they’ve done a lot of research already.
Whereas 40% of the doulas I interviewed supplied their clients with information in order
to “arm them” against medical authority, 28% of the doulas I interviewed believed that
they should only provide information if asked, so that the doula does not overstep her
bounds and push the client to make a specific choice. It was very important to all
seventeen doulas who discussed this topic that clients, “do their research.” However,
doulas like Connie said that many of the women who hire doulas have already done their
research about labor and birth. As Connie and Dorothy, another doula, mentioned,
women who hire doulas may do so because they have already researched birth choices
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and understood that having a doula could help them better achieve their goals for labor
and birth. As I will show in the next section, mothers who hire doulas often do so based
on their own research on birth, but they also rely on doulas to supply them with scientific
evidence to support and strengthen their existing beliefs.

The Importance of Scientific Evidence to Clients: Clients’ Perspectives
Scientific evidence played an important role in mothers’ birth decisions overall,
reflecting the high levels of education among my sample. Research on knowledge
attainment show that patients who have a college degree are more likely to conduct their
own research on health issues (Bell 2014; Song et al. 2012). Patients with higher levels of
education are more likely to read various sources of information and use them in dialogue
with medical providers. Due to the growing prevalence of the Internet as a primary
source, many turn to the Internet first. Through the Internet, expectant mothers can find a
wide range of sources of information, from personal stories to medical reports and
competing health sources. Most of the mothers I interviewed (76%) said that they
conducted their own research at some point during their pregnancy.
Mothers said that they turned to the Internet first for information, which reflects
the mothers’ higher level of education attainment. Research shows that most health
information on the Internet reflects at least a tenth grade reading level (Jensen et al.
2010). Women who research information on pregnancy and birth online tend to have a
higher socioeconomic status than average, and they see the Internet as their primary
source of information before seeing a medical professional (Bell 2014; Lee 2009). Thus,
because the mothers I interviewed came from a higher socioeconomic status overall, it is
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not surprising that they did their own research first, and used their findings to develop a
critical perspective. Mothers who developed a perspective that was less supportive of
obstetric care were more likely to develop a less medical birth plan, and subsequently
hire a doula to help them fulfill an alternative strategy.
The mothers I interviewed were highly educated overall. Of the twenty-five
mothers I interviewed, 88% had at least a bachelor’s degree. In addition to the bachelor’s,
52% of the total sample had a master’s or doctorate degree (see Table 2). Thus, it was not
surprising that most of the mothers I interviewed said that they read books and researched
information about pregnancy and birth. In fact, 52% of mothers (thirteen out of twentyfive) emphasized that what they read was an important component in their birth decisions
overall. The mothers I interviewed focused on how research helped them to develop an
alternative perspective on birth.
Scientific evidence was important for mothers’ developing alternative
perspectives on birth. Mothers who said scientific evidence played an important role in
their birth plan (52% of mothers interviewed) were critical of the medical model of birth.
These women had done extensive reading that lead them to develop a critical perspective
of Western medicine. From this perspective came a desire to hire a doula to help them
achieve a less medical birth plan.
In the next sections, I explain how mothers used scientific evidence to learn about
and find doulas. I explain how this fits within an alternative perspective on birth overall.
Socioeconomic status likely played a significant role in the views that mothers I
interviewed developed regarding their birth plans. Subsequently, mothers who had
alternative perspectives on labor and delivery were more likely to hire doulas because of
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the evidence showing how doulas can help mothers have a less medical labor and birth
experience.

Mothers’ Alternative Views on Birth
Mothers I interviewed tended to have less common views on birth. These views
led them to hire doulas, because doula care fit within mothers’ existing knowledge and
values. Mothers tended to turn to non-medical and alternative knowledge sources for
information about birth, as I explain in the next section. Based on the alternative
knowledge that they acquired, the mothers I interviewed held less common views in
terms of where to give birth, who to have attend their birth, and whether or not to request
epidurals.
Whereas most mothers in the U.S. give birth in hospitals with an obstetrician
attending, the mothers I interviewed were less likely to go this route. The mothers in my
sample were more resistant to hospital birth than the general population. More than 99%
of births in the U.S. take place in hospitals. Although 88% of the mothers I interviewed
gave birth in hospitals, 27% of the mothers who had delivered in a hospital had hoped to
have an out of hospital birth. Various circumstances such as VBAC (two of the mothers
planned vaginal births after a cesarean), emergency cesarean (for one of the mothers),
twins (for one of the mothers) and preeclampsia (for one of the mothers), led the mothers
to give birth in a hospital when they had wanted to give birth elsewhere. However, the
mothers I interviewed held critical views of the medical system and felt that a doula
could provide them with the support they needed to achieve the most “natural” birth that
they could in a hospital setting.
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The mothers in my study were more likely to prefer out-of-hospital births, and
they were also more likely to prefer having a provider who was midwife rather than an
obstetrician. According to Listening to Mothers III, 10% of women in the United States
had a midwife-attended birth in 2012 (Declerq et al. 2013). In Table 2, I list the
characteristics of the mothers I interviewed. According to the data in this table, 44%
(eleven) of the mothers I interviewed had midwives attending their birth. This suggests
that women with a preference for a midwife-attended birth may be more inclined to hire a
doula. This is not surprising, given that doulas tend to subscribe to a midwifery model of
care. Mothers researching midwifery care may be more inclined to know about doulas
and seek them out for additional support in achieving their goal for a less medicalized
births.
Because most births occur under obstetricians’ care, mothers who want different
options may have to do more research on their own. For example, Naomi had planned to
have midwife. She said that she first heard about doulas:
Through Internet research. I did lots of Googling. So I think the first thing,
since I was looking for a midwife, was that I happened upon doulas.
Naomi preferred a less medical birth with a midwife attending. As part of the
process of researching midwifery, she learned about doulas and what they can add
to the experience. Even though their reading did not necessarily play a role in
their decision to hire a doula, it influenced their alternative views on birth in
general.
Sarah, like 84% of the mothers I interviewed (twenty-one out of twenty-five),
said, “I was hoping to have a natural birth- like a non-medicated birth.” Sarah felt that she
would be most likely to have an unmedicated birth if she used a midwife rather than an
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obstetrician. She found a team of midwives to provide prenatal care and to be on call to
attend her birth and through meeting with her midwives, she learned about doulas.
Regarding hiring a doula, Sarah said:
You know, our midwives brought it up a lot…our midwife brought it up a
lot. She had pamphlets on doulas, and I didn’t know what they were, to be
perfectly honest, so I was on the Internet, reading, and I bought a lot of
books about birthing, and I think it was like, Ida May’s Guide to
Childbirth and all of these different books on birth and occasionally I
would run across the word doula, but a lot of it was just found on the
Internet…I had just read about doulas and then our midwife had said that
it would be- it’s a great option.
Sarah already had a less medical plan for her birth, and hiring a doula would help her
keep with that plan. Midwives work with doulas more often than obstetricians do, so it is
not surprising that Sarah’s midwives recommended a doula. Sarah did read about birth,
but the specific recommendation for hiring a doula came from Sarah’s midwife. Sarah’s
reading about doulas confirmed an alternative viewpoint on birth that she already had.
Finally, the mothers I interviewed were highly resistant to common labor
medications, especially epidurals. According to Listening to Mothers III, 67% of women
who gave birth in 2012 relied on epidurals for pain relief and only 17% did not use any
pain medications during labor. According to the survey 92% of women who received the
epidural found it “very helpful.” This was very different from the findings in my sample.
Of the twenty-five mothers I interviewed, 84% said that they wanted a “natural birth.” By
this, they typically meant a vaginal birth without medication. Of the twenty-three mothers
who discussed epidurals during our interviews, only 22% (five out of twenty-three) said
that they had used epidurals for pain relief during their labor. One of these mothers had
an epidural because she had an emergency cesarean delivery. While the national survey
reports a 67% epidural rate, my sample reported a 22% epidural rate. This shows that
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mothers who hired doulas had a notably less common approach to birth. Mothers who
desired no or minimal medication during labor hired doulas to help them meet this goal.

Scientific Evidence for Legitimating Hiring a Doula
More important than establishing the legitimacy of doula care was establishing
the legitimacy of a less medical birth plan. For 68% of the doulas I interviewed
(seventeen out of twenty-five), scientific evidence mattered for establishing the
legitimacy of an alternative view on birth that includes an important role for doulas. Of
the mothers I interviewed, 92% had hired doulas to attend their births. As I will discuss
later in the chapter, one mother I interviewed hired a doula but did not end up using her.
Also, two mothers in my sample did not hire doulas at all, but these mothers were very
knowledgeable and supportive of doula care. Of the twenty-three mothers who hired
doulas, 43% (ten) said that scientific evidence played an important role in their decision
to hire a doula. Although mothers thought it was less important in their decision to hire a
doula specifically, scientific evidence was important to mothers’ overall birth plan.
Mothers believed that doulas could help them achieve their goal.
Both personal networks and research were important sources of information about
doulas. Mothers were more likely to hear about doulas through friends, but they used
friend recommendations in conjunction with research to decide to hire a doula. Of the
doulas I interviewed, 48% said that they had heard about doulas through friends who had
hired doulas. Another 20% said that they had heard about doulas through their own
Internet research. Initially, mothers were more likely to hear about doulas from friends
than from the Internet or other sources. However, the majority of mothers (64%) learned
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more about doulas and what they actually do through their own research online. While
they had heard the term “doula” before, mothers learned the most about their role and
what they have to offer through both book and Internet research.
Reading played an important role in fostering an alternative belief in birth.
Although 24% (six) of the doulas I interviewed said that they read reports from ACOG,
none of the clients I interviewed mentioned ACOG in their reading lists. Clients relied
more on “alternative” birth books as an important part of their decision-making about
their birth. Additionally, 20% of mothers (five) cited the documentary The Business of
Being Born as an influential source of their birth decisions. Table 15 lists the reading
sources that mothers said influenced their birth decisions. The titles listed come from an
open-ended question about the books they read related to birth.
Table 15: Mothers’ Book Sources
Source
The Birth Partner
Ina May Gaskin’s Guide to Childbirth
Birthing from Within
Spiritual Midwifery
What to Expect When You’re Expecting

Mothers who said that it influenced their
birth decisions
3 (12%)
7 (28%)
3 (12%)
1 (4%)
6 (24%)

Most of the books that mothers named were based on a midwifery model of care.
According to Table 15, the most common book that mothers mentioned was Ina May
Gaskin’s Guide to Childbirth, a book based on the midwifery model of care and how to
prepare for a natural childbirth. However, the second most common book was What to
Expect When You’re Expecting. Although six women said that they read What to Expect
When You’re Expecting, two of these women were openly critical of this book. Lisa, who
had a midwife-attended birth which she planned to have out of hospital but ended up
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having in hospital due to preeclampsia, said that she looked for sources that were less
mainstream. She explained:
I remember that she said, ‘Don’t read What to Expect When You’re
Expecting. They just have all of these worst-case scenarios about birth. It’s
all stuff that’s probably never going to happen and I wouldn’t recommend
reading it.’ And probably 90% of pregnant women read that book. So that
was the other thing: she had a different perspective than a lot of the
standard pregnant woman stuff that you read. I think that she’s kind of
unorthodox, which I admired. Most of my friends and family members
said, ‘You have to get What to Expect When You’re Expecting.’ She had a
more alternative view.
Lisa said that What to Expect When You’re Expecting was a very popular read among
pregnant women. However, Lisa admired the fact that her doula had an alternative
perspective and recommended that she read different sources. Like the other mothers who
read books instead of or in addition to articles and blogs about birth, Lisa preferred books
centered on an alternative philosophy of care. For these mothers, the books confirmed
beliefs in a less medical approach to labor and delivery, and in cases like Lisa’s, books
served as justification for hiring a doula to help the mother achieve these goals.
In addition to books, the Internet served as an important source of information
about doulas and about natural birth. Among the mothers I interviewed, 20% said that
they had first heard the term doula while reading about pregnancy and birth online.
Notably, for 64% of the mothers I interviewed, regardless of where they first heard the
term, these mothers turned to the Internet for more information about what doulas have to
offer. The Internet was an important source of information, and in many ways influential
in mothers’ decision to hire a doula to help them achieve their birth plan.
The mothers in my study used the Internet in one of two (or occasionally both)
ways. For 20% (five) of the mothers, the Internet provided blogs and forums for
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discussing doulas and/or birth stories and sharing personal information. For 76% of
mothers (nineteen), the Internet provided evidence-based research regarding alternative
birth. In either case, the Internet serves as important source of information for mothers.
Blogs and Internet forums were important sites for gaining information about
birth and about doulas. Of the mothers I interviewed, 20% said that these forums helped
them learn about how doulas could help them achieve a less medical and more personally
satisfying birth. For example, when asked about the importance of scientific evidence in
her decision to hire a doula, Carrie said that:
I would say more blogs versus more scientific. I read more blogs and
mommy forums where I read about doulas and asked other moms
questions… It wasn’t really a scientific situation for me. I feel like it was
more like the interaction with her [my doula] and what she could do for
me and for my husband…I didn’t do a lot of scientific research. But I did
read blogs.
Carrie heard about doulas through her social media networks and mommy blogs and
based her decision to hire a doula on the recommendations and stories she read online.
She said that scientific evidence was less important than finding a person who could
provide emotional support for both her husband and herself. Although she did do her own
research to find this support, she focused less on scientific reports than on blogs and
social media for finding out about doulas and how to get one.
While 20% of the mothers I interviewed decided to hire doulas based on personal
stories and recommendations that they had read about online, 43% of mothers decided to
hire doulas specifically because of scientific research studies that they had read. While
mothers may have found some of these studies through “mommy blogs” as Carrie said,
the difference lies in the motivation for hiring a doula. Carrie decided to have a doula
because of stories she had heard from other mothers online, but 43% of mothers had
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decided to have a doula because of the scientific studies. The mothers who learned about
doulas this way typically read about them in natural-minded birth books and on web sites
that promote natural childbirth.
For many of the mothers I interviewed, the Internet was an important research
source. For example, Laura said that research online helped her decide to hire a doula.
She said that she read a lot of articles through her social networks and that scientific
evidence helped her convince her husband that hiring a doula was necessary:
I’m a Millennial, so I click on articles on Facebook that people post about
VBAC and breastfeeding and natural parenting. Ina May Gaskin is the
only one I’ve read from cover to cover, checked out from the library… It
was very important to have something that I could physically go to to
convince my husband that this was something that we needed to
investigate because it took some selling to have a stranger in such an
intimate setting.
For Laura, reading articles online introduced her to the benefits of doula care. Access to
Internet sources as well as online networks with similar-minded people led her to find
research that supported a less medical approach to birth. Laura did further reading in
order to show her husband that doula care is evidence-based. Her scientific research
played a huge role in her learning about alternatives to birth as well as how a doula could
complement this alternative approach. For Laura, scientific evidence played an important
role in legitimating doulas as an important part of the labor and delivery process.
Similarly, Naomi explained that:
If I had not read some of the more recent studies about birth outcomes and
how they’re affected by doulas, I probably wouldn’t have been so into
paying the money to hire one…I think that the medical research is more
important to me. I tend to not put my faith in anything unless I can back it
up with some sort of statistical facts like that…. I research so much. I’m
like a research fiend. I can read medical papers for hours. So I did read a
lot of medical research about what the benefits of a doula are. Statistics
and studies that prove that there are good outcomes.
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Naomi said that she read many scientific sources about labor and birth. She heard about
doulas and their benefits through her extensive research and decided to hire one because
of the evidence showing their role in improving outcomes. Most of these sources came
from the Internet, suggesting that the Internet was a primary source of information for
evidence-based birth.
Mothers who utilized scientific evidence read about birth before and after hiring
doulas, and they hired doulas to fit their goal of unmedicated birth. While scientific
evidence played an important role in the decision to hire a doula, it was actually the fact
that scientific evidence played an important role in choosing “natural birth,” that lead
mothers to decide to hire a doula. Scientific evidence legitimated mothers’ “natural” birth
plan as well as hiring a doula to support this plan. In the next section, I will discuss the
importance of scientific evidence for mothers who did not hire doulas, showing how this
evidence was equally important to these mothers who did not hire a doula but also valued
unmedicated birth.

Mothers Who Did Not Hire a Doula
Three of the mothers I interviewed knew what doulas were but decided not to
have a doula attend their birth. One of these mothers, Nicole, felt that since she was
having two midwives attend her birth at home, she did not need a doula for extra support.
Another mother, Vicky, felt that although she was giving birth in a hospital, she was
“outspoken” enough to be her own advocate. The third woman, Dana, had to be induced
while her doula was on vacation, and she was not comfortable hiring a backup that she
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had not met, so although Dana had planned on having a doula-attended birth, she did not
end up having one.
Interestingly, all three of the women in my sample who did not hire doulas to
attend their birth were particularly cognizant of scientific studies regarding both doulas
and birth in general. All three supported the idea of doulas for those who need that extra
support and knew the science behind the benefits of doula-attended births. Each of these
women said that what they read helped them decide on a “natural” birth plan with
minimal medical interventions, but at the same time, two of them felt that their
personalities and their circumstances would help them achieve their birth goals without
the help of a doula.
Regarding her choice to have an unmedicated birth, Nicole said:
The decisions we made were based on scientific studies…I think women
are capable of informing themselves and educating themselves and
making those decisions for themselves. I don’t think you need a bunch of
people treating you like a child…none of it is based on evidence anyway. I
know about the medical literature and the reason behind a lot of
procedures that a lot of labor and delivery nurses and even obstetricians
sometimes do…I really can’t rationalize letting them make the decisions
for me.
Nicole wanted to have an unmedicated birth based on the scientific studies that she read.
She felt scientific evidence was lacking from typical obstetric care and in order to achieve
her goal of an unmedicated birth, she felt that she would have to give birth at home.
Because Nicole believed that hospital staff would be condescending and not honor her
wishes, she opted out of a hospital birth all together.
In explaining her decision not to hire a doula, Nicole said:
Well the average [for this city] is about a thirty-five percent cesarean rate,
which is about double what the world health organization considers safe or
reasonable. Most of them use routine practices such as electronic fetal
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monitoring or intravenous fluids or the Friedman’s Curve, all of which are
not based on any medical research or evidence and have actually shown to
be detrimental to birth. I was really hoping to avoid all of that, which was
why I would have definitely had a doula had I been at the hospital because
at that point you basically almost need a bouncer to ensure you get the
care you need. That would have definitely been the route in which I would
have gone.
Nicole decided not to have a hospital birth in order to avoid fairly common medical
interventions such as continuous electronic fetal monitoring or medications administered
through intravenous therapy (an IV). Nicole also opposed having nurses track her labor
according to the “Friedman’s Curve,” a timeline that an obstetrician developed in 1955 to
determine the normal progress of labor (Friedman 1955). Based on her research, Nicole
believed that these medical interventions would increase her chances of having an
unintended cesarean birth, and that they would be difficult to avoid in a hospital setting.
Consequently, she believed that a doula would be necessary if she had given birth in a
hospital because the doula would back up her wishes and help her get the care she
desired. Because Nicole decided to give birth at home, she did not feel that this
“bouncer” was necessary.
Similarly, Vicky did not feel that she needed an extra person to help her advocate
for her wishes.
She explained:
I have a doctorate, so I read a lot of research and I’m generally very
obstinate when it comes to interventions. I’m pretty good at speaking up
for myself, which is why I chose not to have one [a doula].
Like Nicole, Vicky read a lot of research about the risks associated with medical
interventions and she too desired an unmedicated birth. However, Vicky gave birth in a
hospital because she delivered prematurely. She said elsewhere in the interview that she
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had anticipated a premature delivery based on her family history and thus she knew that
she would give birth in a hospital, but she had decided not to hire a doula out of the
conviction that she could speak up for herself to the medical staff. Vicky understood the
typical hospital protocol, but she knew that she could advocate for herself and push for a
birth with minimal interventions.
The third mother who did not have a doula, Dana, had in fact hired a doula while
she was pregnant based on the scientific studies she had read about the benefits of doula
care. She said:
I know the statistics about women in labor who have them labor for less
time and they rate their pain lower. I totally bought into that and I’m
absolutely sure it’s true even though we didn’t get to experience it.
Dana, like the Nicole and Vicky, did extensive research on labor and birth. She knew
about the benefits of doula care and decided to hire one. However, due to unexpected
circumstances, she did not end up having a doula.
All three mothers who did not have doula-attended births had desired births with
minimal interventions and they had researched ways to avoid these interventions. These
women also had high levels of education. Nicole had recently taken a leave from a Ph.D.
program, Vicky had her doctorate, and Dana had a master’s degree. They paid particular
attention to scientific evidence and all three said that it was “very important” to their birth
choices. All three of these women emphasized that they did extensive research on their
own. They also emphasized the fact that they had read scientific evidence about doulas’
important contribution to mothers’ experiences and outcomes, but that they did not have
doulas themselves due to individual factors. This particular attention to evidence-based
medicine suggests that natural-minded mothers emphasize the scientific facts even more
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strongly than mothers who simply wanted support through the labor and delivery process.
Doulas fit within this natural birth model, but these women had particular conviction that
they could be their own advocates.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I explained how scientific evidence serves as a source of both
authoritative and alternative knowledge that doulas use to legitimate their work. Survey,
website, and interview data all suggest that scientific evidence was not doulas’ primary
source of knowledge about their approach to birth, but that it did serve an important
purpose. Scientific evidence serves as a marker of expertise depending on the context.
Doulas’ beliefs about birth follow a less-traditional medical model, but one that they feel
is based in scientific evidence. At the same time, doulas argue that this scientific evidence
is important for legitimating their role to the medical community because as a group that
is not considered a profession like physicians are, doulas rely on statistics and scientific
evidence to diminish potential distrust in their credibility. Among clients, scientific
evidence served as an important impetus for questioning standard medical birth. For
those who felt that giving birth the way they wanted to (typically meaning with minimal
interventions) would be challenging under an obstetrician’s care, they hired a doula to
help them achieve their own goals. Both doulas and mothers were knowledgeable of the
evidence supporting the midwifery model of care, and they emphasized this evidence to
justify their less medical perspectives.
An important part of understanding doulas and scientific evidence rests in the
privileged associated with alternative knowledge. Those who hire doulas not only have
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the financial resources to afford a private service, but they also hold a specialized form of
knowledge. This knowledge about natural birth and alternative laboring methods largely
comes from independent reading and research, skills restricted to those with at least some
level of higher education. Of the mothers I interviewed, 88% had a college degree or a
post-graduate degree. Although education is often correlated with a higher income and
thus the financial ability to afford a doula, I also argue that this higher level of education
is correlated with greater access to various knowledge sources about birth.
Research from the sociology of knowledge indicates that privileged individuals
have primary access to new knowledge. Doulas have a privileged form of knowledge that
has yet to reach most practitioners, although the ACOG report suggests an emerging
understanding of the important role that doulas can play in standard medical practice.
Likewise, mothers who hire doulas understand the potential problems with obstetric care,
the positive benefits of doulas, and how to access doula services. As discussed in Chapter
2, although 27% of mothers surveyed in 2012 said that they would have liked to have
hired a doula, only 6% of mothers actually did. My findings presented in this chapter
suggest that although finances may be a substantial reason for this inaccessibility,
knowledge remains restricted as well. In the case of mothers, the restriction may not be
regarding knowledge of what doulas are, but a restriction on the world of knowledge
associated with alternative medicine. Mothers I interviewed spoke more about what they
read as informing their alternative decisions overall. For these mothers, alternative
knowledge plays a crucial role in their decision to hire a doula.
Scientific evidence plays an important role in how doulas understand and market
their services. As peripheral members of the birth knowledge team, doulas trust in
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numbers to justify their alternative approach. Mothers also use evidence to justify an
alternative perspective on birth, yet it is those with greater privilege in the first place who
have the resources to synthesize this knowledge. This supports the argument that that it is
not the knowledge itself that gives privilege, but who uses and accepts it. When those in
authority accept the scientific evidence supporting doula care (as suggested in the ACOG
example), then alternative approaches that include doula support will likely become a
more legitimate.
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CHAPTER 6: FEMINISM AS A SOURCE OF ALTERNATIVE KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT DOULA WORK

Introduction
In the previous chapter, I showed how doulas use scientific evidence to legitimate
their role to members of the medical community, and to clients. Using survey data,
content analysis, and interviews with doulas and mothers, I demonstrated how scientific
evidence (or, “evidence-based medicine”) played a significant role in how doulas both
establish themselves within the medical community, and distinguish themselves from
medical clinicians whom doulas believe are less informed, or in some cases unable to
follow the best practices as determined by the latest research. Doulas use scientific
evidence to legitimate their alternative knowledge base.
In this chapter, I present findings about the use of feminism as an alternative
source of knowledge that also legitimates doula work. Medical clinicians and mothers
likely accept that certification is a source of legitimacy, and in many cases, they also
accept scientific evidence as a legitimate source of knowledge in the birth field.
However, feminism serves as an alternative basis of knowledge that physicians and
mothers may be less likely to accept. Authoritative knowledge sources relate specifically
to medical expertise and expertise that fits within the goals of medical clinicians.
Feminist ideology has little relevance to physicians attending births, and thus it serves as
an alternative basis of knowledge largely marginalized by medicine.
Value systems are an important part of the knowledge field regarding birth.
Whereas medicine is the accepted form of authoritative knowledge, personal values (such
as feminism) play a contributory role. Feminism is a value that doulas may espouse
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because these doulas approach their role as supporters of women in need of the courage
to voice their desires over their own birthing bodies. Gender cannot be divorced from
birth; it is an experience unique to women. Because modern obstetrics was established
and has been traditionally dominated by men, scholars argue that women have lost power
over their bodies during obstetric birth (Davis-Floyd 2001; Rothman 1982). Doulas play
a special role in their dedication to helping women regain agency over their labor and
delivery. Thus, feminism may serve as an alternative basis for knowledge about birth, but
it could be especially important to mothers looking for a more active voice during their
birth. Doulas focus on giving mothers this voice.
People understand and accept feminism in various ways. While some personally
identify and label themselves feminists, others may value principles of feminism while
rejecting the label (Giffort 2011). As explained in Chapter 2, “feminism” is generally
aimed at eliminating sexism. Some may believe in eliminating sexism (specifically in
certain contexts such as wage inequality), but may not identify themselves as feminists.
People interpret feminism differently, and may subsequently resist the feminist label
while espousing some of the feminist principles.
As I explain in this chapter, doulas and mothers were more likely to support
“empowerment of women” than feminism. In this way, feminism manifests itself in birth
through a focus on empowering women in labor. Doulas and mothers may use the term,
“empower” more than the term, “feminist,” but they use both in their discussion of
eliminating inequalities in birth in particular. Recognition of the ways in which women
become disempowered through obstetric birth is what often leads doulas to become
doulas. Mothers who have researched alternative knowledge sources on birth see
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obstetric care as a form of masculine control over women’s bodies. For this chapter, I
focus on the question: How does feminism, as an alternative source of knowledge, inform
doula work and the use of doula services?
To answer this question, I utilize findings from the Maternity Support Survey and
interviews that I conducted with doulas and with mothers. I do not include content
analysis in this chapter. This is because there were no codes for feminism or feminist
language present on the doulas sites I used. While doulas sites discussed helping or
supporting women, this language did not suggest specifically feminist values. Thus, the
majority of this chapter focuses on the in-depth interviews, which show how both doulas
and mothers support doula work through a lens of empowerment of women.

Feminism: A Review
In Chapter 2, I explained how feminism has evolved from a focused social
movement to a more variable definition. Accordingly, many refuse to identify as
feminists, even if they agree with many of the general principles, such as wage equality,
equal treatment in the workplace, and/or reproductive rights (Aronson 2003; Duncan
2010; Giffort 2011). This contributes to the argument that third-wave feminism gives
women more space to choose a definition of feminism, and to personally accept or resist
the label. Overall, feminist values exist along a spectrum, with individuals accepting
principles that fit with their own goals and understanding.
Birth is a feminist issue (Rothman 1982). Conventional obstetric medicine gives
physicians authority over women’s bodies during labor and birth. Physicians focus
primarily on healthy medical outcomes, with less attention to the personal desires and
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experiences of the mother. Doulas provide individualized support to women and help
them voice their own desires for their birth (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012;
Meltzer 2004; Morton and Clift 2014). In this way, doulas help women regain the power
lost in the obstetric setting (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). Doulas exhibit feminist principles
through empowering women in birth.
Much of the scholarship on feminism and reproduction focuses on abortion rights,
but labor and delivery are important considerations in reproductive justice as well.
Whereas reproductive rights focuses on legalizing abortion and fighting against laws that
hinder women’s option to prevent or terminate their pregnancy, reproductive justice also
includes the legal right for anyone to choose to have a child, and to choose how they birth
and raise their child (Luna and Luker 2013; Ross 2006). Feminist principles of equality
and choice apply to birth as well as to contraception and abortion access. Doulas serve an
important purpose in reproductive justice. By supporting women to have an empowering
birth experience, doulas help them challenge the absolute authority in obstetric medicine,
and bring some of the power back to the birthing woman (Morton and Clift 2014). As I
describe in this chapter, feminist principles provide an alternative belief system that
supports doula work for the purpose of empowering women in birth.

The Role of Feminism: Results from the Maternity Support Survey
For this section, I reveal descriptive results from the survey question regarding the
source of doulas’ views about childbirth. I present descriptive statistics showing the
importance of feminism and empowerment among other sources of knowledge that
influence doulas’ views.
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Descriptive Results on Sources of Views about Childbirth
Once again, I present the findings from Question 24 of the Maternity Support
Survey. Here, I highlight the frequencies pertaining to feminism and empowerment, the
source of knowledge on which I focus this chapter. Table 3 reveals the frequencies for
responses to each of the given categories provided in response to the statement, “My
views about childbirth come primarily from”:
Table 3: Sources of Views About Childbirth
My views about childbirth come primarily
from…
My scientific knowledge
My professional training
My beliefs about Western medicine
My positive experiences with my own
birth(s)
My negative experiences with my own
birth(s)
My family’s/friends’ influence
My on-the-job experiences and training
My observation of professional mentors
My desire to empower women
My exposure to feminism/Women’s
Studies
My activism in my community
My religious beliefs
My spiritual beliefs
My beliefs about the mind-body
connection
I’ve always been interested in birth
Other

Number of respondents (N=1320)
391 (29.6%)
685 (51.9%)
109 (8.3%)
563 (42.7%)
142 (10.8%)
44 (3.3%)
595 (45.1%)
91 (6.9%)
482 (36.5%)
57 (4.3%)
32 (2.4%)
47 (3.6%)
72 (5.5%)
382 (29%)
267 (20.2%)
29 (2.2%)

The results from the survey reveal that the desire to empower women plays a
larger role than scientific evidence in doulas’ views about birth. At the same time,
empowerment is less influential than professional training, on-the-job experiences and
training, and positive experiences with the doula’s own births. These findings suggest
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that more professional forms of knowledge play a more important role in how doulas
view birth in the United States. At the same time, alternative knowledge systems do
influence doulas’ views. Here, empowering women was an important source of birth
perspectives for more than one third of doulas surveyed.
The table above reveals an important point about feminism. According to the
survey, 4.3% of doulas said that their beliefs come primarily from their exposure to
feminism. On the other hand, 36.5% said that their beliefs about birth come primarily
from their desire to empower women. A much higher percentage of doulas answered that
empowerment influences their views than answered that feminism does. In the next
section, I discuss how interviews with doulas compared to the survey data. I found that
when asked about feminist views, doulas tended to frame their beliefs in terms of
“empowerment” more than feminism itself. As I discuss later in the chapter, doulas
hesitated to identify with the term “feminist.” However, doulas who rejected the feminist
label did express feminist principles, especially within the context of birth. Regardless of
feminist identity, doulas value empowerment of women as an important source of
knowledge about birth.

Feminism, Empowerment, and Doula Work: Results from Interviews with Doulas
Feminism as Empowerment
It is difficult to say from my interviews which doulas were truly feminists. While
I received clear yes or no answers when I asked doulas if they identified as feminists, as I
will show below, several doulas who did not identify as feminists simultaneously
expressed support for feminist principles such as gender equality and reproductive rights.
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All of the doulas I interviewed supported women making their own choices in their
births. Above all, doulas prioritized helping women feel empowered.
For doulas I interviewed, feminist identity was less important than other
knowledge sources regarding birth (as described in previous chapters). Among the
twenty-five doulas I interviewed, 40% (ten) identified as feminist, and 60% (fifteen) did
not. More doulas identified as non-feminist than identified as feminist. Of those who did
not consider themselves feminist, 40% (six doulas) simply said, “no,” when asked if they
identified as feminist. However, 60% (nine doulas) discussed their views more
extensively. Those who did not elaborate on their “no” answers responded like Betsy,
who said, “No. I don’t think so… [it’s] not a big deal.” Overall, doulas were more likely
to resist a feminist label.
Despite contention over the feminist label, most doulas I interviewed espoused
feminist principles, including beliefs in equality between men and women, and
specifically, the need to empower women in birth. For doulas who did not specifically
identify as feminist, they still expressed a strong belief in empowering women to make
their own decisions regarding birth. These beliefs support a contingent feminist identity,
described by Giffort (2011) as, “I am a feminist, but…” (p. 573). Some doulas may not
have accepted the label, but they defended their position as feminists as based on
principles of equal treatment and pay, and belief that women should have choices when it
comes to their own labor and delivery.
Many of the doulas I interviewed struggled with describing their feminist identity.
For doulas who said that they did not identify as feminists, they still expressed belief in
feminist principles. For example, Melissa said:
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I think feminism is kind of a sensationalist movement. When you get
down to the pit of the matter, the belief is- okay, I guess you can call it
feminism because it’s female empowerment and standing up for women’s
rights. I am a pro-choice doula, which not all doulas are. I do advertise
that I’m willing to attend abortions and other procedures with clients
which puts me into the category of full spectrum doulas, which not all
doulas are. Feminism- I don’t know. I guess I would qualify as a feminist
because I want women to have choices but I don’t identify as a feminist or
believe myself to be a part of the feminist movement, I guess.
Doulas like Melissa struggled during the interview with defining themselves as
feminists or not. Even though Melissa said that she was not a feminist (and thus was
included in the 60% above), she expressed agreement with several tenets of conventional
liberal feminism, including reproductive rights and choice (Alstott 2004). Doulas I
interviewed may have expressed general beliefs about equal rights, but many were
resistant to the idea of joining a movement or espousing a particular label.
In the Maternity Support Survey, 4.3% of doulas surveyed said that their beliefs
come primarily from their exposure to feminism. On the other hand, 36.5% said that their
beliefs about birth come primarily from their desire to empower women. Among all
doulas surveyed, their desire to empower women was the fourth most important factor
influencing their views on birth. Thus, although some doulas had strong beliefs about
feminism, many more believed that empowerment affected their beliefs.
Similarly, doulas I interviewed preferred to talk about feminism in terms of
supporting and empowering women. As I will detail in the following section, most doulas
framed their feminist views in terms of the empowerment that they offer women. While
feminism may or may not play a role in their views toward doula work, empowerment
serves as one way to legitimate the service that doulas provide, and as I discuss later in
the chapter, this empowerment is especially important to mothers seeking doula support.
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Feminism in Doula Work
In my interviews, doulas frequently discussed empowerment in the context of
supporting birth. Of the twenty-five doulas I interviewed, 32% (eight) said that they
believed in “empowering women.” Rather than discuss feminism itself, these doulas said
that they are feminists because they believe in empowering women during labor; they
believe in the empowerment of women as a solution to gender inequality in obstetric
birth.
Sally explained:
I don’t want to overuse the word disempowered, but disempowered by the
process [of labor and delivery] and sort of helpless and like they didn’t
have a voice and like the birth experience was really really awful for them
and that could have been avoided, you know? So I guess I come at it as a
feminist just for the desire to give women more agency in that situation
and allow them to have an experience that they’re happy with and proud
of and that they can feel good about.
For doulas like Sally, feminism represents empowerment. As Sally explained, in the
context of birth, women may lose some of their power over their body. In hospital births
in particular, mothers rely on medical clinicians to manage their labor and birth and to
make recommendations for the best course of action. Doulas who connected feminism
with empowerment believed that a good birth experience would allow women to take
back some of the power lost in hierarchical obstetric birth.
Like Sally, Joni saw feminism as a way of giving women power over their own
bodies during birth. By empowering women, doulas believe that they help women feel
that they are doing something very important and that they can and should have control
over their own bodies during birth. Joni, who identified as a feminist, said:
A lot of times in society it’s- we don’t get a voice. Especially when you’re
married. Your voice tends to be this part of the rung and your husband’s is
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up here. That’s just how society is-still is… You have to let the woman
take the role. This is her body, her birth…yes it’s your baby, but she’s the
one going through this so you really have to defer to her. I think that in
itself gives women power. It’s one time in life that it is what she says and
it is how she gets through it. I can’t tell you, I would say more often than
not the woman will say ‘I feel like I can do anything because I did this.’
So yeah, it does give her that empowerment.
Joni explained that men and women are on different rungs of the status hierarchy
in American society. Joni identified as a feminist, and to her this primarily meant
empowering women to take charge of their births and feel like they have the lead role,
particularly in comparison to their husbands. In this way, she encourages women to
challenge the established gender order. Joni sees birth as reflecting other contexts in
society, where men take charge and women follow. Joni challenges this accepted order,
and emphasizes an alternative viewpoint wherein the woman’s decisions about her birth
and her body come first.
In a similar vein, Darlene explained that in the shift from home to hospital birth,
obstetricians (all of whom were men) took the primary role in managing birth (Starr
1982). When asked if she identified as a feminist, Darlene drew a link between feminism
and returning power to birthing women. She said:
There was this shift in our country where we had women having babies in
their home with other women who had done it or were their grandmother
or whatever…So I think when we had that shift [to the hospital] and men
are now managing this woman thing that only we get, I think that’s when
the disrespect issues started and people were losing the power to control
their own bodies. Women are looked more like these baby vessels that we
just extract babies out of. When I think about it that way I think I have this
very feminist attitude, like ‘No, no, no, no.’ We need to change this. We
need to take the pregnant woman and put her on this pedestal and help her
and make her feel peaceful and secure, and ‘Can I help you? Are you
feeling tired?’ When she gives birth she should be the goddess of the
room.
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As Darlene explained, modern medicine resulted in a power shift that robbed women of
agency over their labor and birth. For Darlene, feminism means empowering women to
take back this control and receive the respect of a “goddess” rather than a “baby vessel.”
The role of a doula is to support women through labor and birth. As discussed in
previous chapters, doulas tend to subscribe to alternative knowledge systems. Whereas
medical clinicians focus primarily on a healthy outcome for mom and baby, doulas
emphasize the positive personal experience of labor and birth (Hansard 2012). According
to Connie, “I think that’s what really makes the difference in their birth is not so much,
‘Did they get the birth that they wanted?’ But, ‘Did they feel like they were making the
decisions?’ And not somebody else was doing this to them.” By empowering women,
doulas aim to give women an equal voice in their own birth.
For doulas, feminism comes in the form of empowering women. With this focus
comes less allegiance to medical authority over routine birth, and greater reliance on
alternative forms of knowledge. This chapter focuses on the importance of feminist views
in doulas’ perspectives on birth. From my interviews with doulas, “empowerment” plays
a stronger role than a feminist social identity in terms of how doulas see their role and
what they offer laboring women. Doulas aim to empower women to help them gain an
equal voice in their own birth. This desire to eliminate sexism in processes surrounding
birth shows how doulas apply feminist principles to the work that they do. Similarly, in
the next section, I discuss how feminism influenced mothers’ decisions to develop
alternative plans that allow them to exert control over their own births.
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How Feminist Principles Informed Mothers’ Birth Views
As I described in Chapter 3, mothers I interviewed were overall highly educated.
The mothers in my sample did extensive research on labor and birth and they espoused
alternative views largely based on their own investigation (see Chapter 5). As I show
below, the majority of mothers identified as feminists, often discussing research on
gender inequality. However, as was the case with doulas, mothers who did not identify
with the feminist label still espoused feminist principles, especially in the context of
birth.
For mothers in this study, feminism as well as feminist principles appeared to
influence their viewpoints. Among the mothers I interviewed, 60% (fifteen out of twentyfive) said that they identify as feminist, whereas 40% (ten out of these twenty-five) said
that they do not. These percentages are the opposite of those for doulas I interviewed.
Overall, mothers were more likely to explicitly identify as feminists and to say that
feminism itself played an important role in their birth choices, including their decision to
hire a doula. In this section, I focus on how feminism and feminist principles of
empowerment influenced mothers’ alternative perspectives on birth.
Feminism played an important role in many mothers’ perspectives on pregnancy
and birth. Although many obstetricians are women, as described in Chapter 2, men
developed the obstetric specialty. Despite the presence of women in the profession,
obstetrics remains systematically masculine. Among the self-identified feminists in my
sample, 33% (five out of fifteen) discussed men’s control over birth, and how modern
medicine controls women’s bodies. For them, feminism is reflected in their opposition to
patriarchy, particularly in the context of childbirth.
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Nicole, who did not hire a doula but chose to birth at home with two midwives,
said:
I definitely think medicine has some really good things about it. I use it
when I need it but I also think it’s a very good example of the patriarchy at
work and I think-especially in birth…something that was once a womancentered, woman-empowering act has become a ‘lie back on the table,
spread your legs, and have a man pull your baby out of you’ act. I
definitely think there are a lot of overlaps between feminism and birth
and…yeah I definitely don’t want someone telling me what to do just
because they’re wearing a white coat. I don’t like the insinuation that most
people give that some person in the room who has known you for maybe
the nine months of your pregnancy cares more about the outcome of your
baby than you do… I don’t think you need a bunch of people treating you
like a child.
Nicole chose not to have a doula because she felt well supported with the
midwives she hired. Also, Nicole felt that by giving birth at home, she would have
greater agency over her labor. However, Nicole was very supportive of doulas, and she
felt that they offered an important service to women who birthed in hospitals.
When asked if she identified as a feminist, Nicole said that she did identify this
way and that it largely framed the way that she viewed medicine and obstetricians. In the
quote above, she explains how a once “woman-empowering act” has turned to patriarchy
through men telling women what to do and treating women like children. For mothers
like Nicole, feminist beliefs strongly shaped their views of medicine as a system that men
dominate. Feminist mothers like Nicole looked for support outside of the authoritative
medical system.
Like Nicole, Melody believed that in the context of hospital birth, men manage
labor and birth. Melody, who did have a doula, said:
I think most everyone I know who has a doula identifies that same way to
some extent or the other. Definitely when I saw the movie The Business of
Being Born there was a big ring to it about how doctors are men, they
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want women on their backs for their convenience, and just positionally
birth has changed. I mean that’s a factor in feeling like ‘My body was
meant to do this and built for this and I don’t need to be on my back’ That
definitely has feminism, you know, undertones for sure.
Melody explains that doctors who are men direct women to labor on their backs
because this position makes it most convenient for doctors to observe and manage the
progress of labor (Davis-Floyd et al. 2009). This is a standard practice in obstetrics,
regardless of the gender of the medical provider. Obstetricians who are women continue
the practice that men in the field established. However, Melody does not believe that this
position works best, or is in the best interests of laboring women. She sees her
perspectives as unfairly given less authority.
Jacquelynn, who hired a doula to support her through her second birth, said:
I do identify as a feminist and I- that was what struck me when I learned
about midwifery in the first place. One of my senior art history projects
was on a feminist piece from the ‘70s called ‘The Birth Project’… The
artist was talking about how a lot of women’s birth experience had been
stolen from them because of the way they’ve been treated by the system. I
do see it as a feminist issue because I feel like if men gave birth they
wouldn’t be patted on the head, like with my first labor. Even with the
induction, I was like ‘No, I don’t want to have an epidural. I want to try to
get through this.’ The nurse patted me on the arm, talked to the
anesthesiologist and said ‘She’s going to try to do natural.’ I don’t feel like
that would be- happen if it were a male in that situation…I feel like it’s a
disservice that women aren’t afforded the opportunity to believe in their
body. I feel like it’s a societal shortcoming and product.
Jacquelynn not only believed that men control birth, but that they control women
specifically. She argues that if men gave birth, then they would not experience the same
condescending treatment that women like her often receive. In her example, nurses (who
are often women) also took part in parental “patting” and not taking the mother’s birth
plan seriously. Thus, although men dominate the highest-ranking positions in most
hospitals, both men and women in the hospital manage mothers’ births for them. Mothers
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like Jacquelynn see hospitals as places in which the system causes men to control
women. This alternative view of medicine plays an important role in how mothers plan
their births.
Fewer mothers identified as non-feminists, but like doulas, mothers who said they
were not feminists did express feminist ideals in their discussion of their views. Like
doulas, mothers who did not identify as feminist struggled with the label, being careful to
distinguish themselves from negative social portrayals, but at the same time
acknowledging that they do hold some beliefs about equality and personal empowerment.
When I asked Katherine if she identifies as a feminist, she said:
I don’t typically use that word to describe myself, but I probably am
somewhat of a feminist. Probably in a broad way, depending on how
someone defines feminism. It might influence it, in terms of feeling likeas women, like, we’re- our bodies are designed to give birth and we have
that power. We’re empowered to do it. In that sense, yes, I have that
feeling about it. This is something that women’s bodies are designed to do.
I can do it. I have the ability to do it without being medicated. We’ve been
doing this for thousands and thousands of years. <laughs> This is what we
do!
Katherine and other mothers who did not explicitly identify as feminists
simultaneously expressed feminist tenets particularly in the context of birth. Katherine
may not use the feminist label to describe herself, but for her, empowerment is an
important part of the birth process. She believes that women uniquely give birth and that
physicians should let them have the power to do so without oversight and control.
Regardless of feminist identity, gender equality plays an important role in how mothers
view birth. For the mothers I interviewed, they largely believe that women should have
control over their own bodies and not have to submit authority to physicians who are men
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especially. They see birth as a space for women to reclaim power over their bodies and to
make decisions that they feel are in their own best interests.

How Feminist Principles Informed Mothers’ Decision to Hire a Doula
Feminist principles also influence mothers’ decision to hire a doula to support
them during labor and birth. Out of the fifteen mothers who identified as feminists, 53%
(eight) explicitly said that feminism influenced their decision to hire a doula. Yet, for all
of the mothers I interviewed, they felt that doulas offered support that they could not
receive from the medical system. Rather than adhering to the authoritative knowledge of
obstetricians, many mothers argued that modern medicine robs them of agency over their
labor and delivery and that they need extra help to maintain their personal control. In
addition to having alternative views about birth, mothers applied their perspectives
toward creating alternative birth plans that included doula support. Mothers’ subscription
to an alternative knowledge base played a significant role in their decision to hire a doula
to support and empower them through labor.
When I asked Laura if she identified as a feminist and if it influenced her decision
to hire a doula, she said:
Yes to both of those. I remember when one of my sisters was past her due
date with her daughter and she was trying to get labor started and she was
listening to, “I am Woman Hear me Roar.” That song from the 70s. I
always think about that. Women know that deep within us we can have
these babies without men interfering with all of their medicine and knives.
Doulas help make that possible.
Laura believed that women have a power within them. Based on these beliefs, she
hired a doula to support her through her labor because she believed that doulas help
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women believe that they can have their babies “without men interfering.” Similar to this,
Naomi responded:
I would say yes, I identify that way and yes, I think it was part of that. I
think that women should be helping women birth babies. I don’t say that
to many people because I don’t think that’s a popular idea right now. It’s
to include the men. But I don’t think it’s their place, honestly. If they want
to be in there it’s okay but I think it’s for women. I’ve always felt really
strongly about women’s rights and especially their reproductive rights in
general. My minor in college was Women’s Studies/Health Studies… it’s
one of the few things that I would really get in a fight with somebody
about. We have broken the sanctity of that woman relationship and how it
builds in a birthing place.
Naomi saw birth as strictly “for women.” She felt very strongly about women’s
rights and applied this belief to creating a birth plan that included doula support.
According to Naomi, the sanctity of relationships between women helps mothers deliver
their babies, regardless of whether men are present or not. Here, birth is unique to
women, and gender cannot be neutralized. Doulas do not support families as much as
they support women in particular. It is this empowering woman-to-woman support that
appeals to mothers like Naomi.
Nina agrees, stating that doulas provide a unique form of support to women in
particular. She said:
I believe that as a doula you are supporting and empowering women to do
what they were born to do, what they can do, and what they’ve been
strayed away from and what they’ve been scared away from or frightened
away from. I do believe that as women we are amazing. We are strong and
we can do anything we set our minds to. Birthing is one of the things that
we’ve been able to do for millions of years and just doctors aren’t the
superstars in birth. I think the birthing mom is and definitely a doula is
there to show you and to empower you and talk to you during those hard
moments when you don’t feel so strong. So definitely, the way a death
encourages you and empowers you and reminds you that you have the
power to do everything that you set your mind to do, everything that you
outlined before you were actually in pain. So they are definitely a great
reminder or what you are capable of.
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Nina argued that doula support empowers women to accomplish their own goals
for their birth. Like Laura and Naomi, Nina believed that doulas provided a unique
service to women in that doulas remind women of their own power and that mothers are
in charge of their births, rather than the (male) obstetricians. This perspective led them to
desire a more empowering birth experience and to hire a doula in order to help them meet
this goal. This reflects a subscription to an alternative body of knowledge that mothers
seek out in order to have the birth that they want.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I explored how doulas use feminism to legitimate their role from
an alternative knowledge base. Doulas use feminist principles to frame their role as
crucial for helping improve birth for women. Giving birth is an experience that is unique
to women. The medical model of birth puts women at the mercy of physician authority.
Regardless of the gender of the physician, because men established obstetric practice,
professionals in the field adhere to patriarchal forms of treatment. Through adherence to
typical hospital protocol, physicians make the decisions regarding women’s labor for
them, focusing more on mechanical outcomes and less on women’s preferences and
personal experiences. The role of the medical system is firstly to deliver a healthy baby to
a healthy mother. Doulas, in complement to this, focus on supporting women and helping
them assert agency over their own bodies. Thus, the doula role is grounded in an
alternative basis of knowledge. Doulas offer an alternative approach based on supporting
women to have a more personal connection with the labor and delivery, and empowering
women to assert themselves during the process.
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In both the survey and my interviews with doulas, more doulas said that their
views about birth came from a desire to empower women than reported that their views
came from feminist beliefs. Regardless of their identification with the feminist label, the
doulas I interviewed expressed belief in feminist principles, especially as they apply to
labor and birth. The doulas had strong beliefs about the dominance of men in medicine
and the need for women to have a voice to make their own choices in their births.
Although mothers more readily adopted a feminist label, they espoused similar
sentiments of empowerment of women than doulas did. This highly educated group of
mothers had substantial knowledge about feminism and the medical model of care, which
convinced them to pursue an alternative birth plan. Doulas’ alternative knowledge basis
appealed to mothers who already had feminist views. This suggests that doulas may be
particularly appealing to mothers who have alternative views of birth.
Feminism provides an alternative belief system that supports doula work. All of
the doulas and all of the mothers whom I interviewed had alternative perspectives on
birth. For both doulas and mothers, beliefs about giving power to women shape their
views about birth as a potentially empowering experience. For this population, alternative
systems of knowledge had an important impact on their birth views and decisions.
Through providing individualized support, doulas can help women regain the power lost
in the masculine medical model of birth.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
In entering the field of knowledge, one also enters a field of power. In the
knowledge field of birth in the United States, obstetricians have primary authority over
all other types of experts. Obstetricians lay claim to this authority not because of their
superior knowledge of what exists, but because of a historical shift in authority over the
body and illness (Foucault 1973; Starr 1982). In the 1800s, physicians developed new
jurisdictions for laying claim to expertise over the body (Abbott 1988); one of these
jurisdictions was birth, a previously woman-centered domain centered in the home
(Wertz and Wertz [1977] 1989). In the shift to hospital birth, physicians (nearly all of
whom were men) claimed authority over the body, seeing it as an object prone to sickness
and pathology that only those with medical training could cure (Foucault 1973). Through
this objectification, physicians could claim power over those with less technical
expertise. Although this system of power holds in the current era of medicine, recent
shifts suggest a space for a re-emergence of woman-centered birth (Morton and Clift
2014).
Physicians maintain authority over the body through the power of their position,
yet recent changes in medicine suggest a shift that opens the doors for new and
alternative approaches to health and healing. Medical sociologists argue that physicians’
power may be diminishing for several reasons. These include: the rise of managed care,
the increasing costs of medicine and medical care, and the increasing popularity of
alternative medicine (Barker 2008; Timmermans and Oh 2010). In the twenty-first
century, the public has grown increasingly skeptical of medicine and taken greater
interest in alternative approaches (Stussman et al. 2015). In the birth field, those with
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alternative approaches to labor may have an opportunity to have their knowledge
recognized.
Research shows that there are tremendous benefits associated with doula support
during labor and birth. Doulas offer specialized support missing from obstetric care. As
mentioned previously in this dissertation, research shows that women who have doula
support report better physical and mental health outcomes (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus
2012). Despite the established benefits of their service, doula care remains restricted to
those with the resources to conduct their own research and to hire an individual labor
support person. Although doulas have important knowledge to contribute to the birth
field, they remain marginalized because of their non-medical and non-authoritative forms
of knowledge.
Expertise comes in a variety of forms (Collins and Evans 2002). Both
authoritative and alternative knowledge contribute specialized forms of knowledge to a
field. My research suggests that specialization alone does not make doulas recognized
experts in the field of labor support. Recognition matters for legitimating doula work.
Doulas must frame their expertise in a way that appeals both to those they wish to serve
and to those with the authority to grant doulas access to potential clientele.
In this final chapter, I review the findings from my research and suggest
implications and areas for future research. The theories discussed in this dissertation are
important for understanding the power plays within medicine. At the same time, I also
focus on the practical implications of this research for the future of maternity care. With
recent change in medicine (including the Affordable Care Act), policy makers, health
workers, and the public have placed greater priority on medicine and medical care than
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ever before. It is imperative to look at ways in which research can inform policy and
members of society seeking better solutions to health care. Doulas offer an important
service largely missing from conventional medical care. With better integration, doulas
have the potential to improve the physical and mental health outcomes of any and all
women in want of their care.

Summary of Findings
Certification
Certification is an important topic in doula work. Scholarship on professions
argues that certification serves as a sign of professionalism. Because doulas occupy the
peripheral domain of expertise, markers of professionalism may allow doulas to gain
recognition from those with authoritative knowledge. My results in Chapter 4 indicate
that the majority of doulas value certification as a marker of professionalism, an
important part of learning how to support women, and a way of gaining recognition. This
recognition mattered especially for appealing to medical clinicians. My interviews with
mothers indicate that mothers care less about certification than doulas do. Although both
doulas and mothers value work experience more than certification, doulas place greater
emphasis on the importance of certification. My interviews with doulas suggest that
certification is particularly important for legitimating their role to physicians and to
nurses. By obtaining their certification through a well-known organization, doulas
demonstrate their expertise in a way likely to gain the approval of those with medical
authority.
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Norman and Rothman (2007) argue that through working within the medical
system, doulas can appropriate their alternative knowledge. In my interviews, 80% of
doulas argued that certification would create a standard whereby medical clinicians
would be more likely to welcome doula care as a legitimate part of labor and delivery.
These doulas agreed that working alongside the medical team and not overstepping the
boundaries of their support role would help doulas become more accepted. Even though
certifying organizations have existed since the early 1990s, views on certification among
doulas have remained divided (Norman and Rothman 2007). A small percentage of my
interview sample resisted certification, believing that doulas would not achieve expert
status by working within the medical system. These doulas argued that certification does
not matter to clients, and that medical clinicians have little awareness of doulas’ role.
These beliefs reveal the division that persists between certified and uncertified doulas
(Norman and Rothman 2007). However, my research suggests that certification plays an
important role in legitimating alternative knowledge to medical clinicians.
While many physicians do not interact with doulas, those who do may have
negative views of doulas based on their experiences with rogue doulas. Certified doulas
have training in how to fulfill a purely supportive role within a medical environment.
Therefore, clinicians may be more likely to have positive interactions with certified
doulas because these doulas refer clients to physicians’ authority on medical decisions.
Also, doulas must obtain providers’ approval while they are training. This suggests that
physicians who do have awareness of doula certification may recognize the expertise of
those who are certified.
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Overall, certification appears to matter more than specialization alone for
legitimating doula expertise. Doula work exists on the periphery of expertise, but through
recognition from those at the core (physicians), doulas may have more flexibility to be
considered experts. While doulas have an entirely different skillset than other members of
the birth field do, through recognition for those in authority, doulas can be regarded as
those with contributory rather than contradictory expertise. Certification serves an an
important source of knowledge for legitimating the doula role in a field that could benefit
from the unique expertise of a labor support person.

Scientific Evidence
Scientific evidence, or “evidence-based medicine” serves an important role in
legitimating doula work; it serves as both as an authoritative and an alternative source of
knowledge. As an authoritative source of knowledge, scientific evidence from medical
research shows physicians and nurses that doula support can help improve labor and
delivery. Scientific evidence conducted by and targeted at a medical audience is more
likely to serve as an accepted knowledge source by those in authority (Ioannidis 2008).
On the other hand, scientific evidence can also serve as an alternative source of
knowledge when used in a way that supports a less medical approach. Doulas surveyed
considered research an important source of knowledge regarding their views on birth. At
the same time, the types of research that they read came from an alternative base. When
doulas cite “evidence-based medicine” to justify non-medical methods of managing labor
and delivery, they challenge the authority of conventional medical practice. In my
interviews with doulas, I found that they use scientific research to support an alternative
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knowledge base. My interviews with mothers suggest that this alternative base appeals to
particular types of clients. The mothers I interviewed conducted extensive research on
birth from an alternative, less medical, perspective. They sought doula support based on
research showing how doula care can help mothers have a less medical birth, which was
an important goal for the mothers I interviewed. Thus, doulas use scientific evidence to
attempt to enter the core, medical realm of knowledge about birth while at the same time
remain part of the periphery of the childbirth knowledge system.
Scientific evidence supports the use of doula care for having shorter labor, fewer
medical interventions (such as cesarean delivery), and an overall more satisfying birth
experience (Klaus, Kennell, and Klaus [1993] 2012). Despite the evidence supporting
doulas and less medical oversight of birth, social status has tremendous influence over
what constitutes legitimate knowledge (Leahey 2002). Research that challenges the
authority of physicians and established hospital protocol does not receive the same
acknowledgement as research supporting the system. Because doulas are inherently
challenging established obstetric practice, they must make a stronger and more rigorous
scientific case for their work. What the public understands as scientific evidence is
affected by the social status of the scientists and their press. Therefore, in order to appeal
to those at the core realm of expertise, the scientific benefits of doula support must be
packaged through a medically-accepted context, such as the 2014 report from American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
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Feminism
The findings from Chapter 6 reveal that for many women, feminism serves as an
alternative source of knowledge that legitimates doula work to those coming from a
different perspective. Doulas and mothers I interviewed believe that obstetrics as a
system robs women of agency over their own birthing bodies. In an attempt to regain the
power lost, women with knowledge of and access to alternatives seek out individualized
plans that challenge conventional medicalized birth. Doulas surveyed as well as those I
interviewed emphasized empowerment of women as playing an important part in their
birth views. For the mothers I interviewed, explicit feminism as well as feminist
principles in the context of birth influenced their decision to make an alternative birth
plan that included doula support. Both doulas and mothers appear to have egalitarian
perspectives on gender and maternity care especially, leading them to challenge the
system through seeking out a less medical and more woman-centered route to delivery.
A commitment to empowering women in birth leads many doulas to become
doulas. Doulas aim to challenge the masculine authority of the medical system through
empowering women to make their own choices regarding how to labor and give birth.
For doulas (and mothers), birth is a feminist issue. In hospitals women are under the
authority of physicians, and some women suffer negative consequences from feeling
coerced into standardized medical practices. Doulas express feminist principles through
their focus on empowering women to give birth the way that they want.
Similarly, mothers hire doulas out of a desire to challenge the masculine authority
of obstetric birth. Women who hire doulas do so as an individual solution to a systematic
problem in maternity care. Although challenging the patriarchal system of obstetrics,
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women who hire doulas resist the system on an individual level. Both doulas and mothers
in my study desire to challenge the masculine medical model, but they resist involvement
with any political or social movement. They instead focus on how to improve birth for
themselves, individual clients, or particular friends or family members. Thus, although
committed to empowerment of women, this feminist ideal remains limited to those
having the knowledge and resources to hire their own labor support person.
Feminist ideals are important for serving and appealing to women in need.
However, this alternative knowledge source likely appeals to mothers more than to
medical clinicians, who would prefer that patients work with rather than against medical
practice. However, by enacting feminist principles in the context of birth, doulas can help
women have more rewarding experiences. Supporting women is the primary goal of
doula work; but, as I explain in the next section, doulas may have the best chance of
gaining access to women to support through working within the medical system.

Implications
In order to reach women in greatest need of their support, doulas must obtain
professional recognition for the benefits of their care. Both certification and scientific
evidence contribute to appropriating their work to professionals in the birth field. Doulas
appeal to medical clinicians through authoritative knowledge sources. By demonstrating
the benefits of their work through authoritative sources (such as ACOG) and developing
professional organizations and training programs, doulas are more likely to gain
recognition from those in authority.
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Despite their specialist knowledge, doulas’ reach remains limited (Declerq et al.
2013). Without cultural and financial support for doulas’ knowledge, many women who
may want this service do not have access. In order to serve a larger population of women,
doulas need to carve out a jurisdiction that those with authoritative knowledge recognize
as unique and as a necessary contribution to the field (Abbott 1988; Jordan and DavisFloyd 1993). In this case, the continuous emotional support of laboring women
distinguishes the doula’s role from that of nurses, family, or partners. To expand the
reach of doula support, both medical clinicians and health insurers must recognize its
importance and include it as a part of standard care.
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 was designed to provide
“quality, affordable health care coverage for all Americans” (Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act 2010). Under Title V, the Centers for Disease Control in
collaboration with the Secretary of U.S. Human Health and Services awards grants to
eligible entities, such as Medicare and Medicaid, to promote health behaviors and
outcomes through the use of community health workers (Title V, Section 5313).
Medicaid has expanded its services, allowing reimbursement for those who provide nonclinical care. Community health workers include those who educate, guide, and provide
health outreach through health care enrollment, home visitations, and/ or referral to the
appropriate health care organization (Title V, Section 5313). Under this definition, both
birth doulas and postpartum doulas qualify as community health workers. The new health
care provision targets underserved communities, specifically racial and ethnic minority
populations (Title V, Section 5313). Thus, coverage for doulas would allow them to serve
women who cannot otherwise afford their care.
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In the context of changes to medical care coverage, certification becomes
essential. The Departments of Health Services in Minnesota and in Oregon have
proposed bills to cover doulas as community health service workers (Minnesota State
Plan Amendment 2014; Oregon Health Authority 2012). New York has also begun
drafting legislation to provide reimbursement for doula services.xiv Under Minnesota
legislation, Medicaid will reimburse doulas who work under the supervision of a
physician or a certified nurse-midwife and have certification through one of the stateapproved organizations (Minnesota State Plan Amendment 2014). Approved
organizations include DONA International, CAPPA, Childbirth International, and four
other non-local organizations (Minnesota State Plan Amendment 2014). Oregon will also
require certification for reimbursement (Oregon Health Authority 2012). Without
certification, doulas will continue to volunteer their services or rely on private hires. In
order to extend services to women who need it most, doulas will need certification.
Certification also plays an important role in defining doulas as a type of birth
profession. It is in the interests of the profession to standardize and strengthen doulas’
certification processes. According to doulas in this study, certification allows doulas to
legitimate their expertise so that it complements authoritative knowledge. Physicians’
approval of doulas’ contributory expertise is essential in order for doulas-in-training to
obtain certification. Thus, recognition from those who possess authoritative knowledge
will allow doulas to gain credibility through Medicaid, and expand their services.
Scientific evidence also plays a role in gaining support from those in authority.
Even though research on the benefits of doula care has existed since the early 1980s, the
ACOG report in 2014 seemed to draw the most attention from those in both the doula
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community and the medical community. Doulas I interviewed said that the ACOG report
served as an important source of legitimacy for their work and that physicians were just
beginning to recognize the benefits of doula support. When those of higher social status
produce and recognize research, it becomes legitimate scientific evidence.
Scientific evidence supports the use of doulas and using fewer medical
interventions during labor; however, these findings challenge the value placed on
technical procedures, which allow physicians and hospitals to manage labor and birth
more efficiently. Physicians rely on technologies and hospital protocols for ensuring
timely and viable outcomes (Simonds 2002). The evidence supporting fewer
interventions also challenges the authority of physicians (Timmermans 2010). Even
though research has shown that there are risks associated with many common procedures,
including cesarean delivery, these remain routine and at the discretion of physicians to
use. Physicians have the authority to accept or reject evidence-based practices. Physicians
may be more likely to implement alternative approaches when those approaches receive
support from other professionals in the field. In this light, research on the benefits of
doula care must target a more authoritative audience and show how doula expertise can
complement that of obstetricians.
Despite doulas’ inherent desire to fight the medical system, doulas may have a
better chance of serving greater and more diverse populations of women through working
within the system. Although mothers with less medical views of birth may value
feminism, holistic health, and other alternative knowledge systems, these women have
the education and resources to make the best choices for themselves. Most mothers give
birth in hospitals and trust the medical system to deliver the best outcomes. While this
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works out well for many, others may not have enough background information and
personal support to navigate the hospital. Doulas would best serve women lacking their
own resources, yet as mentioned earlier, these women are least likely to have means to
afford their support. In the current medical system, patients seeking better care usually
turn to individual coping mechanisms. Through a more systematic approach, doulas
could reach more women who would benefit from their support. Through adopting and
implementing some of the tenets of medical professionalism, doulas could become more
common resources that women might use to develop feelings of support and
empowerment that would help them to have better birth experiences.

Directions for Future Research
This dissertation focused on doulas’ and mothers’ perceptions of authoritative and
alternative knowledge in the United States. This study is limited in that it only examines
the perspectives of doulas, and mothers who hired or considered hiring a doula. The
viewpoints of the medical team play an important role in understanding expertise. Future
research will explore labor and delivery nurses’ views and criteria for evaluating doula
expertise. Although doulas and mothers in my study discussed the goals and perspectives
of physicians, obstetricians have limited interaction with patients and their birth team
during labor. Much of the time, labor and delivery nurses are the ones who interact with
patients and tell them what the obstetrician recommends. Future research would benefit
from the perspectives of nurses who have worked with doulas.
This research focused on the experiences and perspectives of doulas and mothers,
but there may be varying ideas about what constitutes expertise. While doulas believe
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that their true proficiency lies in the personalized care that they provide women, doulas
perceive their certification as a core indicator of expertise among members of the medical
community. Exploring nurses’ perspectives on this would provide a fuller picture of the
expertise that certification affords doulas. Additionally, while doulas believed that the
ACOG report was extremely important for validating doulas in labor and delivery, it is
important to explore whether those who work in obstetrics did in fact read and accept the
implications in this report. Some doulas I interviewed gave examples of cases where they
presented evidence-based studies to nurses to explain their alternative approach. To
assess how the medical team receives this type of knowledge, I would need to interview
nurses who have worked with doulas. Finally, even though feminism is not directly tied
to medical protocol, it is important to understand how nurses see the role of feminist
views in how they approach labor and delivery. Birth scholars argue that obstetrics is
inherently male-dominated and that it robs women of control over their own bodies.
While many mothers I interviewed held this viewpoint, the perspectives of the medical
team would help expand this picture. I expect that labor and delivery nurses would
further show how the doula role perpetuates the growth of an alternative knowledge base
within the birth field.
In addition to including other perspectives on doula work, future research should
compare doula care in the United States to that of doula care in other countries. Maternity
care in the United States lags behind that of other developed countries, and outcomes are
worst for low-income and non-white women (Morton and Henley 2015). While doulas
have an international presence, it is important to know how their role differs depending
on the systems and cultures in place in other countries. Organizations like DONA
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International have the most members in the U.S., but a substantial number of their
members become certified in European and other countries around the world, including a
wide spectrum of approaches to medicine and birth. Less is known about the experiences
of doulas in countries outside of the United States and what challenges they face. Future
research should include both survey and interview research on doulas in different
countries with assorted cultures and medical systems.
Maternity care in the United States focuses on healthy outcomes, with less
attention to the personal care and experiences of women. Much of this focus comes from
physicians’ power over the bodies of their patients. While physicians in the U.S. have
authority over the body, some other countries lend less authority to physicians and more
to systems, and to alternative healing sources. For example, in European countries with
socialized medicine, physicians have somewhat less prestige than they do in the U.S.
because the health care system has more authority over procedures and prices than
individual physicians do. In a different way, China values both Western medical
approaches as well as traditional methods of healing, training physicians in both. Many
rely on home remedies and traditional medicinal approaches in addition to or sometimes
in place of Western medicine (Cockerham 2004). Thus, systems and cultures outside of
the United States have different views on physicians and health care. Future research
should focus on how doulas can contribute to maternity care in countries that place less
emphasis on physician authority over the body.
Doulas offer contributory expertise through the unique care that they provide to
women. While doulas might best serve populations of women at the greatest health
disadvantage and most likely to receive unnecessary treatment in the hospital setting,
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doula care remains constrained to those with the resources to hire doulas privately.
Through greater recognition of their expertise and better integration of their services into
the most commonly used medical settings, doulas have a greater chance of truly
empowering all women. Recent and future changes to health care suggest an opening for
doulas to better integrate themselves into the knowledge field of birth. With greater
acceptance of doulas’ alternative knowledge and its fit within maternity care comes
opportunity for any woman to have a doula who wants one.
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There are an estimated 27.3 obstetricians (OECD 2013) and 874 nurses for every

100,000 women in the U.S. (Kaiser Family Foundation 2014). There are 13,071 nursemidwives in total in the U.S. (American College of Nurse-Midwives 2014). By contrast,
estimates taken from the largest doula certifying organizations, DONA International,
CAPPA, toLABOR, and HealthConnect One approximate 8,700 doulas in the U.S. This
does not account for non-certified doulas or doulas certified through smaller
organizations.
ii

Administrator and Global Student Support at Childbirth International, email

correspondence, July 29, 2014.
iii

Select hospitals in the United States have doula programs wherein each laboring

woman is offered a doula when they check in to the hospital. Many of these programs are
volunteer-based. The region I surveyed for this study did not have any hospital-based
doula programs.
iv

Doulas I interviewed referred to births without a physician or a midwife as “unassisted”

even if there was a doula and other friends or family members present. In this context,
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“unassisted” refers to births that occur without the supervision of someone who is
medically trained and licensed to deliver babies.
v

Although men can identify as feminists, most research on labeling focuses on women’s

feminist identities. Newer research does explore men’s beliefs about feminism, but
because my research focuses on doulas’ and mothers’ perspectives, I focus here on
women’s beliefs.
vi

Thank you to my research team: Nicole Heidbreder, Marla Marek, Christine H. Morton,

Louise Marie Roth, Miriam Naiman-Sessions, and Jennifer M.C. Torres
vii

Because I partially relied on snowball sampling, some of the participants in my study

had moved away from the region I targeted and/or were living in another region in the
U.S. at the time of the interview.
viii

Fees for DONA-approved doula training workshops vary by region and trainer. The

training available to the doulas in this region costs $385 for both the introduction to
childbirth class and the sixteen hours of doula training, plus the cost of books. To
complete their certification, doulas must purchase a certifying packet from DONA
International for $35. Annual DONA membership costs $50 for the United States and
Canada.
ix

“Clients” refers to mothers who hired a doula to attend their birth. Because I also

interviewed mothers who did not hire a doula, I use “mothers” when discussing the
perspectives of all mothers I interviewed. Elsewhere, I use “clients” for sections where I
either only discuss the views of those who did hire a doula, or where I discuss the
importance of alternative knowledge for legitimating doula care to clients in general.
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x

I use “evidence-based medicine” and “scientific evidence” interchangeably because

doulas I interviewed used both of these terms when talking about empirical support for
labor practices.
xi

The ACOG report was release in March 2014. At the time, I had already completed

seventeen of the twenty-five doula interviews. Thus, half of the doulas I interviewed after
the release of the report specifically discussed its significance.
xii

I use “natural” childbirth to refer to birth that occurs without any medication. However,

one mother I interviewed emphasized to me that, “All birth is natural.” Thus, although I
use, “natural” in specific context, I do not mean that any birth is unnatural. I use,
“natural” rather than “unmedicated” at times because most birth books and articles use
this term. Also, the term “natural birth” fits within a broader philosophy that emphasizes
natural medicine and healing.
xiii

The interviews make an important contribution. The Maternity Support Survey did not

ask doulas about Internet sources. However, the prevalence of Internet researching
emerged through the interviews. Doulas (as well as mothers) stressed the importance of
reading studies online in order to learn more about doulas and alternative birth plans.
xiv

Director of Policy, Choices in Childbirth, personal communication, September 9,

2014.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: SELECTED QUESTIONS FROM THE MATERNITY SUPPORT
SURVEY
Note: This appendix presents the questions that I developed for the Maternity Support Survey.
For a full version of the survey, please contact the Maternity Support Research Team at:
https://maternitysurvey.wordpress.com/contact-us/

Survey Question

Response Type

12. Please indicate how many of the following ways you
have updated your knowledge and/or skills in the past 12
months:
Attend national conference
Attend regional conference
Attend a topical workshop
Attend a webinar
Complete an online course
Read peer-reviewed research journal articles
Visited informational websites
Attend meetings of local professional organization
Met informally with colleagues
Other (please specify)
13. How often do you read one or more articles from the
following journals?

Categories (can choose multiple)

American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Obstetrics and Gynecology
New England Journal of Medicine
The Lancet
Birth
Midwifery
Journal of Midwifery & Women’s Health
Journal of Obstetric, Gynecologic, and Neonatal Nursing
(JOGNN)
Journal of Perinatal Education
3. My current views on childbirth come primarily from:
My scientific knowledge
My professional trainings
My positive experiences with my own birth(s)
My negative experiences with my own birth(s)
My on-the-job experiences and training
My observation of professional mentors
My desire to empower women in birth
My exposure to feminism/Women’s Studies

Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: Never, 1-3
times per year, 4 times a year or
more

Categories (can choose up to
three)
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My activism in the community
My religious beliefs
My spiritual beliefs
I’ve always been interested in birth
Other (specify)
75. Please indicate below the organization(s) through which
you have received training as a doula or labor assistant:

ALACE
Birth Works
CAPPA
DONA International
ICEA
Other (please specify)
76. My doula training has prepared me for:

Supporting women who have unusually prolonged labors
Supporting women in labor who have unexpected
complications that may result in cesareans
Building effective relationships with obstetric nurses
The unpredictable nature, and high emotional demands, of
birth support
Setting up my doula practice as a business
77. In what year were you certified as a doula?

78. Have you maintained your doula certification since you
were certified?
79. Please indicate your level of agreement with the
following statements about doula certification:

My doula certification makes me more attractive to clients
My doula certification justifies the fees that I charge for my
services
My doula certification makes my role legitimate to the
medical community
My doula certification makes it easier for clients to find me
80. My doula certification justifies the fees that I charge for
my services
100. In the promotional materials that you provide to
clients, do you refer to:
Scripture
Your belief that birth is sacred
The number of births that you have attended

Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: No training,
training but not certified,
certification in progress, certified

Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: Strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly
agree

Categories: “Not certified”,
dropdown menu of years “before
1980”, 1980, 1981,…2012
Yes/No
Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: Strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly
agree

Categories (can choose multiple)
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One or more published scientific research articles from
peer-reviewed journals
Your desire to empower women
Your years of experience
Your desire to support women
Other (specify)
101. Please indicate your level of agreement with the
following statements about the value of keeping up to date
on the latest research in labor and delivery:

It demonstrate the importance of my work to the MEDICAL
COMMUNITY
It demonstrates the importance of my work to POTENTIAL
CLIENTS
It helps me be a stronger advocate to my CLIENTS
102. In my doula work, I see myself PRIMARILY as an
advocate for:
The baby’s health and outcomes
Women’s health and experience
A natural birth experience
None of the above
Other (specify)
103. When I began doula work, I gained the most
knowledge about attending birth from:

Reading scientific research articles
Doula training classes
Hands-on experience with positive birth outcomes
Hands-on experience with negative birth outcomes
Discussing birth with other doulas
Reading blogs about the importance of doula work
Other (specify)

Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: Strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly
agree

Categories (select one)

Matrix: For each category,
respondent selects: Strongly
disagree, disagree, neither agree
nor disagree, agree, strongly
agree
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APPENDIX B: CODES USED IN DOULA ORGANIZATIONS ANALYSIS
o Categories: Certification, Experience, Scientific Evidence, Feminism
o Codes:
Certification- certification, certify, certifying, certified
Experience- personal experience, positive experience, negative
experience, experience(d), number of births
Scientific Evidence- science, scientific, research, evidence, evidencebased, evidence-based medicine
Feminism- feminism, feminist, empower (women)
DONA Webpages:
http://www.dona.org/aboutus/mission.php
http://www.dona.org/develop/birth_cert.php
CAPPA Webpages:
http://www.cappa.net/about-cappa.php?mission-statement
http://www.cappa.net/get-certified.php?labor-doula
ICEA Webpages:
http://icea.org/content/mission
http://icea.org/content/doula-certification-pathways-face-face-or-online
toLabor Webpages:
http://tolabor.memberlodge.org/page-1418595
http://tolabor.memberlodge.org/page-1269270
Birthworks Webpages:
http://www.birthworks.org/our-philosophy/
http://www.birthworks.org/become-a-doula/
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APPENDIX C. Interview Guides
Interview Guide for Doulas
When did you become interested in doula work?
What motivated you to pursue doula work?
Probe: What made you interested in birth?
What role your religious or spiritual background play?
What role did your political or community-based beliefs play?
What do you feel you contribute most to your client’s experience?
How do you feel that your knowledge about birth compares to that of those in the
medical community?
Can you tell me about a birth that was particularly memorable? What was memorable
about it?
Have you been involved with a particularly difficult or high-risk birth? What did you do?
Training
Tell me about your training process.
What do you feel was most emphasized during your training?
How did your training prepare you for your work?
How do you keep up to date on childbirth practices?
Current Doula Work
Where do you work most of the time (e.g. hospital, birth center, individual homes?)
How would you describe your job?
How do you find your clients?
Probe: Do you belong to an organization that directs clients to you, or do you
market yourself? How do you market yourself to potential clients?
Could you describe your typical client? Probe: In terms of race, class, education?
What do you think draws clients to deciding to have a doula?
When meeting or talking with potential clients, what do you emphasize about
your services?
Probe: Do you emphasize evidence-based medicine, your certification?
Do you emphasize your amount of experience as a doula?
Do you emphasize your personal experiences, your personal beliefs about women
and birth?
What would you say you emphasize the most when you are meeting a potential
client? What do you think is most important to them?
Certification
What was/would be the most important reason for getting a doula certification?
Probe: Did you think it would make you more attractive to clients?
Did you think it would help you establish better relationships with nurses
and other medical professionals involved in your clients’ births?
Did you think it would help you to market your services? Clients to find
you?
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How important do you feel your certification is for marketing your services?
Probe: Do clients ask about your qualifications? How important is the
certificate?
Do clients seem to care more about your certification or your experience? Why?
Do you think that there should be more universal certification for doulas?
Scientific evidence
Do you read scientific articles and research studies on birth? Why or why not?
How important do you think it is to convey scientific information to potential and current
clients? Why?
Probe: What makes you think that? Do clients ever ask you about evidence-based
medicine?
How important do you think scientific evidence is in the type of care that you provide?
Do you think that scientific evidence makes your role more “legitimate” to the medical
community? How?
Alternative Bases of Knowledge
What is your religious and/or spiritual background? Do you think that this
influences your doula work?
Do you identify yourself as a feminist? Do you think that feminism influences your doula
work? How?
What is your goal as a doula?
Example: Do you think that doulas should be working closer to the medical
community?
Do you think that doulas should be more involved in reproductive rights,
feminism, and other issues that affect women?
Do you think that doulas could be better publicized? How?
Now I’d like to finish by asking some background questions:
How long have you been a doula?
Do you have another job that supplements your income?
What is your typical fee for service?
Do you do any volunteer doula work? Why or why not? Is it because of income?
Do you offer services on a sliding scale, and/or payment plans?
Do you think that cost affects who chooses your services?
Do you have children?
How many?
How did their birth impact your practice?
How many births do you attend per month? Per year?
What is your marital status?
What is your highest level of education?
How would you describe your racial/ethnic background?
How old are you?
What is your annual income from doula work?
____________________________
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What is your household income? (check the box)
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more

Interview Guide for Clients
Where did you first hear about doulas?
How did you decide to have a doula attend your birth?
Probe: What kind of birth experience were you hoping to have?
How did you find your doula?
Probe: Did you meet your doula beforehand?
What were you looking for in a doula?
What were you hoping that a doula could bring to your birth experience?
What was most important to you in deciding to hire your doula?
Certification
When looking for a doula, what qualifications did you want him or her to have?
Probe: How important was their certification? Their experience?
How important was their certification and training compared to their level of
experience?
How much did cost affect your decision? Did you consider a volunteer doula or a
doula who works on a sliding scale?
Scientific evidence
Do or did you read articles about birth? What kinds of things did you read?
Do you read scientific articles and research studies on birth?
If so, how important was scientific research in your decision to hire a doula?
How did it compare to other factors we’ve discussed?
How did what you read help you prepare for birth?
Alternative Sources of Knowledge
Do you know anyone who had a doula-attended birth? Did their story affect your
decision?
What is your religious and/or spiritual background? Do you think that this
influenced your decision to hire a doula? Did it impact who you chose?
Do you identify yourself as a feminist? Do you think that feminism influenced your
decision, and/or who you chose to be your doula?
Do you think that doulas offer something that Western medicine does not? What?
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Birth Experience
How did having a doula affect your birth experience?
How do you think your birth would have gone if you had not hired a doula?
Do you have other children?
Probe: Did you hire a doula with them?
How did your experience differ if you used a doula this time but not before, or
vice versa?
Would you recommend having a doula to your family and friends? Why or why not?
(How) Do you think that doulas could be better publicized?
Now I’d like to finish by asking you some background questions:
Are you taking leave from work?
For how long?
What is your occupation?
What is your marital status?
What is your highest level of education?
How would you describe your racial/ethnic background?
How old are you?
What is your annual income? (check the box)
Less than $20,000
$20,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 or more
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APPENDIX D: DETAILED CHARACTERISTICS OF DOULAS AND MOTHERS
INTERVIEWED

Sample Characteristics of Doulas
Pseudonym

Age

Race/ Ethnicity

Education

Nursing Degree

Household Income

Organization

Certified Doulas (N=14)
Paula

58

White

BA

$100,000-$149,999

DONA

Dorothy

76

White

Ph.D.

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Mary

54

White

BSN

$100,000-$149,999

DONA

Julia

48

White

BA

$150,000 or more

DONA

Betsy

48

White

AA/ Some
college

$100,000-$149,999

DONA

Joni

62

White

AA/ Some
college

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Sophia

46

White

BS

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Molly

56

White

AA/ Some
college

$35,000-$49,999

DONA

Ana

47

Hispanic

BA

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Connie

28

White

BS

Yes

$75,000-$99,999

Childbirth
International

Raquel

50

Hispanic

AA/ Some
college

Yes

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Ava

44

White

HS

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Bella

32

White

AA/ Some
college

$50,000-$74,999

CAPPA

Emily

40

White

AA/ Some
college

$100,000-$149,999

DONA

Yes

Certification in Progress (N=6)
Theresa

29

Mixed

AA/ Some
college

$20,000-$34,999

Intuitive
Childbirth

Darlene

33

White

BS

Prefer not to answer

Childbirth
International

Grace

28

Asian/ White
and Asian

AA/ Some
college

Less than $20,000

DONA

Elaine

61

White

MSN

$75,000-$99,999

DONA

Patty

32

Hispanic

BA

$75,000-$99,999

DONA

Kelly

26

White

AA/ Some
college

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

Training, but Not Certified (N=5)

Yes
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Stacy

37

White

BSN

Sally

37

White

Lucy

35

Gina
Melissa

Yes

$100,000-$149,999

CAPPA

MA

$35,000-$49,999

DONA

White

HS

Prefer not to answer

CAPPA

28

White

AA/ Some
college

$50,000-$74,999

DONA

24

White

AA/ Some
college

$35,000-$49,999

DONA

Sample Characteristics of Mothers
Pseudonym

Age

Race/ Ethnicity

Education

Current Employment

Household Income

Had a
Midwife

Faith

30

White

MA

Speech therapist

$50,000-$74,999

No

Katherine

42

White

JD

Lawyer

$100,000-$149,999

No

Misty

31

White

BA

Nurse

$100,000-$149,999

No

Sarah

31

White

BA

Homemaker

$100,000-$149,999

Yes

Elena

24

Hispanic

AA/Some
college

Homemaker

Less than $20,000

Yes

Suzie

39

White

MA

Homemaker

$100,000-$149,999

No

Jane

30

White

BA

Homemaker

$75,000-$99,999

Yes

Melody

32

White

MA

Federal Government
Analyst

More that $150,000

Yes

Casey

36

White

MA

Community College
Instructor

$50,000-$74,999

No

Frances

32

Asian

MA

Doula

$50,000-$74,999

Yes

Trisha

31

White

PhD

Education
Consultant

More than $150,000

Yes

Sherry

29

White

BA

Doula

$35,000-$49,999

Yes

Tiffany

30

White

BA

Journalist

$50,000-$74,999

No

Laura

30

White

BA

Homemaker

$35,000-$49,999

No

Naomi

29

White

BA

Information
Technology/
Doula in training

$35,000-$49,999

No

Eileen

36

White

BA

Homemaker

$50,000-$74,999

No

Jacquelynn

34

White

MA

Homemaker

$75,000-$99,999

No

Allison

26

White

BA

Homemaker

$20,000-$34,999

Yes

Nina

23

Hispanic

HS

Administration for
sports industry/
Doula in training

$50,000-$74,999

Yes
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Justine

31

White

BA

Social Worker

$20,000-$34,999

No

Lisa

41

White

MA

Community College
Instructor

$50,000-$74,999

Yes

Carrie

30

White

AA/Some
college

Office manager

$100,000-$149,999

No

Did Not Have a Doula (N=3)
Nicole

25

White

MA

Homemaker

Less than $20,000

Yes

Dana

30

White

MA

Elementary School
Teacher

$75,000-$99,999

No

Vicky

29

Hispanic

AUD/
PhD

Audiologist

$100,000-$149,999

No
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